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Fire levels Growers Loose Leaf
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Flames in the night

Fire chief says
building was
engulfed upon
crews' arrival

Flash flood watch
_
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Flash flood watch today and
tonight
Tonight: Still more rain. Low
dropping to near 32. Northeast
wind 10 to 20 mph. Chances of
rain 90 percent.

•

By DAN LOUDY
Murray Ledger & Times Slat, Wrii.
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NATIONAL

WORLD

TERMEZ, U.S.S.R. — The Red Army commander for Afghanistan
today led the last contingent of his troops across a border bridge,
ending for the Soviets a nine-year war that claimed the lives of 15,000
of their countrymen.
LONDON -- Armed police today were reported guarding author
Salman Rushdie, whom Ayatollah Khomeini told Moslems to kill for
writing "The Satanic Verses." Many Moslems consider the book
blasphemous.
COSTA DEL SOL, El Salvador — A long-delayed summit of five
Central American presidents ended with a promise from Nicaragua to
hold free elections and agreement to dismantle the bases in Honduras
of U.S.-backed Contra rebels.

STATE
Flames shoot out of Growers Loose Leaf No. 2 on Maple St. Tuesday night. The blaze completely destroyied the tobacco warehouse, built in 1942. The Murray Fire Department and the Calloway County. Fire
Department worked around four hours before bringing the flames under control and keeping the blaze
from spreading to a nearby apartment complex, The building was owned by Rob McCallon, Harold
Shoemaker and Marty Harper.

HINDMAN -- Murder defendant ClaVivCM Jacobs' new lawyer has
filed a motion asking that the Pippa Passes man undergo a third competency hearing before standing trial for the 1986 beating death of an
Alice Lloyd College student.
PIKE VILLE -- A woman testified she thought her brother was
ringing the doorbell one early morning in 1986 but when she opened
her apartment door, her ex-husband burst inside for a half hour of terror that ended when he was shot and killed.
FRANKFORT -- Public universities had record enrollment in the
fall semester in 1988 while private institutions struggled with enrollment declines.
the featured speaker at next week's conferFRANKFORT
ence on education sponsored by the General Assembly, but Gov. Wallace Wilkinson said lawmakers may have invited him for a different
reason.
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Testing of the
emissions from
Calvert plants
are questioned

LONDON — The dollar was
trading today at lower levels in
thin late morning European
dealings.
Gold prices fell.
The dollar was being undermined by a growing feeling that
any discount rate hike by the
U.S. Federal Reserve would be
matched by the West German
Bundesbank, said one trader
with a major Italian commercial
bank in Milan.

GILBERTSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Local officials have questioned the
need for an environmental study of
the emissions from chemical plants
that line the Tennessee„ River in
western Kentucky.
During a three-hour meeting
Monday with state officials, the
officials — including Marshall
County Judge-Executive Mike
Miller and Calvert City Mayor
Kean McKinney — said the study
unfairly stigmatizes the area.
"I don't really think that their
decision to get into a major study
has been very well thought out,"
said state Rep. Richard Lewis, DBenton, who represents Marshall
County.
Lewis said announcement of the
study amounted to an "indictment" of the area "without evidence" by state officials.
"It makes you feel like you're
being singled out," he added. "I
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FRANKFORT,
the featured speaker at neu.
conference on education spons......
by the General Assembly. but Cli,‘.
Wallace Wilkinson said las.7::a .
may have invited bun lor a
rent reason.
"I understand that they're ;—
ably lying in ambush
Wilkinson said.
Wilkinson also said no
like to see a compromise on
tion reached at the confererkc
he is not optimistic.
"I would hope that N
accomplish an agreement, a L'or.,sensus that we're going to r.!st7i.
lure schools," he said.
Wilkinson said Tuesday he
hopes to be able to call a spec.,..:]
KY. (AP)

Murray Ledger & Times Stall Writer

The Calloway County Fiscal
Court met briefly in a special session Tuesday afternoon to approve
an amended version of the bylaws
of the Murray Calloway County
Public Hospital Corporation.
The magistrates took just 12
minutes to complete the official
business of the meeting. Judge/
Executive George H. Weaks distributed copies of a letter from attorney Steve Sanderg, who made the
changes in the bylaws as suggested

on

Wilkinson drops his plans for March
special session to deal with education

By DAVID TUCK

OKLAHOMA CITY — The University of Oklahoma football team,
a perennial power accustomed to battling for national championships,
now is fighting for dignity during an outbreak of criminal allegations
that won't seem to go away.
DAYTONA BEACH, Fla. — Richard Petty and Mickey Gibbs are
on opposite ends of the NASCAR spectrum, with Petty have accomplished just about everything possible in the stock car series and Gibbs
trying to get his big league career started.
LOS ANGELES — Mike Tyson and Robin Givens got the Valentine's Day present they each wanted — their divorce.
WASHINGTON -- The Justice Department's decision to close its
review of the National Football League Players Association and executive director Gene Upshaw after finding no evidence of wrongdoing
has "totally vindicated" the organization, the union head says.

(Cont'd

Gov. Wilkinson
Drops session plhns

iCont'd in pat

Business After Hours

Stuart Poston, left, visited with Friends of the Library treasurer Dr. Coy Harmon and co-chairperson
Marsha Tucker at the Business After Hours reception, held Tuesday afternoon at the Calloway County
Public Library. The monthly event was hosted by the library and the Murray-Calloway County Chamber
of Commerce.
staff pbotc by David luck
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Heavy rains continue
to pound entire state

Flames in the night

Joe Rexroat

Rexroat files
as candidate
for the Murray
City Council

Smoke smolders from the remains of Growers Loose Leaf No. 2. The building was completely destroyed by
fire Tuesday night. The origin of the blaze is unknown at this time.
Staff photo by Dan Loudy

Fire levels...
(Cont'd from page I)
to bring the blaze under cOntrol.
Hombuckle said around 9 p.m., the
flames were manageable. He added
that firemen worked off and on
through the night putting out spot
fires.
Owners Marty Harper and Rob

Fiscal Court...
(Cont'd from page 1)
by the Fiscal Court.
Amendments to the bylaws
including changing the word
"counsel" to "council" on page
one; changing Article II, Section 2,
.to read: "...The Chief of the Medical Staff..." as being a permanent
member of the hospital board; and
the deletion of "...No spouse (of a
member on the) Common Council
of the City of Murray or the County fudge, or any- member of the
Fiscal Court of the County, or who
is an employee of the hospital"
from eligibility for service on the
hospital board. The changes, which
were approved on final reading by
the Murray City Council Thursday
night, received unanimous approval
by the magistrates.
The new bylaws include the

FARM
FRESH

McCallon were unable to estimate
at this time how much inventory
had been lost in the fire. McCallon
said he was able to salvage a couple of grain trucks. Harper said
they would have to get their
records in order to find out the
extent of the losses.
Growers Loose Leaf Floor No. 2
was built in 1942 by Cecil Farris.
The U.S. Tobacco Company had

offices there. with John T. Irvan
and Dan Kingins as local
representatives.
Sone smoke, heat and water
damage was reported to the neighboring aurtment complex. Other
than the tobacco warehouse and the
apartment complex, no damage to
any of the other neighboring buildings was reported. No injuries were
reported.

forming of a nominating committee
for positions 4-11 on the hopsital
board. The committee will include
the Mayor of the City of Murray;
the Judge/Executive of Calloway
County; a member of the Murray
City Council; a member of the Calloway County Fiscal Court; the
chairperson of the hospital board:
the president of Murray State University, and the chief of the hospi-

tal medical staff. Permanent hospital board members will be the
Mayor of Murray. the Judge/
Executive of Calloway County, and
the chief of the MCCH medical
staff. Positions 4-11 will be
appointed by members of the Fiscal

Cave explorer's body to be moved
this spring; headlines made in '25
HORSE CAVE, Ky.(AP) — Thç
body of cave explorer William
Floyd Collins, whose entrapment
and death created national headlines in 1925, will be moved this
spring to its final resting place.
After his death in Sand Cave,
Collins' body was removed and
buried; entombed for public display; stolen and recovered; and put
back on display.
'The time nas come to let him
rest in peace,- said Donnie Collins, a Horse Cave resident and
Collins' great-nephew. "He
deserves it after all these years.Collins' relatives and the National Park Service have worked out
arrangements to re-inter the body.
"He'll be buried in a cemetery

Golden Delicious
69' lb.
Red Delicious
and Winesap

59g
Radishes
Celery
Cabbage

Court and the City Council, with
each appointing four members to
the board.

on the (Mammoth Cave) National
Park grounds in late March,- Donnie Collins said. "We're not sure
exactly when it will be, but there's
no rush after all this time. He's still
dead."
Collins was 37 when he entered
Sand Cave on Jan. 30, 1925, in
hopes of finding a new entrance to
Crystal Cave, the cavern he discovered under his father's Edmonson
County farm on Jan. 18, 1917.
Caves in the area were privately
operated then, and competition for
tourists' dollars was intense.
Collins was on his way out of
Sand Cave — head-first and on his
back — when he was trapped in a
small, tunnel-like shaft by rocks
that fell from the ceiling onto his
foot and ankle.
•
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Enough
dioxin could be getting into milk
from the bleached-paper cartons
now in use to raise the risk of
children getting cancer, says an
environmental group urging the
Agriculture Department to require
different containers.
The petition Monday by Greenpeace says the department could
require schools and other institutions receiving money from it to
buy their milk in cartons made of
unbleached paper, glass or some
other material that is biodegradable
and not putting the toxic chemical
in milk.
The department provides some 5
billion half-pint cartons of milk a
year through five different subsidy
programs.
Greenpeace was relying on a
Canadian government study
reported last fall that found dioxin
leaching from cartons of bleached
paper into the milk. No government
agencies have tested milk in the
United States.

(Cont'd from page 1)
think there ought to be a smoking
gun before ... a monitoring study."
The study of the affects of the
emissions on the health of nearby
residents will take about 18
months.
The probe will include tests for
toxic chemicals in the air, streams
and fish and beneath the ground in
old dumps and ground water. The
goal is to minimize public risk
from the plants, said Art Williams,
state commissioner of environmental protection.
Six other state, regional and federal agencies will be involved in
what Williams called "the most
coordinated and comprehensive
environmental and health study"
ever in Kentucky.
Details of each agency's role are
still being worked out. There is no
firm budget; Williams says most
agencies will cover the cost from
their existing budgets.
Despite hostility from local
elected officials, plans for the
study of the Calvert City chemical
complex received a generally warm
response at their first public airing
Monday.
Officials of the affected plants
and citizen activists with whom
they are frequently at odds said
after being briefed by state officials
that they welcome the study.
And state environmental officials, who outlined the study four
times during a daylong series of
meetings in Gilbertsville, said they
were pleased with the reception.
"We were able to open lines of
communication," Williams said.
"We learned some things about the
perspectives of each group."
McKinney said he was "confused" by officials' inability to
detail the cost, duration or goals of
the study. A staunch defender of
local industries who works for the
waste-handling company LWD
Inc., McKinney said the "doubt
and suspicion" created by the
study would hurt efforts to attract
industry to western Kentucky.
But Williams said later that he
expects the study to help the area
aconomically by resolving existing
allegations and doubts.
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Dr. Joe Rexroat has filed as a
candidate for the Murray City
Council. Rexroat, a local dentist,
has been active in professional and
community affairs since moving to
Murray twenty years ago.
Rexroat has served as President
of the Southwestern Society of the
Kentucky Dental Association and
as their representative to the
Executive Board of the Kentucky
Dental Association. He was elected
Vice President of the Kentucky
Dental Association for the year of
1982-83. Locally, Rexroat has
served on the Calloway County
Board of Health, as president of the
Murray High School P.T.O. and on
the Murray State University Alumni Board. He is a member of the
First Baptist Church where he
serves as a Sunday school teacher
and deacon.
Rexroat is a native of Lebanon
Junction, in Bullitt County. He
earned a BA degree from Murray
State University in 1963 and
D.M.D. degree from the University
of Kentucky College of Dentistry
in 1967. He spent 2 years in the
U.S. Air Force before entering
practice in Murray.
Rexroat's wife Carla is a teacher
in the Murray City School system.
They have one son, Joey, a
mechanical engineering student at
Georgia Tech and one daughter,
Lisa, a business major at the University of Kentucky. Rexroat is the
son of the late Corinne Thurman of
Murray.
N announcing his candidacy, Dr.
Rexroat demonstrates his continuing desire to actively participate
and contribute to community
service.

By The Associated Press
Kentuckians braced themselves
for another day of relentless rain
that has soaked the state, caused
flooding, forced schools to close
and threatened lives and property.
Much of the state has received 3
to 6 inches of rain since Sunday.
More rain, as much as an additional 2 to 4 inches, was forecast overnight and today.
"We have sent our area coordinators to all corners of their
domain," said Don Armstrong of
the state Division of Disaster and
Emergency Services. "We have
had hardly an area that is not
impacted in some way."
A flash-flood watch was in
effect fOr the entire state today, and
rain was expected through
Thursday.
Major flooding was'expected on
the Green River and Rolling Fork,
more moderate flooding on the
Barren and Rough rivers and minor
flooding on the Salt, Kentucky and
Licking Rivers.
At Boston in Nelson County, the
Rolling Fork was expected to crest
near the record 51.7 feet set in
December 1978.The high waters closed tens of
roads in the state and caught some
motorists in its trap.
The majority ot that rainfall fell
in the 24-hour period that ended at
midnight Monday, and only a trace
had been recorded by Tuesday
afternoon.
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Meanwhile, Frankfort officials
met Tuesday to set plans for when
the Kentucky River passes the
flood stage later this week. According to the latest estimates, the river
is expected to crest at 32.6 feet at 7
p.m. Thursday. Flood stage is 31
feel
Flooding is expected in some
low-lying neighborhoods along the
river and neighborhood associations in those areas will be given
information about what to do when
water starts in the basement.
Authorities said the heavy rain
caused a traffic accident that killed
two Kentucky residents.
Wayne Billings, 22, of Spottsville, and his girlfriend, Jane Piller,
19, of Henderson, died Monday
when the car in which they were
riding spun out of control on U.S.
60 east of Henderson.
State roads in many counties
were closed, and highway crews
scrambled to clear standing water
Or to repair bridges damaged by the
rising water.
"The list keeps changing every
hour," said David Madison, an
operations engineer at the Kentucky Highway Department's division
office in Paducah.
On Monday night, McCracken
County Sheriff's deputies were
called to the south end of Barkley
Regional Airport where a sixpassenger Cessna plane crashlanded in heavy rain.
Authorities said Mark Crawford,
his wife and their two children,
who live in Panama City, Fla.,
were unhurt. Deputy Sheriff Scott
Aycock said the family was flying
from Memphis, Tenn., to Mayfield.
"The ground is pretty well saturated," Bob Watson, a meteorologist for the National Weather Service in Paducah, said Tuesday.
Barkley Regional Airport at
Paducah had received 6.24 inches
of rain since midnight Sunday,
Watson said.

Session...
(Cont'd from page 1)
no way' kind of thing," he said.
But he also repeated his contention that a complete overhaul of the
education system is needed.
"I think restructuring must come
first," Wilkinson said. "All of the
rest of it, in my view, is for naught
if we don't get at the heart of the
matter."
During the morning news conference, Wilkinson appointed 12 of
the 15 members of the new Council
on School Performance Standards.
The group is supposed to report
back in August with a system for
determining precisely how Kentucky schools are performing and
standards for how they should be
doing.
Such a system is crucial for
Wilkinson's own plan for schools,
which essentially would free individual teachers from regulations to
pursue what they thought best for
the students. Wilkinson would also
establish a series of benchmark
schools to be used as models for
new Leaching methods and tools.
Wilkinson has also proposed an
incentive program that would pay
cash to schools where students
show improvement. The money
could be used in any way the personnel at the school desired.
The council was not appointed to
promote his own program, Wilkinson said.
"This committee is not political," Wilkinson said. "It is not
designed to be for one education
program or another education
program."
The chairman of the council will
be J.D. Nichols, chairman of NTS
Development Corp. of Louisville.
Members appointed Tuesday
were Gary Dodd, general manager
for general affairs, Toyota Motor
Manufacturing, Georgetown;
Robert Ruberg, vice chairman of
the State Board of Education,
Covington; Henry Pogue, chairman
of the State Board of Education,
Fort Thomas; Lawrence Allen,
superintendent of the Paducah
Independent Schools; Marjorie
Bowers, instructional supervisor,
Boone County Schools, Florence;
Jane Sisk, teacher, Calloway County Schools, Murray.
Also, Freda Norvell, Gheens
Professional Development Center,
Louisville; Carol Stumbo, teacher,
Wheelwright High School; Barney
Tucker, member of the State Board
of Education, Lexington; John
Brock, superintendent of public
instruction; and Jack Foster, secretary of the Education and Humanities Cabinet.
Wilkinson said he has three people in mind for the remaining spots
on the council, but has not been
able to contact them.
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PERSPECTIVE
Firemen commended
lessness, we offer our sympathy to
the owners of the tobacco firm for
the great loss they have experienced. While we feel so fortunate,
we also feel sorrow for their
troubles.
We say a heart-felt "THANK
YOU" to the Fire Department and
know we will always feel safer
with these dedicated fire-fighters
on the job.
Sincerely,
Terry and Karen Isaacs
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
201 South 3rd St.,
Murray, Ky.

U.S. SENATOR FOR KENTUCKY

Mitch McConnell
PROVIDING 'HEAVY ARTILLERY'
TO FIGHT ELECTION FRAUD
The ballot box is the cornerstone of our democracy, and the
right to vote in fair and honest elections precedes every other right
guaranteed in the Constitution. However; in some parts of our
country--including Kentucky--elections are turned into a sham by
people who still try to influence elections through buying and selling votes. That is why I authored and introduced legislation together
with Senator Joe Biden (D-DE), to give prosecutors the legal tools
they need to stop election fraud once and for all.
The Biden-McConnell Anti-Corruption Act of 1989, or BidenMcConnell 11, is a continuation of the work I started over a year
ago, which resulted in legislation that Congress passed last year to
fight public corruption. We added a Biden-McConnell amendment
to the Omnibus Drug Bill that was signed into law last November.
It reversed a Supreme Court decision, McNally v..U:S., which had
taken away federal jurisdiction in corruption and election fraud cases.
My amendment allowed authorities to resume investigation and prosecution of hundreds of public corruption cases.
Biden-McConnell II cuts right to the heart of the election fraud
problem by giving federal prosecutors the heavy artillery they need
to go after vote buyers, vote sellers, and others who try to fix elections through fraud. The legislation will:
* Make all forms of election fraud--in both federal and state
elections--federal felony offenses;
* Raise the maximum penalty for both election fraud and
public corruption felonies to 10 years in federal prison
and a $10,000 fine; and
* Further expand the jurisdictional basis for federal prosecutors to investigate reports of corruption and punish
the wrongdoers.
I am optimistic about passage of this needed legislation because
it enjoys solid bipartisan support. Along with Senator Biden, who
is Chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee, I have been joined
in this effort by Senators Strom Thurmond (R-S.C.), Paul Simon
(D-IL), Howard Metzenbaum (D-OH), and Dennis DeConcini(DAZ). These Senators, all members of the Judiciary Committee, have
pledged their support to help guide this bill through the legislative
maze of Congress.
Nobody wins in fraud-tainted elections, least of all the voters.
Increasingly, the citizens of Kentucky are voicing their outrage at
the blatant violation of their rights by election day "shenanigans".
My new legislation translatesithat moral outrage into steel-teeth laws
against such corruption. I refuse to stand by and watch our ballot
box being turned into an auction block. Kentucky deserves better
than that.

Thirty years ago

Jim Walston, field man, and
James Garrison, general manager,
Ryan Milk Co. and A. Carman,
head of Agriculture Department at
Murray State College, spoke about
the dairy industry here at a meeting
of Murray Rotary Club at Murray
Woman's Club House.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Wayne M. Williams, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Ephrimm Cothran,. a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Barnes
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Louis
Lovett.
Murray Women of Woodcraft

There was a brief item in the
paper the other day about a man
being sentenced to life in prison
without possibility of parole.
He hadn't killed or even harmed
anyone. But he had been convicted
of armed robbery three times since
1981.
Because armed robbery is a
Class X felony, the most serious
crime under Illinois law, he's a
three-time loser. And the penalty
can be life.
To my surprise, I received two
letters from readers about this
story. Both thought the punishment
had been too servere.
One came from Eileen Greehey,
who lives in the affluent suburb of
Oak Brook, Ill.
She said: "I was incensed when I
read it and I wonder if you share
my outrage.
"A man who stole about S550 in
three shoe store robberies and committed another holdup between
1981 and 1987, without killing
anyone or even hurting anyone, is
sentenced to life without possibility
of parole.
"What a gross miscarriage of
justice! The punishment certainly
didn't fit the crime. When you consider the light sentences meted out
for many horrendous crimes, this is
terribly unjust."
The other came from a nun. Sister Mary Scheibel, who said: "I
would say the sentence is a bit
much, especially in light of the

3, the gunman. was getting a hum
deal.
As I've mentioned before. I've
been through it. And I'll never

forget what it felt like to stand in
my own hallway while a nervous
young man pressed -a pistol against
the tip of my nose, while his fidgety partner served as the lookout.

Olympic swimmer, who killed two
while driving under the influence,
and received a mere 17 years with
the hope of probation in 5."
I had two reactions to the letters.
First, it is nice that there are kind,
compassionate people in our society. Maybe we will become a kinder, gentler nation.
My second reaction was to tell
my assistant: "Call these kind.
compassionate ladies and ask if a
stranger has ever aimed a loaded
gun at their heads."
Mrs. Greehey answered the question. "Thank God, no. I have never
been a victim of any crime. I've
been fortunate."
Sister Mary said: "No." You've
never been robbed? "No.- Any
crime? "No."
I wasn't surprised. In fact. I
would have been amazed if that
had not been their answer.
If either of them had ever looked
down the barrel of a gun, held by
someone who appeared ready to
use it, they wouldn't have written
those letters. Nor would they have
thought that Reginald Robinson.

My life didn't flash before my
eyes. All I could think about was
that if his finger twitched, my
brains would he all over the wall.
If 1 had a had ticker, he might
have killed me without pulling the
trigger. People have dropped dead
under such circunIstances.
Or, had I become hysterical and
yelled or tried to run, he might
have ventilated me. Fortunately. I
remained calm Or as calm as one
can be with a heartbeat of about
200 thumps a minute.
And there was the possibility
that he might have decided to kill
me just for the sport of it. That's
not uncommon these violent days.
Pointing a gun at someone is not
a minor transgression. It's only one
step. one tiny movement of a finger, away from being homicide.
So here we have Mr. Robinson.
who makes a practice of doing this.
But society has been remarkably
forgiving.
In his younger davs. he stole
without using a gun. so he ususaliy
got probation or a 1 ew months :n
jail.

1.
7 -40
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Looking Back
Ten years ago
Bobby L. Brandon, formerly of
Murray, has been named deputy
director of Breckinridge Job Corps
Center.
Linda Fain is Valentine Queen of
Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta Sima
Phi sorority.
Twenty years ago
Gary Lynn Simmons, 26, died
from injuries sustained in a one-car
accident on Highway 299 near
Kirksey shortly after midnight on
Feb. 14.

Mirrray Ledger & Times

These bleeding hearts need a bandage

Letter To The Editor

Dear Editor:
We would like to use the Murray
Ledger & Times as a public forum
to commend the Murray City Fire
Department and Chief Hornbuckle
for their excellent work the night
of Feb. 14 during the fire at Growers Loose Leaf Floor.
We know their expertise saved
the apartment complex adjacent to
our funeral home. Had the apartments caught fire, we truly believe,
due to the close proximity of our
buildings, we would have been
next.
Recognizing our sense of help-
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Court 728 elected Mrs. James A.
Parker as delegate to Head Camp
Convention at Louisville in March.
The Rev. Bill Webb is pastor of
Locust Grove Baptist Church.
Forty years ago

Record rainfall in this area has
swelled rivers and streams to a
point where some areas are virtually isolated. During a 30-hour period ending at 7 a.m. today, the
rainfall in Murray was recorded at
5.76 inches.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Carroll and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Euel F. Lockhart, Feb. 12; a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. William Cole, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Edward McClure, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Vance and
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Kline,
Feb. 13; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Olin
Turner, Feb. 14.
In high school basketball games,
Hazel beat New Concord and Sedalia beat Lynn Grove. High team
scorers were Lamb for Hazel, Williams for New Concord, B. Norsworthy for Sedalia and B. Darnell
for Lynn Grove.

;l••••1

WRITE A LETTER — Letters to
the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be
published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general
interest.
Letters must not be more than
500 words. Longer letters cannot
be published.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and limit
frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor: The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.
420716

Thoughts
In Season
by Ken Wolf

These words, written by John
Knox, the Scottish reformer, adorn
the Reformation Monument in
Geneva, Switzerland:

The Peoples Home Equity Line of
is a variable rate loan based on the equity you have in
your home. It is
available for instant use at any
much like
time
a credit card.
However, since

A man with God is always in
the majority.
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robbery.
He was paroled in 1987. !'
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have figured out that pumping
digging ditches. almost an.“IL•
was a better way to make a
No. that same year, after be•
paroled, he knocked over
another shoe store.
And in every crime, there \A, •
gun in his hand and the utter
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your Home Equity Line is based
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substantial.
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convicted of another shoe st

Home Equity
Line of
Credit

How Do I Use It?
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But when he was 25, he decidu.I
a gun made the job easier. So
was caught and did a stretch y:
prison.
By 1981. he was out and
convicted of his first shoe
robbery. The same year, he •

Simply by writing a special check from the book
we provide with your line. We have only two
restrictions: each check must be for a minimum of $500 and no check may exceed the
amount of your Home Equity Line (or your
remaining balance if you have already used
your line).

The minimum payment is 250 ()I the outstand
mg balance or $100. whichever is greater. A
personalized statement will be matted to von on
the first of each month detailing ea( h transac
non. Your checking account will be automat
cally debited for the amount of payment ten
days after you receive your statement. N'ou t'i ii
make additional principal payments it
desire. There are no penalties for prep.-wine-ill
at Peoples Bank,

Is It Easy To Get Started?
Yes. Simply call 753-3231 lor an appointment
SOUTH BRANCH

NORTH BRANCH
N. 12th and Chestnut

S. 12th and Story

PEOPLES BANK

O

/
MURRAY /KY.

MAIN OFFICE - 5th and Main - 753-3231
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Slaton-Todd vows solemnized at Grapevine Church

MARRIED 25 YEARS TODAY — Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Carter of
Murray are today, Feb. 15, observing their 25th wedding anniversary.
They were married Feb. 15, 1964, i9 Joppa, Ill., by the Rev. William
H. Lively. Their attendants were, Peggy Wilson and Harold Shoemaker. Mrs. Carter, the former Mary Ann Crawford, is the daughter of
Mrs. Thyra Crawford of Murray and the late William B. Crawford.
She teaches third grade at Carter Elementary School. Mr. Carter, son
of Ercel and Irene Carter of Murray, is owner and operator of Carter
Studio, Murray. They have one son, Phillip Carter, 21, and one
daughter, Leigh Ann Carter, 15. No formal celebration is planned.

Kesterson and Morgan vows are
solemnized at Walla Walla, Wash.
'Wedding vows were exchanged by Ms. Rebecca Kesterson, Phoenix,
Ariz., formerly of Mayfield. and Dr. A. Reeves Morgan on Saturday, Feb.
at 4:30 p.m.
The vows were solemnized in the home of Dr. and Mrs. Philip R. Morgan of Walla Walla, Wash. The Rev. Ernest Campbell of St. Paul's Episcopal Church performed the private ceremony.
Present were Dr. and Mrs. Morgan and their daughters, Lindsay and
Courtney, and .Dr. and. Mrs. Al Morgan and their son, Ian.
The bride was attired in a peach'silk outfit and had a corsage of sonya
roses and stephanotis.
Lindsay and Courtney Morgan served as flower girls and Ian acted as
ring bearer.
The home was decorated with bouquets of spring flowers, pussy willows and candles.
Following the ceremony. a family dinner was held at Patit Creek
Restaurant, Dayton. Wash.
The bridal couple will make their home at 718 Chappell Ct., Mayfield,
Ky.

Brenda Lee will be in musical
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Singer Brenda Lee, who sang for
nearly a quarter of a million people
last year at Opryland USA, will be
back again in "Music! Music!
Music',' a Broadway-style musical
at the park.
She will appear in the production
from late March through October.

In the show's first season at the
park, she performed for more than
240,000 people.
During her three-decade career,
Miss Lee has recorded songs such
as "I'm Sorry" and "Rockin'
Around the Christmas Tree."
She has said One of her remaining goals is to sing on Broadway.
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SHOOTING DAYS/DATES: THURSDAY-MONDAYI
FEB. 16-20
PHOTOGRAPHERS HOURS: DAILY 10 a.m.-7 p.m.1
SUNDAY 12-5:30 p.m.I
Murray
North,
Hwy. 641
I
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PETS OF THE WEEK — These three animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore Street off South Fourth Street, operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are,
from left, "Maggie," a four-year-old female Great Dane mix; "Cricket," a 11/2-year-old female Great
Dane mix; and "Fluffy," an adult female DLH Tabby that is deaf and must go to a home with no children.
Animals who do not find homes must be destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 12:30 to 5
p.m., Monday through Friday, and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday. For information call 759-4141.
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scheduled to graduate in May 1990
with a bachelor of science in
finance.
The groom is a 1983 graduate of
Carlisle County High School and a
1988 graduate of Murray State
University with a bachelor of science degree in journalism. He is
now sports editor at the Fulton Daily Leader in Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Todd are residing
in Murray.

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
"Working Girl' star Melanie Griffith and "Miami Vice" star Don
Johnson are expecting a child, but
rumors that they would get married
on Valentine's Day were not true,
Johnson's publicist said.
"Last week, Don called me and
told me he had some wonderful
news and he told me Melanie was
pregnant," publicist Elliott Mintz
said Tuesday from Miami. He said
he didn't know when the baby was
due.
Johnson, 39, and Miss Griffith,
31, who were married previously
and divorced, announced on Dec.
26 their plans to remarry. However,
they haven't announced a date.

DATEBOOK

Singles will meet Thursday

Wall Portrait

$2.00
SAVE
On our 20-piece portrait

Dycus, Arlington, sister of the
groom. Leslie Brown, cousin of the
groom, passed out rice bags.
The hall was decorated with candles and poinsettia arrangements.
Following the wedding, the new
Mr. and Mrs. Todd spent their honcymon at Gatlinburg, Tenn.
The bride is a 1986 graduate of
Madisonville-North Hopkins High
School and is currently attending
Murray State University. She is

Griffith-Johnson
are expecting child

Mr. and Mrs. William W.(Wes) Furgerson Jr. of Houston, Texas, are
the parents of a daughter, Meagan Lu, weighing seven pounds 11 ounces,
born on Wednesday, Feb. 8. The mother is the former Jenny Francis.
They have a son, Drew, 3. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Sam Francis
and Mr. and Mrs. William W. (Bill) Furgerson. Great-grandparents are
Mrs. Doll Barnes and Bill Francis.

FREE!
10x13

I

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Don Todd

Lutherans have special service

Meagan Lu Furgerson born

Last Time This Offer
Available Before Easter

Only$129,5

Miss Carolyn Joyce Slaton and — Mrs. Christina Van Ausdoll of
Campbell Hill, Ill., was matron of
Richard Don Todd were married
honor. Bridesmaids were Audra
Friday, Dec. 30, at Grapevine BapPryor Craft, Nashville, Tenn., and
tist Church, Madisonville.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. Karen Sanderson Crawford,
Madisonville.
and Mrs. Jefferson Bremen Slaton
The attendants wore full-length
of Madisonville. Her grandparents
red satin gowns with square neckare Mr. ands Mrs. James E. Slaton
lines and off-the-shoulder pouf
and the late Mrs. Ruth Slaton, Norsleeves. Each carried a hurricane
tonville, and Mrs. Flossie Camplin
and the late Estil Camplin, globe surrounded by a bouquet of
red roses trimmed with white satin
Madisonville.
ribbons.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
The groom's boutonniere was
Mrs. David K. Dycus of Arlington
and the late Louis Paul Todd. His designed of the red roses from the
bride's bouquet and laced with
grandparents are Mrs. Milded
Brown and the late Harley Brown, pearl studded stephanotis.
Bradley Perry Collins of ArlingEast Prairie, Mo., Mrs. Katherine
Todd and the late Billy Todd, ton was best man. Groomsmen
were Kevin Crider of Columbia,
Bardwell, and Mrs. Verda Dycus
and the late Dave Dycus, Tenn., and Keith Crider of
Milburn.
Arlington.
Ushers were Mark Slaton and
Performing the candlelight, double ring ceremony was the Rev. Jeffrey Slaton, Madisonville,
brothers of the bride.
Ralph Gill of Madisonville. Pianist
The men in the wedding party
was Rose Howe of Madisonville.
had boutonnieres of red silk roses.
The church was decorated in a
Mrs. Slaton, mother of the bride,
holiday scene. Two tall, spiral
wore a short-length kelly green silk
brass candelabra draped with
dress and Mrs. Dycus, mother of
poinsettias were on each side of the
the groom, was attired in a shortaltar, with the centerpiece a large,
length indigo blue dress. Their corsingle arch candelabrum. Complisages were of red and white silk
menting the setting were ivory canroses.
dles, arrangements of red poinsetA reception followed in the feltias and red satin bows attached to
lowship hall of the church.
the pews.
The four-tiered bride's cake was
Escorted by her father, the bride
with a crystal votive and
topped
wore a gown of candlelight bridal
roses. The base was surrounded by
satin with a short train. Her
springeri fern and baby's breath
sweetheart bodice featured a pearl
with the middle layer accented by
and lace embroidery with a Queen
an arrangement of fern, red roses
Anne neckline and leg-o-mutton
and baby's breath.
sleeves.
The groom's chocolate cake was
illusion
was
veil
fingertip
Her
decorated with red satin ribbon
attached to a pearl encrusted headflowing from the bridal cake.
piece with a small portion of lace
Serving were Lisa Benson and
outlining her face.
Alaina Dugger, Madisonville, couThe bride's bouquet in a cascade
sins of the bride, and Patricia Withshape featured white and red silk
erspoon, East Prairie, Mo., aunt of
roses, pearl studded stephanotis
the groorrr.
and interspersed with sprays of
Attending the register was Lana
white pearls and lace.

Murray Single Connection will meet Thursday, Feb. 16, at 7 p.m. in
third floor classroom, Educational Building, First United Methodist
Church. "Components of Relationships" will be the subject of the program by Jannene Travis, guest speaker. This is open to all single adults.
For more information call Ruth, 753-7645, Glen, 435-4143, Jim,
492-8733, or Carol, 753-2596.

Basketrnaking workshop planned
Scott Gilbert and Beth Hester, Kentucky basketmakers, will conduct a
one-day workshop on Saturday, Feb. 18, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at Empire
Farm, Land Between the Lakes. This workshop will be open to all skill
levels and will concentrate on a twill weave market basket. Participants
must furnish a sharp knife, a cloth measuring tape, a towel and their own
lunch. Preregistration and prepayment are required. The cost will be $25
per person with the enrollment limited. To register call 1-924-5602,
extension 238.

Weeping Wand Do?

What Does
Fix the shutter, Fix the gutter
Fix the floor, Fix the door
Paint the hall, Paper the wall
Clean the shed, Move the bed

What's The Cost?
Not as much as you might think.

Odd Jobs At Even Prices

Friendship Sunday was observed by Immanuel Lutheran Church on
Sunday, Feb. 12, with the Rev. Clarence Helmich, pastor, as speaker. Special music was by the Immanuel Choir, Lori Helmich and Nicole Jedan,
instrumentalists, and Alice Witte, organist. Also assisting were Norm and
Ginny Fosnaugh and Dick and Brock Peyer. The Evangelism Committee
hosted a fellowship time after the worship service at 11:30 a.m.

MSU Women will host chili supper
Women's Society of Murray State University will host a chili supper on
Saturday, Feb. 25, from 5:30 to 7 p.m. at the Baptist Student Union.
Debbie Seay, chairman, said that the supper is a family night event and
will be followed by the Racer basketball game at Racer Arena at 7:30
p.m. The cost for members and spouses will, be $2 each and $1 for children, 12 and under. The cost for non members will be $3 per adult and $1
per child, 12 and under. A limited number of basketball tickets are available. Reservations should be made by Saturday, Feb. 18, by calling
Debbie Scay at 753-7727 or Tina Klemencia at 753-9290.
(Cont'd on page 8A)

Duchess gives shoes to teen-ager
LONDON (AP) — The Duchess
of York gave pink ballet shoes to a
teen-ager whose spine problems
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nearly stopped her from dancing,
but the young ballerina says they
are too nice to use.
"I probably won't ever wear
them," 14-year-old Louise Nockles
said in thanking the former Sarah
Ferguson. "I'll frame them
instead."
The Duchess, who is married to
Prince Andrew, gave Louise the
satin shoes during a visit to the
Royal National Orthopaedic
Hospital.
Louise had an operation in
December to correct curvature of
the spine and is planning to resume
dancing lessons in June.
'I used to go to ballet school but
I had to give it up,' said the
Duchess, who is president of a
medical research charity called
"Action Research for the Crippled
Child."
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Walker-St. Clair vows solemnized Couple to be married 50 years Feb. 18
Miss Regina Gail Walker and
David Kent St. Clair were married
in an afternoon ceremony on Saturday, Dec. 17, at Flint Baptist
Church.
The Rev. Darrell Walker and the
Rev. Lester Butler officiated at the
ceremony.
Parents of the bride are Mr. and
Mrs. Joe W. Walker of Almo. She
is the granddaughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Refus Tabers of Murray and
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Walker of
Dexter.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Delphia St. Clair Jr., Evansville, Ind. He is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Rudolph of
Evansville and the late Mr. and
Mrs. Delphia St. Clair.
Music was provided by Mrs.
Marti Kniese of Evansville, soloist,
and Mrs. Gina Grandon, organist.
The altar was centered with a
I5-branch candelabrum flanked by
two spiral candelabra. Each was
accented with pine and red velvet
bows. Red poinsettias also adorned
the altar.
The bride was escorted to the
altar by her father and given in
marriage by her parents.
She wore a formal sheath gown
of white shimmering satin. The
generously beaded lace accented
bodice featured a scalloped
sweetheart neckline and long, fitted
sleeves, accented with satin poufs.
A pyramid design of beaded
hand -clipped imported lace
adorned the center front of the
skirt. The detachable train was
encircled by a scalloped lace border of matching imported lace. Her
jewelry was a pair of diamond
earrings.
To complete her ensemble the
bride chose a floral wreath headpiece of white silk roses and pearl
sprays with an attached shoulderlength spray of silk illusion.
The bride's bouquet, designed
and made by her mother, was a
cascade of red and white roses with
pearl sprays. Red ribbons, roses
and strands of pearls flowed from
the bouquet.
Miss . Amy Price, Evansville,
served as maid of honor. Bridesmaids were Mrs. Karon Johnson
and Mrs. Sharon Furches, sisters of
the bride.
The attendants were attired in
red ballerina-length dresses with
pouf sleeves accented with shoulder ruffles. Each carried an arm
bouquet of red roses backed with
cedar.
Miss Janna Furches, niece of the
bride, was flower girl. Her dress, a
white satin tea-length gown, was
styled identical to the other attendants. She carried a white wicker
basket adorned with red roses and
pearl strands. She wore a wreath of
baby's breath and red roses in her
hair.
The groom was attired in a gray
herringbone tuxedo with tails,
accented by a red cummerbund and
tie.
Brent St. Clair, brother of the
groom, served as best man.
Groomsmen were Dale Naylor and
Denny Price, both of Evansville.
Ushering guests was Scott Schaffer, also of Evansville. Matt Tapp,
cousin of the groom, served as ring
bearer.
All of the men attendants were
attired identical to the groom. Their
boutonnieres were of red roses and
cedar.
The bride's mother chose a sapphire street length chemise style
dress while the groom's mother
wore a pale pink two-piece sweater
dress. Each wore a corsage of
white roses and greenery as did the
grandmothers of the bridal couple.
Fathers and grandfathers of the

Mr. and Mrs. Burie Haneline of
Rt. 7, Mayfield, Haneline Road,
Calloway County, will observe
their 50th wedding anniversary on
Saturday, Feb. 18.
No formal celebration is
planned. but the couple would
appreciate hearing from their
friends.
They were married on that date
in 1939 by the Rev. R.F. Gregory.
Their attendants were Lavelle
Armstrong Haneline, Bert Haneline
and Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Snow.
Mrs. Haneline, the former Lucile
Cooper. is the daughter of the late
Edgar Cooper and Lottie Cooper
Richie.
Mr. Haneline is the son of the
Claude Haneline and Hattie
Haneline.
They have two sons, Gary Baneline and wife, Nancy, and Artie
Haneline and wife, Annette.
Their four grandchildren are

Mr. and Mrs. Burie Haneline
Gary Dean Haneline, Bryan Scott
Haneline who was born on his
grandparents' 31st wedding

Narewski joins staff of Learning Center
Ann Smith Narewski has joined
the staff of the Learning Center at
Murray State University where she
has assumed responsibilities as
coordinator of two programs for
students on the campus.

Mr. and Mrs. David Kent St. Clair
couple wore white rose
boutonnieres.
Mrs. Julie St. Clair of Evansville, sister-in-law of the groom,
attended the guest register at a
table covered with a white linen
cloth and topped with the bride'sthrow-away bouquet, a ceramic
bride and groom statuette which
was a wedding gift, and wedding
programs for the guests.
Mrs. Belinda Taylor directed the
wedding.
The bride and groom received
their guests in the fellowship hall
of the church immediately following the ceremony.
The reception was directed by
Mrs. Sue Rose and Mrs. Belinda
Taylor. They were assisted by Mr.
and Mrs. Clifton Jones of Murray.
Serving the guests were Mrs.
Donna Walker, Mrs. Jan Wheeler,
Mrs. Julie Farmer and Mrs. Laura
Naylor.
The bride's table was covered
with a white Army-Navy cloth and
was centered by the three-tiered
wedding cake, adorned with the
miniature bride and groom statuette
used on the bride's parents' cake
on their wedding day. Two silver
candelabra and silver wine coolers
filled with red roses also were on
the table.
The guests were served appetizers, punch and coffee.
Rice bags were distributed by
Clint Johnson, nephew of the bride.
After a honeymoon cruise to the
Bahama Islands, the new Mr. and
Mrs. St. Clair, are residing in
Henderson.
Out-of-town guests included:
Mrs. Jan Wheeler, Chattanooga,
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Chris Zirklebach, Mr. and Mrs. James Patterson, Mr. and Mrs. Norman Kniese
Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Norman Kniese
III and family, Mr. and Mrs. James
Price, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Naylor,
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Tapp and
family, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Black, Mr. and Mrs. Bill Zehner,
Bob Tapp, Mrs. Gladys Kelly, Mr.
and Mrs. Darrell McKinney, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Nicholson, Jeff
Kniese, and Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Price and family, all of Evansville;
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Miller,
New Albany, Ind.; Mr. and Mrs.
James Stagg, Mr. and Mrs. Chuck

She is the coordinator of the
tutorial program and coordinator/
counselor for the program of services for students with disabilities.

Stagg and family, Henderson; Mr.
and Mrs. Tim Garrett, Mrs. San
Schumaker, and Miss Allison Russell, Nashville, Tenn.; Mr. and
Mrs. Dave Thomason, Atlanta, Ga.:
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Davidson
and family, Campbellsville; Mike
Brockman and David Willinger,
Louisville; Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Craft, Hopkinsville.
The groom's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Delphia St. Clair Jr., were
hosts for a rehearsal dinner in the
Garden Room of Kenlake Hotel,
Aurora. The bridal couple presented gifts to their attendants.
Events given in honor of. the
couple include the following:
A bridal shower by Miss Amy
Price, Mrs. Treva Price and Mrs.
Marti Kniese at Aldersgate
Methodist Church, Evansville;
A bridal tea by Mrs. Sue Rose,
Mrs. Rose Walker, Mrs. Wanda
Walker, Mrs. Debbie Walker and
Mrs. Judy Mathis, all aunts of the
bride, at Community Room, Peoples Bank, Murray;
A household shower by ladies of
Flint Baptist Church in fellowship
hall of church;
A personal shower by Mrs.
Karon Johnson and Mrs. Sharon
Furches at the University Branch of
Bank of Murray;
A dinner party hosted by Mr.
and Mrs. Brent St. Clair at their
home in Evansville.

OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) —
Anabel Thompson, the Owensboro
woman who has 100 greatgrandchildren, has turned down an
invitation to appear on The Tonight
Show starring Johnny Carson.
Mrs. Thompson, 89, was called

to meet
February 16, 17 and 18

Gregory Harrison
and Randi Oaks are
parents of new baby
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-We were honored and surprised. but we don't want people to
..hink we're acting big about :his.she said.
Mrs. Thompson, who']] be 00
next month. raised 12 children and
has 61 grandchildren to o along
with her 100 great-orardch.ildren
Five more great-.:n
in the way.

Look
Your Best!

LOS ANGELES (AP) — A second daughter has been born to
actor Gregory Harrison, who costarred in the TV series "Trapper
John, M.D.," and his actress wife
Randi Oakes, a spokeswoman said.
Miss Oakes delivered Lily Anne
Harrison Monday morning at
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center,
publicist Flo Selfman said Thursday'', Feb. 9. The baby girl weighed
7 pounds, 3 ounces at birth and
measured 21 inches.
The couple also has a 3-year-old
daughter, Emma Lee.
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POP•SECRET

All the Goodness
Of Betty Crocker
Brownies in Just
3 Minutes

The Only Microwave
Potatoes Good
Enough to be Coiled
Betty Crocker

RE'CLEF

ONE COUPON PER PURCHASE —

4g)
General Milts

It's the Only
Full line flavor
Natural, Son F
Cheese

The Complete
Microwave Cake Mix

NE= IMIIM Inn

U046

Microwave
Convenience!
Official Betty Crocker's Microwave Cookbook Order form

20%

Her husband. Stan. is the coach
of the men's track cream at Mtirrav
State.. They have a. son, Taylor. 2.

Friday and Monday by Darcey Hetrich, a talent coordinator with The
Tonight Show who also called Mrs.
Thompson's daughter, Patsy
Clayton.
"I just told her Mother is not up
to it, because of her health," Ms.
Clayton said, adding that her
mother doesn't consider herself
special enough to he on the show.

,•.

"Perfect!
Timed"
our cusYomer's needs!

classroom teacher.
An Alabamian, she earned the
B.S. in secondary education degree
with honors at Auburn University
and the M.A. in counseling at the
University of Alabama in
Bimingham.

Mrs. Narewski, who succeeds
Patty Jachowicz in the Learning
Center, was formerly director of
student services and senior counselor at Harding High School in
Charlotte, N.C. Her professional
experience also includes guidance
and counseling work at high
schools in South Carolina, Kansas
and Alabama.
She also has experience as a

Grandmother turns down TV invitation

100's Idaho Russet
Potatoes with real checido.
cheese and rich sauces

at-heart.

anniversary and his wife, Susan.
April Karyl Haneline and Amanda
Joy Haneline.

.
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Newborn admissions and dismissals released by local hospital
Five newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, Feb.
10, have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
White baby boy, parents, Nita
and Kenneth, P.O. Box 110, Hazel;
Dick baby girl, parents, Donna
and Randall, Rt. 4, Box 156,
Murray;
Payne baby girl, mother, Surillda, 1608 Farmer Ave., Murray;
Wheeler baby boy, parents, Mary
and Albert, Rt. 1, Sedalia;
Duncan baby girl, parents. Kimberly and Randall. Rt. 3. Box 79,
Murray.
Dismissals
Paul N. Reed, Rt. I, Box 252,
Mayfield; Mrs. Shcre Walker, 1610
Kirkwood, Murray; Mrs. Betty J.
Miller, 1411 Sycamore Si, Murray;
Conon D. Shupe, Rt. 5, Box 902,
Murray; Nicklaus K. Mills, 563
Oaklawn Dr., Paducah; Mrs. Mary
F. Fones, 509 Beale St., Murray:
Mrs. Renee Ridley, Rt. 5, Box
308A, Benton; Harry R. Neiheiser,
624 Broad St., Murray; Mrs. Clara
F. Thorn, Rt. 1, Box 82, Almo;
Mrs. Sylvia Boyd and baby girl.
1102 Depot St., Paris, Tenn.; Mrs.
April L. Willie and baby girl, Rt. 6,
Box 282, Mayfield:
Mrs. Sallie B. Adams,506-North
Fifth St., Murray; Mrs. Constance
P. Doering, Rt. 10, Box 793,
Benton;
James A. Parker. 1629 Catalina.
Murray; Mrs. Ruth Banker, Rt. 1,
Box 152-3, Murray; Mrs. Louie
Vasseur, 320 Aspen, Calvert City;
Virgil J. Tinsley (expired) Rt. 6.
Box 267A5, Murray; Clyde
Sehroader (expired) Rt. I, Dexter.
One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Saturday, Feb. 11,
have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Edwards baby girl, parents,
Tonya and Charles, Rt. 1. Box 100.
Hazel.
Dismissals
Cody D. Miller, P.O. Box 153,
Big Sandy, Tenn.; Randy L. Barber, Rt. 1, Box 284, Sedalia; Mrs.
Denise Travis, 1202 South 16th St..
Murray;
Miss Kacic R. Cook. 743 Nash
Dr., Murray; Mrs. Marsha C. Phillips, P.O. Box 68, Hardin; Arlos
Byars, P.O. Box 121, Hazel;
Bonnie D. Crass, Rt. 1, Box 11,
Kirksey; Mrs. Lola Jones, Rt. 1,
Box 166, Dexter; Mrs. Myrtle
Parker, Rt. 5, Box 1, Murray:
Miss Christelle Wade, Sedalia:
Mrs. Myrtle Jordan, 1709 Wells
Ext.. Apt. B. Murray; Jack E.
Veazey, Rt. 1, Box 62, Buchanan,
I enn.
Virgil White (expired). 1405
Story, Murray.

Dismissals
Cory Alan Mullins, 508 Richerson, Murray; Mrs. Donna T.
McCoy and baby girl, 1605 Magnolia, Murray; Teddy Frank Garland, Rt. 1, Box 10, Almo;
Mrs. Denise Harrison and baby
boy. Rt. 5, Box 218-A, Benton:
Mrs. Nita Gay White and baby boy,
P.O. Box 110. Hazel;
Miss Bethany Ann Thompson,
Rt 2, Box 244, Murray; Zachary

David Wyatt, 709 Goodman, Murray; Jason A. Smith, Rt. 4, Box
147, Murray;
Mrs. Kimberly Kaye Duncan and
baby girl, Ri 3, Box 79, Murray;
Mrs. Grace L. Curd, Rt. 5, Box
194, Murray; Billy M. Paschall, Rt.
Box 121, Murray;
Mrs. Grace L. Curd, Rt. 5, Box
194, Murray; John E. Covington,
510 Broad Si, Murray; Gerald Lee

Dismissals
Mrs. Edith Cunningham, Rt. 3,
Box 132A, Benton; Al H. Scull, Rt.
2, Hazel; Mrs. Donna Dick and
baby girl, Rt. 4, Box 156, Murray;
Mrs. Saundra Clinton, Rt. 1, Box
287, Almo; Mrs. Tony'a Edwards
and baby girl, Rt. 1, Box 100,
Hazel;
Mrs. Mary Wheeler and baby
boy, Rt. 1, Sedalia; Miss Lindsey
Paschall. Rt. 1, Box 159, Murray;

One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday, Feb. 13,
have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Sturm baby boy, parents, Tami
and Marc, Rt. 1, Box 93, Hardin

Michael Gaddie, Apt. 1011 College Ct., Murray; Mrs. Jeanna Ohsson, Rt. 5, Box 1202, Murray;
Mrs. Gela Ellis, 1209 Crestwood
Place, Murray; Rufus Knight, Rt. 4,
Box 367, Murray; Fesnis Moody,
1612 Belmonte, Murray;
William Bazzell, Rt. 1, Farmington; Mrs. Mary Nell Riley, 1543
Whipperwill Dr., Murray; Rupert
Story, 1631 Hamilton, Murray.

Lenten rnl
p.m. at Si
Church.

Events at I
will include
at 4 p.m.; 5
p.m.; Dr. Bu(
p.m.; Bazaar
p.m.; Charlet
7:30 p.m.

4.1

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

BI RITE

SUGAR

7ir

BEL-AIR
SHOPPING CENTER
SOUTH 12TH STREET
MURRAY, KY.

OPEN

4 LB. BAG
DELTA

--.
it.

PAPER
TOWELS

NO COUPON REQUIRED
NO STAMPS NECESSARY
LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
WITH $15.00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
EXCLUDING TOBACCO PRODUCTS

\ NATURE'S BEST
FARM FRESH
GRADE 'A' LARGE

,... ICE
- CREAM

90

COW

MAR

1/2 GAL.

9 SWHIOTHONE
HP ERS

TOWELS I

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

c
FILLED CARD

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

W11
SH

SPRITE, TAB,
MELLO YELLO,
DIET COKE, CAFFIENE FREE
OR

Fl

COCA COLA
$289
12 PK.
12 OZ. CANS

SPRITE, TAB, MELLO YELLO.
DIET COKE. CAFFIENE FREE

[

OR

DELTA PRIDE

TRAIL BLAZER

COCA COLI

DOG FOOD
20 LB.
BAG.

TWO LITER

One newborn admission and disniissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Sunday, Feb. 12,
have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
- Chrisman baby boy. parents,
Lisa and Roger, Rt. 4. Box 189.
Murray.

299

FISH FILI
TYSON

CHICKEI
HAPPY HOM1

CORN

4:4
MARTHA WHITE

FLOUR

89'

Barbie doll is
feted Monday
for 30th year

'LAUR NDRY
DETERGENT

5 LB. BAG
PLAIN OR SELF RISING
BUSH'S

NEW YORK (AP) - A shimmering pink carpet was rolled out
in front of Lincoln Center for 1,200
guests Monday night in a 30th
anniversary gala for the doyen of
fashion dolls, Barbie.
Barbie's "Pink Jubilee" was
one of the elaborate promotions
that have become a tradition at the
American International Toy Fair,
where buyers from stores each year
see an estimated 5,000 new toys.
The 10-day trade show opened
Monday.
Singer Melba Moore and television actresses Allison Smith of
"Kate & Allie" and Eileen Fulton
of "As the World Turns" were
among the celebrities who paid tribute to Barbie during a show commemorating her success as a doll.
Barbie also got fan mail from the
mayor.
"Barbie's appearance in a wide
variety of ethnic guises makes her
a great toy for New York, a city
which draws unique energy from
its unparalleled ethnic diversity,"
Mayor Edward I. Koch wrote.
Barbie's manufacturer, Mattel
Inc.. was host of the black-tic gala
for the toy whose annual sales
worldwide total $450 million to
$500 million. Barbie was the
nation's No. 2 selling toy after
Nintendo video games in 1988,
according to Toy & Hobby World
Magazine.

Waldrop, 1624 Olive St., Murray;
Terry Buckingham (expired) Rt.
2. Hazel.

Wed n
Sheldon V
at 7 p.m a

3/$ 1
FRESH LIKE
VEG. ALL
16 OZ. 2/9°
0SAGE
PEACHES
29 OZ. 99
'
BUSH S
CHILI HOT BEANS..15 oz. 3/$ 1 °9
HOMINY

15 OZ.

99'

66 SMALL - 48 MED.
32 SMALL

JIF
PEANUT BUTTER

PVT; BEANS

15 OZ.3P

320Z.$ 1 29

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

CORN

17 OZ.2/$

1 °9

1 09

DAIRY

GREEN GIANT NIBBLERS

99'

18 oz. 999

KETCHUP

NORTHERNS...15 oz.3P 1 09

FROZEN

CORN ON
THE COB

HUNTS

VATARONI 8c CHEESE..7oz.41$
B RFEIAT
e

BOL
$:

FOR BOYS OR GIRLS

DELI

JELL-0

N\PUDDING
$149

-4i

6 PK. REG.'2"

GOLDEN ROD

SOUR CREAM....8 oz.

AKED

AM

49'
69'

BAYQUEST WHOLE

ALL JERSEY

FRIED CHICKEN 280Z. $279

COTTAGE CHEESE ..12 OZ.

AMERICA!

CHEESE.
HAM

SALAD....
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Community events are listed
Wednesday, Feb. 15
Sheldon Wade Mencer will sing
at 7 p.m. at Calvary Temple.

011 Colana Glislurray;
rest wood
ht, Rt. 4,
Moody,

Lenten meditation will be at 8
p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church.
Events at First Christian Church
will include Youth Club Bowling
at 4 p.m.; Super Dinner at 5:30
p.m.; Dr. Buchanan's Class at 6:20
p.m.; Bazaar Workshop at 6:30
p.m.; Chancel Choir practice at
7:30 p.m.

Farmingy, 1543
; Rupert
lurray.

Wednesday, Feb. 15
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Bible Study at 9:45
a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.;
Fellowship Supper at 5:30 p.m.;
Business meeting, Children's
Choirs and Klaymata Fellowship at
6:30 p.m.; Beginner's Sign Language Class at 7:30 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 7:45 p.m.

Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Covenant
Prayer Group at 10 a.m.; Wesley
Foundation Lunch at 11:30 a.m.;
Youth Club at 5 p.m.; Staff-Parish
Committee at 7 p.m.; Ruth Wilson
Circle of UMW at 7:30 p.m.

Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include Business meeting, Youth Bible Study, GAs, RAs
and Sanctuary Choir at 7 p.m..

Events at First Presbyterian
Church will include ARK at 4:45
p.m.; Choir Practice at 6:30 p.m..:
Session at 430 p.m.

Wednesday, Feb. 15
Drama,practice at 8:30 p.m.

IT AY MORE?

Praise, Prayer and Fellowship
(nondenominational) will be at 7
p.m. at home of Mark and Karen
Welch, 321 North Seventh St.

North Calloway Cub Scout Pack
76 will have its annual Blue and
Gold Banquet at 5:30 p.m. at North
School.

Murray Women of the Moose
will meet at 8 p.m. with officers to

ARMOUR

hyS

FROZEN
TROPICANA

69,2

9

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD
0 tie

ARD
livid

Health Express of Murray Calloway County Hospital will be
at 1Vingo Town Square from 9 to
11 a.m. and at Sedalia Restaurant
from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.

Wadesboro Hothemakers Club
will meet at 11 a.m. at Sirloin
Stockade.
Front Porch Swing will meet at
at 7 p.m. in library of First Christian Church.

CHILI WITH BEANS ORANGE JUICE

DOZ.

Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in Education Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.

Hazel Woman's Club will meet
at 7 p.m. at Hazel Community
Center.

Or

tuee,

Home Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at 2 p.m.
at club house.

Eddie Roberts Post No. 6291 of
Veterans of Foreign Wars will
meet at 7 p.m. at post home on
Highway 94 East.

WE ACCEPT
U.S. GOVT
FOOD STAMPS

16 OZ.

Thursday, Feb. 16
meet at 7 p.m.

Murray Single Connection will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor classroom, Educational Building, First
United Methodist Church. For
information call Ruth, 753-7645,
Glen, 4354143, Jim, 492-8733, or
Carol, 753-2596.

OPERATED
SUPERMARKET

LIMIT RIGHTS
RESERVED

SHEDDS
COUNTRY CROCK

Thursday, Feb. 16
Murray Civitan Club will meet at
7 p.m. at Homeplace Restaurant.

YO
OW
U RN ELO
D CAANLDLY

PRICES GOOD WEDS. FEB. 15TH
THRU TUES. FEB. 21ST.
OPEN 7 A.M. TO 11 P.M. DAILY

Thursday, Feb. 16
Shower for Mary Ann Crass and
family who lost their home and
contents by fire will be at 6 p.m. at
home of Virginia Hale, 817 North
19th St. For information call
753-3315.

•

FEED YOUR FAMILY FOR LESS-HERE
ITER
TREET

Wednesday, Feb. 15
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Low Impact
exercise at 10 a.m.; Mass/Vespers
at 7 p.m.; RCIA at 7:45 p.m.

Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall.

OZ

Calloway County High School
Lady Lakers will play basketball
games at Carlisle County High
School.

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

7•11=1111MmeN

I I?

Murray High School Lady Tigers
will host basketball games with
Mayfield High School at 6 p.m.

F3:

RINE
R

FRAN
D K
WEI N ERS
$ 1 59

FRESH GROUND DAILY

GROUND
BEEF
$ 1 09LB

1 LB. PKS.

50D1

FISHER BOY

FISH PRFILLET

LB $3
"FISH

TYSON

U.S.D.A.
CHOICE

STEW
MEAT
$1 99

SHOULDER
ROAST
$1 59 La

LB

FAMILY PAK

•

DELTA

U.S.D.A.
CHOICE

t is 99 MRS. PAUL LIGHT BATTER
BONUS PAK
16 OZ.''
90Z. $219
MRS. PAUL LIGHT BATTER
BONUS PAK
3/4 OZ. $219
BONUS PAK
BONUS PAK
LB.$ 1 29

STICK

I

FIELD

FISH FILLET

$ 1 69
LB. 1

SWISS STEAK

CHICKEN BITS... LB.$269 SMOKED SAUSAGE...LB. $189 FISH STICKS....8
CHUCK STEAK LB. 1 59
HAPPY
WILSON
YRi MDOGS LB.$ 1 49 CORN KING HAM..
LEG QUARTER ....LB.39c LEG OR THIGH..LB. 89e

9

Field
FRESH
GROUND DAILY

BOLOGNA

GROUND
CHUCK

1 LB PK

FAMILY PAK

FIELD

$1

59

$1

69LB.

CASH POT

FIELD

BACON

FIELD

BOLOGNA

99C

12 OZ. PK.

89'

BY THE PIECE

LB.

WITH ONE FILLED
SHOPPERS CASH CARD

1

PRODUCE

LAST WEEKS NAME
JAMES GILLIAM, ALMO
WINNER 8100'

ke: '
4:4
4

t

AKED

BROCCOLI

79'
FRESH CRISP

LB.

$289

CELERY
FRESH GREEN

CABBAGE

HAM
V

FRESH BUNCH

LB. $4
59

AMERICAN

SALAD

Twin Lakes Antique Car Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at Gateway
Restaurant. Draffenville.
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
•
The Rev. Dr. Ralph Abernathy
will lecture at 7 p.m. in Curris
Center ballroom, Murray State Uni-•
versity. Admission is free.
Murray State University Symphonic Wind Ensemble will be
joined by Calloway County and
Murray High Schools' bands to
present "Strike Up the Bands" at 7
p.m. in Lovett Auditorium.
Belgian folk singer, Albert Van
Amstel, will give a recital of
French songs at 7:30 p.m. in Curris
Center Theater. Murray State University. Admission is free.

Carole Poe Group of First Baptist Church Women will meet at 7
p.m. with Martha Parker.

,,.b.,,,,..,,
,„I,
ift,

CHEESE

AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens' Center, Benton. For information call 7594059,- 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.

Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at
9:30 a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m.

LOp
TANG
AHlcIN
ER
0EY0ES

DELI

AM

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
at 7:30 p.m. at St. John's Episcopal
Church. For information call
753-8136, 489-2628 or 762-6297.

Murray Business and Professional Women will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Louie's Steak House.

siririoo

ti

Murray High School Freshmen
Boys will play basketball gamcs at
Trigg County High School at 6
p.m.

LB

$289

EA 59e
4 LBs./$1 00

FRESH

CUCUMBERS ' 2/89`

FRESH BUNCH GREEN

ONIONS
RED OR GREEN LEAF

LETTUCE

3/$1
LB. 99e

FRESH D'ANJOU

PEARS

LB.

69C

Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Bible Study at
9:30 a.m.; Bell Choir at 6 p.m.;
Chancel Choir at 7 p.m.
Legion of Mary will meet at 9:45
a.m. at Parish Center of St. Leo's
Catholic Church.
Friday, Feb. 17
Westside Senior Citizens will
meet at 1:30 p.m. at Ellis Community Center.
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by the senior citizens.
•
Big Gospel Extravaganza will
start at 7 p.m. at Curris Center
Theater, Murray State University.
Slumber party for girls only will
(Coned on page 8)
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Gardening is becoming one of major leisure activities in America
steel spade and digging fork sets
or, more modestly, a swan neck
hoe.
A rototiller, a Garden Way cart,
exotic irises or a grow light are
among the garden gifts for today's
newlyweds.
Much of the impetus for this garden giving comes from the proliferation of garden catalogs that start
arriving around the time the last
tulip bulb is planted in November
and continue until the eggplant

By TOWN & COUNTRY
A Hearst Magazine
Gardening has become the No. I
outdoor leisure activity in America
- and reading gardening catalogs
must be one of the top indoor
dames.

Where once wedding presents
were restricted to items such as
Waterford crystal or Gorham sterling, now, according to an article in
:Ile current issue of Town & Coun'_ry, brides are being given carbon-

seeds are started in March.
The winter months are the time
for "head gardening,' reading
about which plants are available,
creating imaginary Edens with
them, then ruthlessly thinning and
weeding out the choices that time,
space and budget preclude.
Mail-order companies will never
replace the local nursery, where
you can investigate first-hand. But
catalogs offer an ever-expanding
universe of plants not found local.

Bette Midler talks about her home life
March's Redbook magazine.
"I'm not going to make her go
to the movie theater and watch my
pictures," she said. "I don't want
her to lionize me. I don't want her
to hear people applauding me and
wondering why they're not
applauding her."
Sophie, whose father is commod-

NEW YORK (AP) — Bette Mitl1,N- says her 2-year-old daughter,
Sophie, won't grow up feeling like
., movie star's daughter "because
I'm not treated like a star in my
own family."
"We lead a pretty circumspect
life. We stick pretty much close to
home." Midler, 43, said in

WE RESERVE
THE RIGHT
TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES
SINCE 1934
DISCOUNT
PRESCRIPTIONS

ities broker Martin von Haselberg,
doesn't even watch television,
"except something like the Olympics," her mother said.
"PeQpIe ask me,'Why don't you
let her watch Sesame Street?' I'm
happy to teach her numbers and
letters myself, thank you very
much."

PAYLESS
DRUGS

100. Senior
Citizen Discount
On Prescriptions

PRICES GOOD THROUGH
TUESDAY, FEB 21ST

1205 Chestnut St.
WE WILL NOT KNOWINGLY BE UNDERSOLD ON PRESCRIPTIONS
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-8: Pharmacy Mon.-Sat. 9-6; Closed Sundays

IIMINIIIIN MINE6111.11,;";

ly, usually at lower prices. They
often provide a good deal of helpful information and wild species
and "heirloom" varieties as well
as news on what's new.
Shopping by catalog can be confusing. Even a selected sampling of
the most interesting catalogs
includes 25 seed catalogs, seven
for herbs, 11 for fruits, 25 dealing
in perennials, 10 on wildflowers,
eight on roses, eight on shntbs and
trees and another five on garden
gear.
Sometimes it is hard to tell
which sources offer good buys and
which do not. A low-priced plant
may be a bargain or it may be just
a small plant. An expensive plant
might be a large one or an overpriced one, a rare, choice plant or a
new introduction.
You will find some catalogs
cater to the average or beginning
gardener, while others assume a
high degree of knowledge. You
also will find some companies do a
better job of packing their plants
for shipping than others do.
The best way to sift through all
this is to order a few plants from
different companies until you find
the nurseries with which you are
most happy.
Remember to order as early as
possible, before the varieties you
want are sold out.
When your order arrives, plant
the contents as soon as possible,
keeping them moist and protected
from excessive cold, heat or drying
winds in the meantime.
The basic stock-in-trade of most

seed companies is vegetables but
the varieties they now list are far
from basic.
Trends in homegrowns include
baby veggies, edible flowers and
vegetables with far-out colors, such
as pink-striped eggplants, chocolate

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF
"A man should never be ashamed to
own he has been in the wrong, which
is but saying, in other words, that he
is wiser today than he was
yesterday."
— Jonathan Swift.

Had I been playing rubber
bridge, I would have made the game
easily," announced South. "At duplicate, I thought it best to preserve
my chances for an overtrick."
It wasn't a bad analysis, but it
didn't go far enough.
South ruffed the second diamond
and finessed dummy's club queen,
losing to East's king. East returned
a diamond, and South wondered
whether to ruff again or to virtually
cinch the game by throwing a low
heart. He decided to ruff, playing
for trumps to be 3-2 and gaining an
overtrick if he could pick up the
heart queen.
The ace and king of trumps came
next, and West's diamond discard
spelled trouble. Seeing only the
chance to find the heart queen,
South played on clubs until East
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Cold/Flu Relief

EFFE
DENTURE
CLEANSER $

•Capsules
•Caplets
•Pack of 10 $249

60 Tablets

•

Chess championships Sunday

>-

The Calloway County Chess Championships will be Sunday, Feb. 19,
on the third floor of Curris Center, Murray State University. This is open
to adults, Murray State University students and scholastics. Players' meeting will be at 12:45 p.m. and the tournament will be from 1 to 6 p.m. For
early registration until 4 p.m. Saturday, contact Mark Galloway at
753-1431. Late registration will be at Curris Center from 12 to 12:45 p.m.
Sunday.

ROBITUSSIN
Cough Formula
•Regular

Lake-Land will host fellowship
>-

EVEREADY
ENERGIZER

NEW CALGON
AFTER BATH LOTION

111
Lu

Your
•Size C
Choice
No. E93BP-2
•Size D
$1
Pack
No. E95BP-2
of 2

•Extra Dry
•Normal To Dry
8 oz. $

66

68

•Kapseals 24's
•Tablets 24's.........

'229

•Elixir 4 oz.
•Decongestant
Kapseals 24's

$249

a.

GRAN PRIX P ABLE
CASSETTE RECORDER
With AM/FM Radio
•Built-In Microphone
•Adjustable Carry
Strap
No. C712

$18"
GLAD
TRASH BAGS
30 Gal. Box of 10
No. HP643A

HUGGIES
DISPOSABLE DIAPERS

Super Absorbent
Convenience Pack
•Small
$969
'Medium
'Large
a.
'Extra Lar e

Lu

PLANTER'S
SNACKS

PAY DAY
CANDY BAR

•Cheez Balls
•Cheez Curls
.Corn Chips
•Pretzels
Everyday Low Price 99t

—a

a.

Special Package
2 Bars
Sale
3 Packs

Gospel concert to be at Fairview
A gospel concert featuring The Greenes from Boone, N.C., will be
Saturday, Feb. 18, at 7 p.m. at Fairview Baptist Church, 114 Memorial
Dr. (across from Wal-Mart), Paris, Tenn. Also featured will 1r. Glorybound from Paris, Tenn. The public is invited to attend, a church spokesman said.

KAPOS Region I Cheerleading Competition will be Sunday, Feb. 19, at
1:30 p.m. at Calloway County High School. Cheerleaders from Ballard
Memorial, Calloway County, Fulton City, Hickman County, Lone Oak
and Reidland High Schools will be competing. Admission will be $2,
according to Nancy Johnston, chairman of Region I KAPOS.

a.

PROGRESSO
SOUP

DUSTING
CLEANING
SPRAY
9 oz. Can

Ready To Serve
Assortment
19 oz. Can

79'

$1.78
15 Exp $2.48
24 Exp $2.97
36 Exp $4.99

PLUS
FREE
5x7

3
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,
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DOUBLE COUPON SAVINGS

VS
In

DOUBLE COUPONS EVERYDAY-50 Limit, See store for details
PAY LESS AT PAY LESS

•

PAY LESS AT PAY LESS

•

PAY LESS AT PA

East
Pass
Pass
Pass

South
1+
3•
4•

West
North
2•
2•
Pass
3•
All pass

Opening lead: Diamond king
BID WITH THE ACES
2-15- B

South holds
•Q 6 5
•A J 9 8
•J 10 7
•A Q 7
North
1•

South

ANSWER: Two no-trump. An exception to the general rule of not bypassing a major suit in favor of notrump. The flat distribution favors
a no-trump contract, and if a heart
contract proves better, North may
be able to introduce the suit.
Send bndge questions to The Aces. PO Box
12363, Dallas, Texas 75225 with self-addressed
stamped envelope for reply

Events...

Freethrow Competition for all boys and girls, ages 10-14, will be Saturday, Feb. 18, from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m. at Murray High School gym. Winners will go to district competition and winners there will go on to state
competition. This event, free to all contestants, will be sponsored by
Knights of Columbus.

Friday, Feb. 17
start at 4 p.m. at Camp WOW,
Crady Hall.

WOW events are scheduled
Colleen Anderson of Woodmen of the World has announced two special events for Friday and Saturday. A slumber party for girls only will be
from 4 p.m. Friday, Feb. 17, to 10 a.m. Saturday. Feb. 18, at Camp
WOW, Crady Hall. A bowling and pizza party for boys only will be at 4
p.m. Saturday, Feb. 18, at Camp WOW,Crady Hall. For more information
call Mrs. Anderson at 753-2319.

Patients are dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from Paducah hospitals include the
following: Fred Harrison of Farmington from Western Baptist; Norman
Williams of Murray from Lourdes.

Bethel Chapel Pentecostal Church, located on Highway 94 East, will
begin revival services tonight (Wednesday) at 7 p.m. The Rev. Richard
Holt will be the evangelist. Services will also be on Thursday, Friday,
Saturday and Sunday, according to the Rev. Shelby Underhill, pastor, who
invites the public to attend.

Gospel groups will be featured at the Big Gospel Singing Extravaganza
to be Friday, Feb. 17, at 7 p.m. in Curris Center Theatre, Murray State
University. Featured will be Bro. John Edmonds and the Gospel Truth
Singers from Los Angeles, Calif. Local singers will include The Voices of
Praise of Murray and Sister Shirley Rainey, soloist, of Murray. Admission
will be free but donations will be accepted. The public is invited to
attend, a spokesman said.

12 Exp

Vulnerable: North-South
Dealer: East
The bidding:

(Cont'd from page 7A)

Gospel Extravaganza Friday
FAVOR

NORTH
2-I5-A
•Q 6 5
IP A J 9 8
•J 10 7
4A Q 7
WEST
EAST
+9
•10 8 7 3
•7 32
•Q6 5
•A K Q 5 4 3
•9 8 2
+986
4K 5 2
SOUTH
•A K J 42
MIK 104
•6
•J 10 4 3

Freethrow competition Saturday

Bethel Chapel plans revival
>0

ruffed. East exited with his last
trump and the game failed when
South misguessed in hearts -- down
one.
True, had South discarded a low
heart on the third diamond, he
would have made the game easily.
But he wasn't wrong in opting for
the possible overtrick (at duplicate).
His blunder came later. After he
cashed two high spades and the ace
and jack of clubs, he should have
cashed the ace and king of hearts.
He could then score his queen and
jack of trumps separately, ruffing
his 13th club with dummy's queen
and claiming the trump jack for his
game-going trick

A fellowship meeting of Apostolic Pentecostals will be Friday, Feb. 17,
at 7:30 p.m. at Lake-Land Apostolic Church, located at 402 Sunbury
Circle just off South Fourth Street, Murray. James H. Cain is the pastor
and the public is invited to attend. For more information or transportation
call 759-1602.

Cheerleading event here Sunday

$279 -

brown peppers and blue-fleshed
potatoes.
There are specialty catalogues
for everything from old and rare
apples to an Oriental veggie listing
that includes yard-long asparagus
and Chinese fuzzy gourds.

Luncheon-card party planned
The annual luncheon-card party, sponsored by Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club, will be Thursday, March 2, at the club house.
Some tickets left, according to Jo Clcta Williams, department chairman,
who urges interested persons to call Mimi Jordan, 753-8122, for tickets.
Bridge and canasta will be played. Persons desiring to play card games
other than bridge arc asked to bring their own cards. Tickets are $5 each
with proceeds from the event to help sponsor a scholarship for an outstanding horticulture student from Murray State University. Prizes for the
games, along with door prizes, will be given. Mrs. Jordan asks that everyone call for tickets as soon as possible.

Fellowship meeting of Apostolic
Pentecostals will be at 7:30 p.m. at
Lake-Land Apostolic Church, 402
Sunbury Circle, just South Fourth
Street.
Games will be played at 8 p.m.
at Murray Moose Lodge. This is
for members only.
Outlaw Nationals Championship
Truck Pull and Battle of the Monster Trucks will start at 7:30 p.m.
at West Kentucky Livestock Show
and Exposition Center.
Black History Program will be at
2 p.m. at Murray High School with
a reception to start at 1 p.m. The
public is invited.
Murray High School J.V. and
Varsity Basketball Boys' teams
will play at Christian County High
School at 6:15 p.m.
Main Street Youth Center at 205
North Fourth St. will be open from
5 p.m. to 12 midnight. For information call 753-TEEN.
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
Reception for Kate Hoffman
senior art exhibition will be from 7
to 9 p.m. in Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray State University.
Murray State University Rifle
Team will host the Collegiate Sectionals at 2 p.m. in Room 230,
Stewart Stadium, MSU.
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Internationals will be
honored here on Sunday
INTERNATIONALS TO BE HONORED — As a part of First Loves
Murray Emphasis of First Baptist Church, Internationals in the community are invitede to a special worship service on Sunday, Feb. 19,
at 10:45 a.m. in the church sanctuary and as guests for a noon meal in
the Fellowship Hall following the service. A flag procession representing countries around the world will be by the youth of the church,
special music, and scriptures read in other languages will be a part of
the service along with the morning sermon. Members of the church
are urged to invite any International neighbors and help in hosting
the meal, said Bert and Sharon Siebold, co-chairman of the International FLM Committee. Persons are asked to call the church office,
753-1854, to make reservations or to give help with the meal. A
nursery will be provided. Other committee members are Cheryl
Crouch, Sue Fairless, Pauline Waggener, Thelma Warford, Opal
Howard, Stan Groppel, Paul Lyons, Daniel Vichitbandha and Ginny
Perry. First Baptist Church is now participating in Friendship International which meets each Friday and International Bible Study Class
on Sunday. Internationals pictured at previous events include, from
left, top left photo, Dong Joo Kim, Korea, Gracie Erwin, Murray,
Kuy ()uk Bae, Korea, Jing Zhov, China, Huey Huey Su, Taiwan, and
Nobuko Sunahara, Japan; bottom left photo, Jing Zhov, China, Nobuko Sunahara, Japan, Kyu Ouk Bae, Korea, Thelma -Warferd, Murray,
Dong joo Kim, Korea, Huey Huey Su, Taiwan, and Gladice Lohier,
Haiti; top right photo, Jialun Meng, Ye Ren, Qiang Li and Minna Li;
bottom right photo, Minna Li, third from left, with international
friends from around a world at a recent dinner.

Murray High Chess Team wins
CHESS TEAM AT CHAMPIONSHIPS — The Murray City Schools' primary chess team played in the
Lauderdale Middle School Chess Championships at Ripley, Tenn., on Feb. 11. The team competed against
seven schools from Memphis and West Tennessee, taking the first place trophy following a five-man, head
to head team play-off against a Memphis Lausanne team. Team members, center photo, showing the first
place award are Stephen Breeding, Josh Price, Chad Delancey, Danny Cross and Jeff Page. In left picture,

Flu vaccines discussed by officials
WASHINGTON (AP) — Millions of Americans have been hit
by the flu, and although there is no
known cure, certain medications
can ease the misery.
The 1988-89 flu vaccine, recommended by the federal Centers for
Disease Contol, contains protection
against three different flu strains
seen late last winter. But the vaccine takes time to work, so shots
needed to be taken in the fall or
early winter, according to the federal Food and Drug Administrffron.
That's no consolation to people
already suffering from the flu,
which, like the common cold, is a
caused by a virus and has no
known cure.
But physicians can prescribe
medications that will ease the
symptoms, and some drugs are
available without prescription that
can help also.
Flu isn't the same for everyone.
of course, so choosing a medication depends on the specific
symptoms.
General aches and pains are
common along with sneezing, stuffy nose, chest discomfort, coughing
and fatigue.
In addition, government medical
experts report, flu often includes a
high fever, headaches and weakness, while colds are more likely to
include a sore throat.
Millions or people confronted by
any of these symptoms reach for
the aspirin bottle. But if the flu victim is a youngster, check with the
doctor before giving aspirin. The
combination of aspirin and viral
diseases in young people has been
linked to some cases of Reye's
Syndrome, a potentially deadly
disease.
The Food and Drug Adminisuition put together an expert panel to
study the various cough and cold
medicines on the market to see
what worked and what didn't.
They found several products that
were listed as safe and effective for
easing various flu and cold
symptoms.
Not everyone can take all of the
approved medications, however,
and label warnings should be studied and followed carefully.
For example, some decongestants should not be used by people
suffering from high blood pressure
or heart disease; pregnant women
should avoid certain antihistamines
and other people also need to use
caution.

The Food and Drug Administration published a list of ingredients
it considers safe and effective in its
magazine FDA Consumer.
—Decongestants are used to
open up nasal passages and they
can be obtained as sprays, drops or
pills. They work by constricting
enlarged blood vessels, but can
have the opposite effect if used too
long or too frequently, FDA
warned.
Decongestants the agency considers as safe and effective include:
Oral: Phenylephrine hydrochloride; Pseudoephedrine hydrochloride and Pseudoephedrine sulfate.
Topical (sprays or drops): 1-Desoxyephedrine; Ephedrine; Ephedrine hydrochloride; Ephedrine sulfate; Racephedrine sulfate; Racephedrine hydrochloride;
Naphazoline hydrochloride;
Oxymetazoline hydrochloride;
Phenylephrine hydrochloride; Prop-

ylhexedrine and Xylometazoline
hydrochloride.
—Antihistamines are used to
relieve runny nose and sneezing
and are often taken for allergies as
well as colds and flu. Many of
these cause drgwsness and should
not be take with alcohol.
Certain a tihistamines should be
avoided by pregnant and nursing
women and by people suffering
from asthma, glaucoma, emphysema, lung disease and difficulty in
urination. The labels should note
these warnings.
—Cough suppressants, also
known as antitussives, are generally syrups or lozenges taken to
relieve coughing. Sometimes they
come in pill form or ointments to
be rubbed on the chest or placed in
a vaporizer. Most should not be
used for persistent or chronic
coughs.
Topical: Camphor and Menthol.

Josh Price took first place and Stephen Breeding took second place in the tournament ‘‘itti he
t:ti,.
ing all challengers and ended with a perfect 5-0 match records. In the plaliff tieh4een the t‘:ii
players, Price extended his record to 6-0 taking the first place trophy. In right photo, are \lurra
F•
Danny Cross and Jeff Page who took first and second places respectively in the unrated
tournament.
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Home Atpplian(.es &
Eleetronies Sim•e

.8 Cu. ft mid-size microwave
Auto defrost. 3 stage memory

$105 LESS
than comparable
model

$1 59.99*
(FE 89127)
1.4 Cu. ft. microwave oven
with auto defrost

Kenmore built-in dishwasher
with 3-level ULTRA-WASH
Amer c...a s Ees:
A“:...• •

Variable power settings 4 - stage
memory

Save $140

$259.99*

160 $379

(FE 88447)

************

FDIC INSURED
CERTIFICATES OF
DEPOSIT

".1

4.5 HP Power Mate voc

1 Year
6 Month
3 Month

8.75%
8.75%

Save $120

$264.99

8.25%

DON'T

MISS THESE

Save s/ x,

Open a CD from NBC and have the confidence
that your deposit is backed by the top bank in the
Southeast in return on assets and equity!' Low
minimum depose*

To Open Your Account, Call The CD ACTIONLINE:
1-800-238-7581
1-901-523-3893

1-800-231-1995
1-901-523-3751

Outside Tennessee

Inside Tennessee

It

National Bank of Commerce
Memphis,Tennessee/Member FDIC
A Subsidiary of National Commerce Bancorporation

*According to theOfTise of the Comptroller of the Currency in Atlanta,for the
first three quarters a( 1988
"Penalty for early withdrawal
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SAVE $170
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this Kenmore extra capacity laundry pair

S4.)5. •.

4,400e4-69
,
•
.451,
'S 2 cu tt

2-speed, 10-cycle washer

4-temperature automatic dryer

Americas largest usable capacity boasts
exclusive Dual-Action® agitor for a thorough
wash

With Automatic Fabric Master to shut ott heat
at set level Easy-loader door

$399.99*

,$319.99*

*thc4ir icerna,
*ode
ce
,-69851;

'

$s;
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,$6;9
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(JA -68731)

(JA-28731)

Bel-Air Center
Murray .

1

Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9-6

10os ROebOC1

TO PLACE CATALOG ORDERS, 753-2310
Most merchandise available

STAIRS

for pick-up within a few days

14-..ur

money's worth and a whole lot more
Satisfaction Guaranteed
of Your Money Back
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IGA otters you only 1st Quality USDA Choice Meats.
"Making Beef Taste Better Than Ever"

:•.

U.0
S 4*-. 4%

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless
Top Sirloin

79tzsg.n4e.,echws, ce
889

lb.
frrmr

lb.

In The Bag
eve

U.S.

l

ies

Rib Eye
Boneless

Young n Tender
Chicken
Worth Asking For By Name
Young S Tender
Fresh Fryer

Drumsticks

lb

Young S Tender
Fresh Fryer

Thighs
Breast

69

99
99'
$179

Fisher Festival

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless
In-The-Bag

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless

Rib Eye Steak

Ton

Oscar Mayer Sliced

9169
Bologna

lb
'

10 lb. Box Frozen

I

10 lb. Box Sliced

Irregular Sliced

Pork Steak ;Slab Bacon

Bologna

Sin

Sausage

lb.

Economy Meats Helping Stretch Your Food Dollar

lb.

Field Fresh Ham

99 I

II

$119

Sausage

$149
lib.

Sirloin 11

49

lb.

Reelfoot

oneless Ham

lb.

S169

Franks

Quality Cold Cuts
For
Si; Quick B Easy
Sandwiches

Sandwich

Sirloin Tip Steak

lb

Reelfoot Dinner

U.S.D.A. Choice Thin Sliced
Boneless Beef

U.S.D.A Choice lb.

lb.

Young 6 Tender
Fresh Fryer

Choice
Boneless "Grain Fed"
Beef.

$3
7
11,
9

U.S.D.A Choice Whole

savings 84

.
44la1laeaa
•
4 mfta,

R
OaSt

49

Stoutta
St

Egi4

le
. tts

Ch
4
Cit

Steak
Crabs
11). Vote
3100'1. Beet

p

lb
lb.
Gold Medal
5 lb. bag

lb.

Reelfoot Old Fashioned 12 oz.

Reelfoot Smoked

Flour

lb.

Picnic

Sliced Bacon

0

With this coupon
and Mr additional
purchase.
Oil or Water Pack
Star Kist 61/2 oz.

Star

r_ 3

Prego Reg. or Extra Chunky
32 oz.

Ronco 12 oz.

Spaghetti 01
Cokefi
Vermicelli El Diet Coke

Spaghetti Sauce

Gg

Tuna

mai

0

09

C

2 liter

$119

IGA Ground

Black Pepper

4 oz

Prairie Farms

$279

Orange Juice

IGA

Minute Maid

Sunshine

Ice Cream
9129

Orange Juice
$129

Crackers
990

Va gal.

10-12 oz. can

1 lb. box

gal

Grocer Pride

$169

French Fries

5 lb. bag

IGA Home Style
or Buttermilk

Biscuits

4 pk. cans

Fresh Fruits & Vegetables
10th

Freshness Proud Quality

Chestnut

Red Grapefruit
48 size
,

99

,=., "

.

--,..2,--

•-/,

Yellow - Tender Crocked Neck

Squash
•

lb

69°

Imported

Peaches
Fresh Turnip Bunch

ADAMS

$119
lb.
59C

Greens
Banans
Dale Golden Ripe

3 99
lb. for

HOMETOWN Pli.
LJD
fit
Prices Oood Thru Feb. 15-21
Wo moon,' tho right to limit quantithm and corroct printing orrors.
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'Rain Man'actor tops nominations
Being," a film adapted from Milan Venora (-Bird") and Lena Olin
Kundera's novel about a Czech ("The Unbearable Lightness of
surgeon who flees his homeland Being").
when the Soviets invade in 1968.
More than 30 countries submitThe film was voted the best picture ted entries for best foreignof 1988 by the National Society of language film, including Spain's
Film Critics. Two hundred and "Women on the Verge of a Nervseventy films were eligible for the ous Breakdown," about a woman
whose lover leaves her; Denmark's
1989 Oscar awards.
Directors who were expected to "Pelle the Conqueror;" Hungary's
be nominated included Barry "Hanussen;" India's "Salaam
Levinson for "Rain Man," Robert Bombay," and China's "Red
Zemeckis for "Who Framed Roger Sorghum."
Rabbit," Fred Schepisi for "A Cry
More than 4,600 members of the
in the Dark," Sidney Lumet for Academy of Motion Picture Arts
"Running on Empty," Mike and Sciences, sponsors of the
Nichols for "Working Girl" and, Oscars, were given ballots this
as a longshot, Clint Eastwood for year. Academy members vote on
"Bird."
their area of specialty.
Possible nominees for best actor,
"The Last Emperor," director
in addition to Hoffman and Hack- Bernardo Bertolucci's epic chroniman include Tom Hanks ("Big"), cle of the China's last monarch,
Kevin Costner ("Bull Durham"), swept last year's Oscars with nine
Edward James Olmos ("Stand and
trophies. It took a trophy in every
Deliver"), Oscar-winner William category it was nominated in,
Hurt ("The Accidental Tourist") including best picture and best
and Jeremy Irons for his double director.
portrayal of twin gynecologists in
"Dead Ringers."
Joining Miss Griffith on the list
of best-actress possibles were
Sigourney Weaver ("Gorillas in
the Mist: The Adventure of Dian
Fossey"), two-time Oscar winner
Meryl Streep ("A Cry in the
Dark"), Oscar-winner Shirley
MacLaine ("Madame Sousatzka"),
Glenn Close ("Dangerous Liaisons") Susan Sarandon ("Bull
Durham"), Christine Lahti ("Running on Empty") and Jodie Foster
("The Accused").
Veteran actor and two-time
Oscar winner Alec Guinness
("Little Dorrit") appeared likely to
be nominated for best supporting
actor, among such other candidates
as Martin Landau ("Tucker: The
Man and His Dream"), Michael
Keaton ("Beetlejuice"), Dean
Stockwell ("Married to the
Mob"), Joe Mantegna ("Things
Clairol
Change"), Liam Neeson ("The
ClairMist
Good Mother") and River Phoenix
Non-Aerosol
("Running on Empty").
Hair Mist
.8
Ounces
For supporting actress, the list of
•All formulas
favorites featured Geena Davis
•Your choice
("The Accidental Tourist"),
Frances McDormand ("Mississippi
Burning"), Elizabeth Perkins
Sale
("Big"), Barbara Hershey ("The
Last Temptation of Christ") Diane

BEVERLY HILLS, Calif. (AP)
- Dustin Hoffman and Melanie
Griffith were among the favorites
for best actor and actress nominations for the 61st annual Academy
Awards.
The nomination announcements,
scheduled for Wednesday, had the
added suspense of uncertain prospects for "Mississippi Burning,"
the civil rights drama that has been
widely criticized for rewriting the
history of both the 1960s and the
FBI.
Screenwriter Chris Gerolmo was
overlooked in last week's Writers
Guild of America nominations.
While one-time Oscar winner Gene
Hackman, who co-stars in the film,
was likely to receive an Oscar
nomination for best actor, the fate
of director Alan Parker, Gerolmo
and the film's best-picture chances
remained in doubt.
Nominations for the 22 Oscar
categories were scheduled to begin
at 5:30 a.m. PST Wednesday,
timed for East Coast coverage by
the networks' morning news programs. Awards were to be presented
on March 29.
Hoffman, who won an Oscar for
his performance in "Kramer vs.
Kramer," emerged as last year's
most heralded actor for his starring
role as an autistic savant in the
box-office hit "Rain Man."
Miss Griffith, who starred in
"Something Wild" and "Body
Double," drew wide acclaim for
her charismatic lead role in
"Working Girl."
Contending for best-picture nominations were "Rain Man;" "A
Cry in the Dark," the story of an
Australian mother charged with
killing her infant; "The Accidental
Tourist," an adaptation of Anne
Tyler's novel on the emotional
journey of a travel writer; "Working Girl," a comedy on the rise of
a secretary in the corporate world;
and "Who Framed Roger Rabbit,"
the animated, live-action film that
was No. 1 at the box office last
year.
Other potential best-picture
selections were "Dangerous Liaisons," "Big," "Running on Empty" and "Mississippi Burning.'
A dark horse for best picture was
"The Unbearable Lightness of

Your Individual Horoscope
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ARIES
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
(Mar 21 to Apr. 19)
Shopping for the home is favored,
At first. its tough going in the job
but art argument could arise with a
for you today. but things pick up for
you later You and a famil.N member
friend about money. You wish things
would speed up in business. but
may not agree about e de. orating
scheme
today you have to he patient.
TAURUS
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept 221
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Get-togethers with triends
A partner remains your best
confidante. Otherwise, it's a poor
favored now, but
need to keep
time to seek feedback for your ideas.
your feet on the ground where
Someone you deal with in business
romance is concerned A co-worker
could be jealous
may be difficult to get tlt.ng with
GEMINI
today.
(May 21 to June 20)
LIBRA
•••iilvr
Though prospects are good to (Sept. 23 to ict 22)
if
make money, it's a poor time to seek
A family member', lack
a loan. Concentrate on improving enthusiasm for One of our ideas
your job performance Someone flirts could disappoint yitu Business
progress comes late in the din. Tri. to
with you. but you may not be
interested.
avoid a lovers' quarrel
CANCER
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov 21
(June 21 to.luly 22),
Some ytiu deal with
Group activities are favored today.
but try to avoid arguments about evasive. A partner ma,, prefer to ;fine
out rather than spend an o•Ntr/111q:! at
intimate questions. You may be on
your own now, as a partner may be home_ Plans for a trip finall tall inItr
place after 1 few snag',
tied up with a project.

tie

141€

SAGITTARIUS
I. Nov 22 to Dec 21
S+)
Double-check bill, b•r p, s hi
intscharges liespite p,otsible tn Ii..!
with a to worker. .,1.)11.11
,,a.
I amiderable
keep temperament IttlI "r dealings
CAPRICORN
(Ilec. 22 to Jan 1c4i
?"11
,A
You

be

could

inhibited now

teeling slightB,
but a night or the

.4
town or a date will put
Iti
relaxed mood A t'I 'St ly It*MI
appeal to 3,i,u when shopping 1,,,I
AQUARIUS
•SI_
Ian 211 to f'eb 1st

Rise above feelings
if
unappreciated 4nd do The h••
I u can A famili, mernher
‘oli III trx s111111,/hInL! .ir

clot Iv* •

Ma% II I•

PISCES
hq, pi to Nlar
tri,r;
With I, )(lay

carefulIN.
1111.• t1V

qr.^
NIA\ 1,,

I 'to

1[151 Inp4irit r
; re;op.

10,4:

WAITMART
ieese.W:
Vial Mart

1158

2.00

100% Corn
Broom
Reg. 4.84
Sale

I

0
.000
"

4.00

oLnt Inirtfr

Ykk
Nutritionaitv Complete
FOOd For Dogs

01' Roy Maximum

flalk

We'llgive yougreattaste.

0
:
11

Secret
Anti-Persplrant
and
Deodorant
-Spray 4 oz.
-Solid 2 oz.
Reg. 2.84
and 2.24

Sale

Field
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•20 Lb. Bag
Reg. 9.97 Sale

Glass Works
Glass Cleaner
- 10 oz. FREE)
-32 oz.
Reg. 1 32
Sale

8.97

merit
kni
sori
s

I

1

11

1

Wal-Mart Latex
Caulk
Reg. 960

Sale

.17

'SLICED liACX)14

11117k
Kordite
Foam Plates
•

78°

I

OMEGA
;ON11

55012

41.11
41

60 oc, ,ws

If tWflili
IASI(
4111IIC
'cam

through thickand thin.

••

Poly
Plastic
Sheeting
10x25 Feet
Reg. 4.48
Sale

Conalr Pro
Style Blower
Dryer
-Model No.087W
Reg. 13.96
Sale

4.00 10.96
Thick or thin sliced. Field bacon gives you great taste
%%UN int added sugar.
Of course, if other brands were hardwood smoked
for six hours, they vmuldn't need sugar either.

16 oz. Armor-All
Protectorant
Reg. 3.96
Sale

TheTasteYou've GrownTo Love.

35

3.47

weent

t(aKiR This tt‘11111 on
Antis ut 1%4.1 No to NW

rtsletsh this ct km.hislus cent,

l'aciung(.4-Num (Ms Depi ii4410 I Fawcett 11rnt Pel b.
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SUMO SWUM

W.I.OUNICTVIIIR II COUPON

Mee t,,,,

Moth...Coed

Reg. 9.84

Sale

Crest Toothpaste
6.4 oz. Regular or Tartar

1.97

8.84
2.32

Sale 1.00

2.00

in

ttur Merl
kr:tures pnwinit purchaw t %drum
CV
• kt(user coupons pnnented for redempix.n 1111si be
Mt own upun request Ans sales LA,. must he prad bk lie oun
•
LIMII
(Impon redvmpo xi per purch•he Void when

reNtncted hs
ot *Pen pre
Outwit Ilremed
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40 Ct. Reg. 2.36 Sale

fir 4JJ141111gttfn hc terffls of bb Iffer hat, herr) Lo(1414801
rth th I,fitard the unsurner Istr rtimhurtement mad kt Feld

Every Day

3
6.94

Tapes

•No. PVH-24

'While Supplies Last

Wesson Oil
48 oz.
Reg. 2.56
Sale

Snuggle Sheets

,111‘ IWArtiN the purchase of ans

•Sizes to fit most domestic
and import cars & trucks
•Up to 550 cold cranking amps.
•No exchange required
-5 year warranty
Reg. 38.94

2 Drawer Video Cabinet
•Rich wood grain finish
-Sturdy construction wcushioned feet to protect surface
•Hoids 24 VHS or Beta Video

Wal-Mart
Bath Tissue
Bonus Pak
12 Roll Pack

Reg. 1.33

•4
4
,0;
1 .
I
t

MAC= 11-MMIN

Field

In
ttfAUTIfAr,

Any Package of Field Bacon

60 Month Omega 5
Battery

ince

..4,yucTs.
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e r^ 910,k Hoe•ev"
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Kordite Plates
-50 ct. Pak
Reg. 1.64
•

Sale

'1.37

Sale Prices Good Through Sun. Feb. 19
Hwy. 641 North, Murray
Mon.-Sat, 9-9; Sun. 12-6
Pharmacy Open Mon.-Sat. 9-6
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Judge in the Oliver North case:
shouldn't'chop up the case'

4

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Bulor
Lee Melton.
Final rites for Mrs. Bulor Lee
Melton were Saturday at 1 p.m. in
LeDon Chapel of Ridgeway Moniclans, Paris. Tenn. The Rev. Ralph
Hale officiated.
Pallnearers were Randy Hart,
Danny Hart. Jimmy Hart, Ronnie
Burnette. Chris Hendrix and Dan
Rayburn. Burial was in Bevil
Cemeterr
Mrs. Melton. 84. Rt. 2, Puryear,
Tenn.. died Wednesdar at 11:30
p.m. al tient\ County Medical
Center. Par;..
Born Sept 18. 1904, in Murray.
she was the daughter of the late
Jim Lee and Linda Parker Lee. She
married Everett Melton on Dec. 24,
'921, and he died March 26, 1983.
Two sisters and eight brothers also
'receded her in death. She was a
of West Paris Baptist
Mrs. Melion is survived by three
daughters, Mrs Floyd iDorothy)
Burnette Jr., Paris. and Mrs.
Donald (Morino Hart and Ms. Linda Loa Melton. Purvear; three
sons. Velnor Melton and J.W. Melton. Paris, and Melvin Melton,
Puryear, one brother, Odie Lee.
McKenzie, Tenn.; eight grandchildren: 15 great-grandchildren.

Dr. Frank
Kodman
:tr

Rex Sirls
Services for Rex Sirls will be
Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Miller Funeral Home of Murray.
The Rev. Kendrick Lewis will
officiate.
Pallbearers will be Terry Jones,
Mike Jones, Bobby Sirls, James
Sirls. Darryl Sitting and Kenny
Outland.
Burial will follow in Union
Ridge Cemetery near Aurora.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today
;Wednesday).
Mr. Sirls, 68, Riley Court, Mur-

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
judge in the Oliver North case says
that if the Justice Department is
intent on preventing the trial, it
should do so now instead of trying
to "chop up the case" with constant censorship demands.
U.S. District Judge Gerhard
Gesell on Tuesday rejected a Justice Department bid to suppress
evidence which North's lawyers
say will show a Reagan administration coverup of secret attempts to
help the Nicaraguan Contras.
North's lawyers revealed more
of their planned defense on Tuesday, saying that the Reagan administration offered "CIA covert support" to Central American nations
if they would help the Contras during a period in which Congress had
banned U.S. aid.
The alleged "quid pro quo"
added a detail to the scenario outlined earlier this week by North's
attorneys, who say Reagan and
other top administration officials
ordered that the arrangements be
kept secret.
The Justice Department is trying
to suppress such information, saying disclosures could harm national
security. North's lawyers say the
information is essential to his
defense.
Four of the 12 criminal charges
against North involve allegedly

ray, died Tuesday at 3:30 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Born July 7, 1920, in Marshall
County, he was the son of the late
Jim Sirls and Eler Jane Odom Sirls.
He also was preceded in death
by one sister, Mrs. Reba Henson,
and three brothers, Vernon Sirls,
Clay Sirls and Otis Sirls.
Survivors are three daughters,
Mrs. James (Merrell) Miller, Rt. 3,
Murray, Mrs. Eddie (Susie) Crick,
Rt. 1, Hickory, and Mrs. Dickie
(Rosemary) Burkeen, Rt. 1, Dexter;
one brother, Homer Sirls, Benton;
five grandchildren.

John Shroat
Funeral rites for John Shroat will
be Thursday at 10 a.m. at St. Leo's
Catholic Church. Fr. Stanley Tillman will officiate.
Pallbearers will be David Shroat,
Chris Shroat, John Shroat, Guthrie
Shroat, Joseph Shroat and Shane
Mastera, all grandsons.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at BlalockColeman Funeral Home.
Mr. Shroat, 76, of 1605 Parklane. Murray, died Monday at 2:30
m at his home

He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Helen Tibbs Shroat; two daughters,
Mrs. Jill Bland, Louisville, and
Mrs. Judith Mastera, Murray: four
sons, John Dean Shroat, Garden
City, Mich., Jerry Thomas Shroat,
Pepper Pike, Ohio, James Shroat,
Westland, Mich., and Joseph A.
Shroat, Louisville.
Also surviving are three sisters,
Mrs. Betty Riley, Murray, Mrs.
Virginia Dodd, Almont, Mich., and
Mrs. Ann Tobias, Westland, Mich.;
one brother, Jack Shroat, Murray;
12 grandchildren.

Families and friends
remember hostages with
special Valentines card

Fancria rites for Dr. Frank KodWASHINGTON (AP) — Famiman are today at 2 p.m. in the
lies and friends of the American
chapel of ill. Churchill Funeral
hostages in Lebanon remembered
Home. The Rev. Thomas Scheltheir loved ones on Valentines
lingerhout is officiating. Mrs.
Day at a ceremony Tuesday to disSusan Chamberlain is organist.
play a huge heart-shaped card bearActive pallbearers arc Linus. ing the captives' names.
'rant. Joseph. Paul and Ernest
"W'e hope the Bush administraKodman. Dr. Franklin Fitch and
tion will put the hostages in the
George Dowdy.
forefront and keep them there until
Honorary pallbearers are Vic
they are released," said Thomas
'Odra—, Dr. Hugh I awson. Dr. Cicippio of Norristown, Pa. His
James Carlin, Mrs. Sal Matarazzo, brother, Joseph Cicippio, is one of
Dr. Hugh Noffsinger, Dr. Charles the nine Americans held captive.
Moore and Dr. Ron Kelley.
The eight-foot card was put on
Burial will follow in Murray
display at the Washington ConvenCity Cemetery.
tion Center where people are free
Dr. Kodman. 68, of 1503 Glen- to sign it. After several days, it will
dale Rd., Murray. died Friday at he taken to the Lebanese Embassy
Vanderbilt University Medical, .to .be _held until the hostages -are
Center.
released.

misleading Congress in 1985 and
1986 by denying reports of National Security Council efforts on
behalf of the Contras. Three other
counts say he obstructed Congress,
an inquiry by the attorney general
and destroyed documents in
November 1986 by shredding
material that concerned aid to the
Contras.
Gesell said Tuesday that he
won't let Attorney General Dick
Thornburgh "chop up the case"
with a series of affidavits barring
disclosure of information each time
North tried to introduce evidence
the government found
objectionable.
He noted that Thornburgh could
invoke the Classified Information
Procedures Act and bar any such
disclosures. That, however, could
make any trial of North impossible.
"He can act now if he wants,"
Gesell told Thornburgh deputy Stephen Saltzburg.
Otherwise, Gesell said, decisions
on possible challenges to classified
information will be left to independent counsel Lawrence Walsh, who
is handling the case against North.
Saltzburg had proposed a threestep process for dealing with classified information.
He said the government, through
Walsh, would first seek to fashion
for the court a summary of facts.

Failing that, the prosecution would
then seek to censor portions of the
material and as a last resort have
the attorney general object to disclosure of the specific information
in question.
The judge rejected the last part
of Saltzburg's proposal, saying the
only time the attorney general may
come into court with an affidavit is
to terminate a count or terminate
the case.
Under that drastic procedure,
once the attorney general files the
affidavit, the court would have to
order North not to disclose the
information on national security
grounds, even though it is relevant
to his defense. That could lead to
dismissal of charges.
The department was reviewing
Gesell's order, meeting with the
independent counsel and "reviewing the options," said Thornburgh
aide David Runkel.
An administrative stay of the
case was issued Sunday at the Justice Department's request by Chief
Justice William Rehnquist and the
full Supreme Court meets privately
Friday to consider a further stay.
Gesell earlier this week noted
the possibility that North had been
put "between a rock and a hard
place" by his superiors, questioned
by Congress and others about the
Contra aid efforts but told by his
bosses in the Reagan administration to keep the arrangements
secret.

Hog Market

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
+11.79
Goodyear
Industrial Average
I.B.M.
Previous Close
2281.25
Ingersoll Rand
Air Products
45% +Y.
Jerrico
A.T.C.-Class A
32% B 33% A
311
/
4 +1
/
4
Kmart
AT&T
Kroger
27% +1
/
4
Briggs & Stratton
JCPenney
271
/
4 unc
Chrysler
Penwalt
32% +%
CSX Corp
Quaker Oats
Dean Foods
29% unc
Sears
/
4 B 9% A
Dollar Gen. Store....91
44% +%
Texaco
Exxon
/
4
Time Inc,
Ford
53% +1
U.S.Tobacco
GAF Corp
50% unc
Wal-Mart
General Motors
891
/
4 4-Y2
GenCorp, Inc
16% -%
Goodrich
/
2
C.E.F. Yield
52% +1

While no one has any firm word
about the nide Americans in Lebanon. David Reed of Spring Grove,
Pa., nephew of hostage Frank
Reed, said there were signs "indicating a great deal of quiet diplomacy" on the issue.
"Our hope is that there is some
movement," he said, Based on his
conversations with officials at the
State Department and the United
Nations, Reed said, "our sense is
that the captors don't want to
talk."
The American hostages are
thought to be held by pro-Iranian
Shiite Moslems, specifically groups
under the -umbrella Hezbollah
organization.

49)
/4
125%
37%
15% B
37%
9%
52%
113%
50%
41%
50
108%
20%
33%

+5/.
4%
+%
16A
+1
/
4
unc
-%
+%
-1%
unc
+1
/
4
+3
unc
+Vs

Federal-Statt Markel Sens Service February 15, MP
Kentucky Purchase Ares Hog Market Report Includes 5
Buying Stations Receipts: Act 364, FA. 300 Barrows &
Gilts 30 higher, Sows under 500 .50-110 higher, one 500
steady-30 lower
US 1-2 masa is--------$40.50-41.00
S38.50-40.54
US 1-2 200-221
----US 2-3 220.291
136100.40.00
US 3-4 250.270
Sows
US 1-2 270-3S•
VIA-33.00
$31 10.3230
US 1-3 310.400 IsS30.00-32.50
US 1-3 400-50 Bic
S3100-36.50
US 1-3 500 and up
S29.00-39.00
US 2-3 300.500
Boan S252321

NOTICE
VV,l.itiI VVIlatc
Dirt:

Ors:swell

K &K STUMP REMOVAL
ally Reams/ea

8.38

24' Dees) Free Estimates
Treated Cross Ts
435 4343 Bel

414 MAIN STREET
BETTY BOSTON

MURRAY. KENTUCKY

WAREHOUSE
FOODS

753-3366
PAT GOSSUM

Kemp

(If

435 4319 Bola Kemp Ji

We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Qua ntities

623 South 4th
Across from Murray Drive In Theater—Open Monday Thni Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

Charmin

Partin's Hot or Mild

Bathroom Tissue

Sausage

4 Roll Pkg.
ScotTowels

Frito

Paper Towels

Frito-Lay

Doritos

Reg. 2.39 Size

Jumbo Roll

90
2 Liter Bottle

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite
Mello Yello, Minute Maid Orange

S288
12 pk.

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite

cans lir

8 pk. 16 oz. Plus Deposit

Fisher Sandwich Mate

Cheese

69

Pre-Priced 99C
C

12
Field

ZITS

Pro
Leaguer

98c

12 oz.
Field

Idahoan Instant

Mashed Potatoes
16 oz.

sac

Yellow

Baco

1 Lb
Field
Pr.ego
tntl

3 Lb. Bag

590
Red or Yellow

•••••••

$1139

Bologna

Box

White
Potatoes

Onions

I

id)

Chili ,ler-*5--"°-

Apples

$149 890
3 Lb. Bag

ggc

1 Lb. Roll
6

4
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Report any changes that affect your
benefits from Social Security checks
you get Social Security
checks, promptly report ay
changes that may affect your benefits. In this way, you can avoid an
overpayment...and possibly a
penalty.
The biggest cause of overpayments is not reporting or underreporting earnings from work.
Keep in mind that some payments
must be withheld if your 1989
earnings exceed S8,880 if you are
65 through 69; or S6,480 if you are
under 65. If you earn over the
annual limit. SI in benefits will he

Comparing total
living costs

as National
Mayor Charles Foster signed two proclamations Monday. Above, he designates Feb. 12-18
Culver,
Darla
are:
High
Murray
from
FBLA
g
Representin
Future Business Leaders of America Week.
National
as
also
12-18
Feb.
signifies
he
Below,
Young.
Amy
and
Thurmond
Melissa
Amy Westerfeld,
Gantt, presiFuture Homemakers of America Week. Representing FHA from Murray High are Michelle
chairman.
scholarship
dent and SheIli Owens,

Based on $89500 annual
income at a hypothetical
median cost location

!

By annual income required to
maintain same lifestyle as at
the median cost location
San Francisco
$117,625
New York
115,2961
San Diego
102,9261
Washington
101,6811
Philadelphia
98,5281
Chicago
97,4251

withheld for each S2 of excess
earnings.
Let's say you retired 2 years ago
and now plan to take a part-time
job. Or maybe you're already
working and expect a pay increase.
If you're under 70 and your 1989
earnings will go over the annual
limit, let Social Security know.
There are special rules, which
include medical considerations, if
you work while getting disability
checks. Any work you do must be
reported. You must also report any
medical improvement if you get
these payments.
Following are additional events
that must be reported to prevent an
overpayment.

*Death of a beneficiary
*Marriage of a dependent
survivor
*Payee no longer has cu hi.
a beneficiary
*Change of addres.
For more inform,!.
reporting responsibilitics.
booklet you got with your here'
award letter. If you have any .
tions. call our office. Contact
the Paducah Social Security
located at 546 Lone Oak
telephone 443-7506: or ;he '
field Social Security office ;0...
on US High w ay 45 North. tele- ,
phone 247-8095. We also have
toll-free telephone numl-, e,
i-800-2345-SSA

Area bands to present concert
at Lovett Auditorium Thursday
Three area bands will perform
Thursday at Lovett Auditorium.
The concert, set for 7 p.m., will
feature the Calloway County' High
School band conducted by Fred
Ashby the Murray High School
band conducted by John Stroube
and Beth Stribling, and the Murray
State University Wind Ensemble
conducted by Dennis Johnson and
James Wright. Each group will perform two selections followed by a
performance by all three hands
combined. Dennis Johnson will

conduct the combined en.enin!e
Johnson brings a ong. llst 0- cr,:tilts to the podium. including ti!,
award as the
Young Band Director ;I :'t• •
Nation" by the American
Bandmasters Association
Some of the works on thc rto!!,! ram N ill he -Fanfare for the Commit Man" and -Soenteen Corri
Sunday" a march from the "Fr
Folk Song Suite" by R. va:igt- '7
Williams. The public i invitcit
:hero !, 7o admission har

"te
ht,

Miami
92,6711
Atlanta
89,5901
Median cost location
89,5001
San Antonio
82 215
Houston
80,3881
Based on family of four hying in
a 2,800 square foot home with a
new mortgage and two cars
Chicago Tribune Graphic.
Source Runzheimer International

Check your Social Security card name
and number with your own W-2 form
It's that time of the year when
you should be receiving a Form
W-2 from your employer for
income tax purposes. Here's an
important tip: Be sure to check
your Social Security number and
,the name on the W-2 to see if they
are correct. They are likely to be
correct, but if they are not, it could
mean trouble for you later since the
information is the key to collecting
Social Security benefits.
You should not trust your memory when you check the W-2.
Match the number and name on the
W-2 with those on your Social Security card. You should also check
your pay stub at the same time. All
the numbers and names should be
the same as the one on your Social
Security card.
If you find differences in your
name or Social Security number.
you should bring the discrepancy to
the attention of your employer.
You should also report it to the
nearest Social Security office.

Over the years. Social Security
studies have shown that about 5
percent of the wage reports it
receives from employers contain
errors, usually a wrong number. A
wrong number (-1, result from a
single transposed digit.
When a discrepancy in the wage
reports occurs, the Social Security
Administration must check with the
employer for a correction. If the
person is still working for that
employer.there is generally little
problem correcting the wage report.
However, if the person is not,
reconciling the earnings with the
correct record can be difficult.
Such errors can happen at any
point in a person's working life and
are sometimes not caught until he
or she applies for benefits. When
that happens, it can mean problems. This is because the number
and name on the Social Security
card must be the same as that on
your Social Security records. If
your employer has been reporting

MSU's Weaver elected
to lead national group
Dr. Janice F. Weaver, dean of
the College of Education at Murray
State University, has been elected
president-elect of the American
Association of Colleges for Teacher Education (AACTE).
The organization's national
membership of collegiate administrators and faculty elected Weaver
to the office. Following her oneyear term, she will become president of AACTE and chairman of its
board in March 1990.
AACTE is a national, voluntary
professional association committed
to the improvement of teacher education. The more than 700 institutional members graduate over 85
percent of new public school teachers in the U.S. and its territories.
A past member of the AACTE
board of directors, she chaired the
task forces on civic learning and
excellence in teacher preparation.

Weaver is co-founder of the New
Jersey Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education and active in
the Kentucky association.
A native of Owensboro, she
began her career teaching Latin,
psychology and sociology at
Owensboro High School. Along
with her interest in foundational
studies, she has developed strong
interests in policy and administrative concerns to teacher education.
her publications and presentations
have focused on accreditation, educational policy development, excellence, management and leadership,
collaboration and in-service
education.
A member of the MSU faculty
since 1985, she earned the B.A.
degree at Kentucky Wesleyan College and the M.A.T. and Ed.D.
degrees at Indiana University.

your earnings under a different
number and it is not caught, then
you may be missing those earnings
from your record. The earnings on
your Social Security earnings
records is the basis for eligibility
for benefits and the amount of
benefits.
We urge people to check their
earning records at least once every
3 years. Over one's working life,
things can happen that can result in
errors. This is especially true for
people who change jobs frequently

or who hold more than one job at a
time. Each time the name and
Social Security number is recorded.
there is an opportunity for error.
Also many woman forget to change
their name when they marry. and
this shows up as an error in the
records.
To check your earnings, all you
have - to do is call our Paducah
office at 443-7506 or call our Mayfield office at 247-8095: if you are
in a toll area you may call
I -800-2345-SSA.

kr/•
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Labor force data to be collected

54
'e
,;%‘.1 L:c2
The Census Bureau will collect labor !OrCt: cata)7
H
He
director
F.
11.
William
to
of February,. 19-25, according
Charlotte regional office.
The local data will contribute to February's national eniploynr.
unemployment picture to be released \larch 10th by the bureau c:Le
Statistics. December data. the most current. showed a7.atioriai
unemployment rate of 5.3 percent.
Information supplied by individuals to the Census Bureau ;s
Liential by law. Only statistical totals are published.
The following shows the type of data Lollected in ric. hoL:se;n:oi,:
Jobless Rates Among the Major Worker Groups
December 1988

ir

Adult Men
Adult Women
Teenagers..
Whites
Blacks
Hispanic.

ACE
Hardware
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Proposals being accepted for
area Adult Day Care services
The Kentucky DivisiOn of Aging
Services is accepting proposals for
the provision of Adult Day Care
Programs in the Purchase Area for
FY '90. Adult Day Care is defined
as a therapeutic social program of
care provided for the 60+ population. Copies of the Solicitation of
Application may be obtained by

contacting the Purchase Area
Development District at P.O. Box
588, Mayfield, Kentucky 42066,
ATTN: Aging Planner, or call
(502) 247-7171, 753-8325 or
554-2097.
Proposals must be submitted to
the Cabinet for Human Resources
by March 20, 1989.
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Prairie Farms
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Pepsi
Cola
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FOOD STORES

$29
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Open Mon.-Thurs. & Sat. 9:00-7:00, Fri. 9:00-8:00, Sun. 1:00-6:00
12th St. at Storey Ave.
We Accept Food Stamps

Sunflower Self-Rising

Cottage
Cheese

Flour or
Mea
l
5 Lb. Bag

990

Salad Dressing
Grape Jelly
Peanut Butter
Mustard

Crt
2 lb
18 oz.
_ 201'2 oz.

Country Brand Beef Wieners
Country Brand Pickle Loaf _

12 oz

16 oz

Country Brand Bologna......_._._._._._._.._..16 oz.

99'
99'
$119
55

99`
$119

Microwave Popcorn
Bon Ton Cheese Curls
Paper Plates
Tea Bags..

3 pk.
12 oz
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Broccoli _______
Carrots

16 °L
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12 oz
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_
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Luke 18:18-30
On His last journey to Jerusalem
Christ was sought out by the rich
young ruler. As a result of his interview with Christ, he made decisions with reference to His will for
him. From this graphic story,
which is rich in practical instruction, we shall observe four things
which are worthy of our
consideration.
A Striking Ruler
This young man was one of the
most fascinating characters in the
New Testament. He was still in his
youth, that period of life which is
always interesting because it is the
time of physical strength, mental
acumen and spiritual acquisition.
He possessed many praiseworthy
virtues. His seriousness was one of
the first signs of his greatness. He
was unusually discerning. His
morals, habits and conduct were
commendable. His character and
reputation were above reproach.
He was justly proud of his clean
record. He was reverent in spirit,
but, like many others, his piety was
purely negative. All that he could
boast of was the evil which he had
not done. He was also rich, but that
speaks of great opportunity and
grave peril.
A Strange Request
He was not discontented with
what he had, but he was
dissatisfied with what he was. Having heard about eternal life, and
knowing that he did not have it, he
was inte-rested in knowing how he

might obtain it. He admitted that
he did not have eternal life, but he
thought he could obtain it through
his own efforts. Seemingly, he
believed that he was prepared to do
whatever was necessary to get it
A Startling Reply
Christ wanted him to see that
eternal life is an inheritance and
not something bestowed upon one
for moral excellence or faithful service. No man has ever been saved
because of what he did to or for his
fellows. Although some are
teaching salvation by works with
new vigor and viciousness today, it
is still true that nobody has ever
been able to save himself. Not by
works of righteousness which we
have done, but according to his
mercy he saved us" (Titus 3:5).
For by grace atre ye saved
through faith: and that not of
yourself: it is the gift of God: Not
of works, lest any man should
boast" (Ephesians
A Sorrowful Result
When Christ offered this young
ruler eternal life on terms which
were different from what he expected, he declined to accept it. He
wanted the blessing of eternal life,
but on his own terms. Refusing to
yield to Christ, he went away in
great sorrow, without salvation,
and without any hope of heaven.
Conscious that he was missing
much, he turned_ his back upon
Christ, and made the greatest
mistake that one can possibly
make, namely, he refused to
receive eternal life.

MSU assistant professor in conference
Dr. Concetta Culliver, assistant
professor in the Department of
Political Science, Criminal Justice
and Legal Studies at Murray State
University, has been selected to
participate in the American Bar
Association conference March 2-4
at Jekyll Island, Ga.
She is one of 75 faculty mem-

bers in social sciences, humanities
and law from across the nation
invited to the meeting, which will
focus on "Rights in Conflict: the
Individual vs. the State and
Beyond."
Ms. Culliver said she was invited
to the conference because of her

research on the habitual offender
and gerontology in prison.

sional Legal Stud

Keynote speaker for the meeting
will be Walter Dellinger, professor
at the Duke University School of
Law. The three-day event is sponsored by ABA's Commission of
College and University Nonprofes-

Ms. Culliver joined the
State faculty in 1987. She ram,
the B.A. degree at the University ,
Baltimore, the M.S. degree at
pin State College and the M.S
Ed:D. degrees at the rniversiy
Alabama.
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Fund has great start
The 1989 Annual Fund at Murray State University is underway
and off to a great start, according
to Linda Moore, coordinator Annual Fund.
-We have received $14,000 in
pledges to date," said Mrs. Moore.
"We are really excited about this
response, since our 1988 faculty/
staff total was 516,455."
In addition to the increase in giving overall, the coordinator said the
President's Club (giving level of
$1,000 per year anti above) has
eight new members.so far this year.
She attributed the increase in
giving to the leadership in the
Faculty Senate and Staff Congress.
"Marie Jones (Staff Congress
president) and Farouk Umar (president of Faculty Senate) are behind
this campaign 100 percent," the
coordinator said. "Their leadership

in this fundraising effort has been
the key to its success."
The 1989 campaign has also
been aided by the MSU Foundation, which offers a 50 percent
match of each faculty/staff pledge.
"This aspect of the program
appeals to many people," Mrs.
Moore noted. "Also, we offered
faculty and staff the option of making their contributions through payroll deductions, allowing them to
fulfill their pledges over a
12-month period."

12 MONTH/12,000 MILE ,

WARRANTY

The coordinator added that all
pledges are tax-deductible, and
encouraged faculty and staff who
have not made a pledge to do so.
Additional information about the.
1989 Annual Fund may be obtained
by calling Mrs. Moore at (502)
762-4287.

LBL designates dates
for Arbor Day events
TVA's Land Between The Lakes
(LBL) national recreation area has
designated the first Saturday of
March and April for Arbor Day
celebrations.
"The public is invited to pitch in,
roll up their sleeves, and help plant
trees at LBL on those two days,"
said Ed Graves, Coordinator of
Special Programs. "The trees we
plant now will protect wildlife, add
beauty, and remain as living symbols of our conservation ethic."
LBL will provide tools, trees,
and forestry personnel to instruct

OVER 300 ENGINES AVAILABLE
American •Import• Long Block •Short Block

Factory Tested
Long Block Engines in Stock:

participants and transport them to

the planting sites. Planting opportunities vary from establishing pine
trees to combat erosion to planting
various hardwoods for landscaping
and wildlife benefits.

ACCEPTABLE
6
6
6 IITH

$100 off all other long block engines.

Participants will also be offered
seedlings for planting in their own
yards. Both groups and individuals
must preregister by calling (502)
924-5602, extension 238, between
7 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. Monday - Friday. The program will be from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on each Saturday.

You can lose weight successfully (a
pound a week) and keep it off if you
eliminate certain high-caloric foods
PETER
from your diet. The simplest way to
do this is to avoid food made with sugGOTT, M.D.
ar or flour. So: No alcohol, candy.
cookies, pies, pastry, pasta, bread or
rolls. Stick to meat, poultry, fish, vegetables. salads and fresh fruit. Read
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm 75 and have cans and labels. Use dietetic food for
a dropped bladder. What causes this your sweet-tooth. Go easy on fats. As
condition? Also I have a clear, gel-like you approach your weight goal, lightdischarge from my vagina. Is this en up on the diet. Once you're where
common in older women?
you want to be, eat normally, weigh
DEAR READER:The bladder is or- yourself weekly and diet appropriatedinarily held in place by supporting ly when needed.
ribbons of tissue. In women who have
For more information, I am sendhad multiple pregnancies, these rib- ing you a copy of my Health Report
bons become weak and stretch. As a "Weight Control Through Calorie
consequence, the bladder (and, usual- Control." Other readers who would
ly, the uterus as well) drops into a like a copy should send 81 with their
lower position in the pelvis. This sag- name and address to P.O. Box 91369,
ging often results in stress inconti- Cleveland, OH 44101-3369. Be sure to
nence, the tendency to lose urine mention the title.
whIn a woman coughs, sneezes or
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 20-yearstrins. The disorder is harmless but old male and it seems that every time
annoying. It may be associated with a I move or get out of bed, my whole
mild vaginal discharge.
body cracks. I eat properly and have
If the incontinence is particularly lifted weights for four years. What's
distressing, the woman may consider going on'
undergoing surgery to re-suspend the
bladder in a more normal position.
DEAR READER: If you're otherThe operation is usually very success- wise healthy and active, I think that
ful and can be performed by a gyne- you can dismiss the cracking of your
cologist_ DEAR DR. GOTT: I weigh body's various joints. Some people's
147 pounds and have heart illness and joints are held together more loosely
arthritis. A doctor advised me to lose than normal and body motion allows
weight, down to 115. What is a good these loose joints to move slightly and
diet?
then snap into place, causing clicking
DEAR READER: A loss of 32 sensations.
Loose-jointed
people
pounds seems like a lot to me. De- should probably avoid vigorous conpending on your age and build, a more tact sports, such as football, because
modest weight loss might be more ap- of the increased tendency to joint inpropriate - -- say, in the 10 to 15 pound jury Weight training is OK.
paSIrnswsp•wsli xrcrEnplitsx ASSN
range
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Chevrolet 350 V-8: Fits most 64-84 cars
Ford 302 V-8: Fits most '79-'80 cars In stock at most stores.
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4th District Tournament

Roselle briefs SEC chief on response
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — University of Kentucky President
David Roselle has briefed Southeastern Conference Commissioner
Harvey W. Schiller on the school's
response to 18 allegations levied
against its basketball program by
the NCAA.
Roselle was summoned to Birmingham, Ala., last Friday for the
meeting with Schiller.
Bernie Vonderheide, UK's director of public relations, called the
session "a good meeting," and
said the two men discussed the
response.
Roselle and Schiller were
unavailable for comment Tuesday.
Brad Davis, the SEC's assistant
commissioner for communications,
confirmed the meeting occurred but
refused to comment on what was
discussed.

Calloway Lady Laker guard Patti Carroll takes aim for two of her
Staff photo by Delid Ramey
11 points against South Marshall,

Calloway in finals again
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times Sports
The strategy changed but the result didn't, as the Calloway Middle
School Lady Lakers gained entrance to the championship round of the
Fourth District Eighth Grade Tournament for the ninth straight year
with a 45-42 win over South Marshall in semifinal play Tuesday night
at Calloway Middle.
Calloway was in "serious foul trouble" throughout the night, coach
Pete O'Rourke said, with two starters fouling out and three others finishing the night with four fouls to their credit. "We just had to change
everything, just to stay in the game," he said.
Despite 31 free throw appearances by the Lady Rebs, Calloway held
an 11-point lead midway through the fourth quarter before the South
Marshall girls made their last-ditch comeback try. Valerie Shelton hit a
key free throw with 20 seconds left for Calloway for a 45-39 lead.
however, and a 3-point shot by South with eight seconds left brought
the final score to the three-point difference.
Susan Bucy led Calloway with 16 points and five steals while Antonia Dunn hauled down 14 rebounds, including nine offensive retrievals, before fouling out in the fourth quarter.
Patti Carroll added 11 points and Dunn and Shelton had seven each
(Cont'd on page 58)
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Murray High Tiger coach Cary
Miller feels his club may be on the
edge of getting where he wants it
to be, despite a 71-58 loss at
Graves County Tuesday.
Despite their fourth loss in a
row, Miller was encouraged by the
play of the Tigers.
"I was real pleased," Miller said.
"it's the most optimistic I've been
all season. We're just about there.
"If we would have gotten a couple of breaks, and took care of the
basketball better, we could have
won," Miller said as the Tigers fell
to 8-15, while Graves County
improved to 18-5.
David Wadlington paced a
balanced effort for the Eagles with
18 points, followed closely by
Chris Wilson with 17. Craig Dick
had 13, while Todd Thurston had
12 as the Eagles put four players in
double figures.
Murray was led by Jim Hornbuckle, who came off the bench to
get 17 points and pujI down 10
rebounds, and Willis neaney, who
had 15 points, including four
3-pointers. Jason Joseph continued
his development as the big sophomore had 10 for the Tigers on
4-of-5 shooting and pulled down
six rebounds.
Murray bounced back from a bad
start, trailing 23-10 at the end of
the first quarter, to trail by just one
at the end of the half, 34-33. The
Tigers took the lead early in the
second half.
"We went ahead in the third
quarter, but we had a couple of turnovers and silly fouls and we
(Cont'd on page 58)
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Amy Rhodes

Elizabeth Bell

Volleyball team gains tall trio
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

Murray State University volleyball coach Oscar
Segovia is talking in terms of heighth and depth now
that the Lady Racers have inked three new high
school standouts to letters-of-intent.
Jill Barrett of Hume, Ill., Elizabeth Bell of Decatur, Ill. and Amy Rhodes of Sacred Heart Academy
in Louisville are the trio of.recruits for the Lady Racer program, which finished second in regular-season
OVQ' standings last season.
The signings mean the Lady Racer volleyball team
will, for the first time, have 12 people on scholarship. Segovia noted.
"It is a great feeling to know that we will have
four people deep in every position. It is a coach's
dream," Segovia noted.
His dreams become dreamier when he looks at the
players' height. "All three of these ladies are six feet
or taller," Segovia said.
Barrett, 6-1, is a rare commodity in volleyball — a
switch-hitter who plays middle hitter and blocker. A
three-time All-Conference player in high school,
Barrett also played basketball and was a member of
the National Honor Society and the Student Council
at Shiloh High School.
After leading Shiloh to a 33-3 record in her senior
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Also Tuesday, records obtained
from UK by The Courier-Journal
showed that legal expenses for the
internal basketball probe totaled
$274,081.80 through Dec. 31,
1988.
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Clean Air Filter
Check Firing
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tion of the charges, interim Athletics Director Joe Burch and law
professor Robert Lawson, UK's
NCAA faculty representative.
UK
forwarded
its
more-than-2,000-page response to
the NCAA's allegations to SEC
headquarters early last week, the
same time it sent the response to
NCAA officials.

St

CO

Through Feb. 28, 1989

'1295

unable to make the trip with the
team to 1SU.
Center LeRon Ellis also
missed practice Tuesday
because of the flu but will make
the trip, Sutton said.
Forward Chris Mills missed
practice on Monday but was
back on the court for Tuesday's
practice. He also had the flu.

Two sources who asked not to be
identified told The Courier-Journal
there was no discussion at the
meeting of banning UK from participation in this year's SEC tournament March 9-12 at the University
of Tennessee in Knoxville.
If the NCAA levels sanctions
against UK, Schiller has authority
under SEC bylaws to take punitive
action, against the school, too.
The SEC could force UK to forfeit conference wins, ban the team
from future SEC tournaments, limit
scholarships or reduce television
appearances.

Murray's
progress
showing

Snapper,John Deere, Roper,Lawn Cheif,and Troy Built

Lubricate chaise, drain oil and refill with up to five
quarts of mato' brand motor oil, arid install new oil

now spent plugs •Set
Warranted 6
whichever comas first.
6 Cyl.
4 Cyl.

The Courier-Journal said in a
story' in today's editions that the
allegations were the major reason
for the meeting at SEC headquarters. The newspaper said Schiller
requested the meeting in a letter
Feb. 6 to Roselle.
Roselle was accompanied to the
meeting by James Parks Jr., who
has headed UK's internal investiga-

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:

Engine Tune-Up

0
0

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The show must go on, but the
University of Kentucky Wildcats will have to do without
reserve guard Richie Farmer
tonight in their game against
20th-ranked Louisiana State.
Kentucky head coach Eddie
Sutton said Farmer missed practice Tuesday at Rupp Arena
because of the flu and will be

quaVati
.Dit

Phone 753-4110
or 753-2571
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Hours: Mon.,-Fri. 7:30-5:30
Sat. 7:30 - 5:00
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year. Barrett brings a 3.8 grade-point average and 23
ACT score to MSU, where she will major in
marketing.
Bell, a 6-0 middle hitter and blocker, guided
Eisenhower High School to a 21-3 record and won
seven All-Conference or All-Tournament honors during her high school career, including two MVP
namings.
Another scholar-athlete, Bell posted a 4.0 CPA in
high school and scored 21 on the ACT. She also
plans to major in marketing.
Rhodes, another 6-0 middle hitter and blocker,
competed in the 1987 AAU National Championships,
the 1987 and 1988 Bluegrass Games, the 1987 and
1988 USVBA National Championships, the Cajun
Nationals of 1988 and the 1988 Great Lakes Power
League.
Rhodes is also a scholar-athlete, taking advancedplacement courses in Biology and Spanish in conjunction with Bellarmine College in Louisville. A
biology major, Rhodes posted a 3.2 CPA in high
school and scored a 20 on the ACT.
Segovia pronounced the recruits "full-fledged Racers" due to their backgrounds and work habits.
"The experience that the three ladies have is unbelievable," Segovia said. "They come from winning
programs — tney nate to lose!"

Martin shares OVC honors
Murray State University's Jeff
Martin has again won Ohio Valley
Conference accolades, sharing
Player of the Week honors this
week with Middle Tennessee's
Randy Henry.
Martin, the Racers' all-time
scoring leader, pumped in 80
points in three games last week,
with 20 rebounds, 11 assists, three
blocked shots and three steals.
Martin also had only two turnovers in 118 minutes of playing time
during the three games, which
included a 37-point performance
against Middle Tennessee.

Sports notices

Senior bowling tourney set
A semifinal round of the Purchase Area Senior Games Bowling
Tournament will be held Feb. 23 at 1:30 at Corvette Lanes in Murray.
The tournament final will be held March 2 at 1:30 at Riverport Lanes
in Paducah.
Anyone 55 or older who is a resident of Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle,
Fulton, Graves, Hickman, Marshall or McCracken counties may participate. There is a SS entry fee for the semifinal round, plus a per-line
fee set by the host bowling center.
First, second and third place finishers, scratch and handicap, in
55-59, 60-64, 65-69, 70-74 and 75-above age groups will advance to
the final round and every particigant receives a Senior Games t-shirt.
In‘the final round, top finishers in each age group, scratch and handicap, will receive gold, silver and bronze medals.
The Purchase Area Senior Games are sponsored by Lourdes Hospital
and coordinated by the Purchase Area Development District. The
games are sanctioned by and affiliated with the Kentucky Senior
Games, Inc.
Entry forms are available at Corvette Lancs. For more information
contact your local Senior Citizen Center or the PADD office at
247-7171.
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Major League Baseball
By BEN WALKER
Associated Press Baseball Writer
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Stop crossing off the days. The long winter is over.
Pitchers and catchers report in less than 24 hours. Spring training is
starting and baseball is back.
For Jim Abbott and Pete Rose II, it's all new. For Tommy John and
Don Baylor, it might be over.
Most of all, for the fans and those who wait for this day, this means a
time of hope and optimism.
Every team is even, at least in the standings. And maybe if those rookies are as good as they say and if the aging slugger can have one more
good year and if the injured shortstop returns to form and if the wild
pitcher get his control, well, then, maybe this just could be the year.
Why not? It happened, in its own way, to the Los Angeles Dodgers4ast
season.
On Thursday, the Dodgers and half the major league teams will ,open
camp. Eddie Murray and Willie Randolph will be at Vero Beach as the
Dodgers begin the quest to do what no team has done since the New York
Yankees in 1977-78, to win consecutive World Series.
"For the first time in a long time, we go to spring training with our
starting eight pretty set," Los Angeles general tanager Fred Claire said.
In Florida and Arizona, new faces in new places abound.
Jack Clark, Bruce Hurst and Walt Terrell are playing in San Diego
now. Steve Sax is with the New York Yankees, Mike Moore is with Oakland and Nolan Ryan, Julio Franco and Rafael Pameiro are with the Chicago Cubs.
Six managers are new. Dallas Green is with the Yankees, Doug Rader
is in Texas, Art Howe starts out in Houston, Jeff Torborg with the Chicago White Sox, Nick Leyva joins Philadelphia and Jim Lefebvre takes over
in Seattle.
And Bill White is apprenticing in the National League office. On April
I, he'll take over as president when A. Bartlett Giamatti moves up to
commissioner.
Among those reporting to camp Thursday will be Abbott, the onehanded wonder of the U.S. Olympic team. Abbott, 21, will likely start the
season at California's Class AA team in Midland. But for now, he's a big
leaguer.
"I look forward to it, but I'm a bit nervous," he said. "I don't know
what'll be involved in starting out."
Neither does the young Rose, son of baseball's all-time hit leader and
Cincinnati manager. Rose will be working out with Baltimore's minor
leaguers and will probably start the year in Class A.

Baylor and John, two of the older elite, aren't sure if they will end up
anywhere. Neither has been offered a contract yet and each is hoping to
get one last look-see chance.
So is Steve Carlton, trying yet another comeback. He's been throwing
at the Phillies' camp in Clearwater, Fla.. although the team isn't too
interested.
In Yuma, Ariz., the Padres will prepare to challenge the Dodgers in the
NL West. Clark, one year removed from being the National League's
most feared hitter, was acquired from the Yankees and pitcher Walt Terrell was obtained from Detroit.
Hurst, the object of an intense free-agent bidding war, signed with San
Diego. Now we'll see whether he'll become another former Boston lefthander to win big in the NL, just like John Tudor and Bob Ojeda.
Ojeda will try to recover from a lawn accident last fall that almost cost
him a finger and, Manager Davey Johnson thinks, might have cost the
New York Mets a chance to beat the Dodgers in the playoffs. The Mets
tried to make a move during the winter but didn't, failing to get Dale
Murphy, Mark Langston, Danny Tartabull and Ellis Burks.
'Oakland, the American League champion, got Moore. That gives the
Athletics•the best pitching staff in the league. At least in spring training
and on paper, it does.
"We're starting this year with a sense of some unfinished business,"
Oakland general manager Sandy Alderson said. "We wanted to win it all,
and the Dodgers beat us."
Texas and California made moves in hope of overtaking Oakland.
The Rangers begin spring training as strangers after the most active
winter in the majors. Ryan, a Texas folk hero, was taken from Houston in
the free-agent frenzy, and .300 hitters Franco and Palmeiro were acquired
in trades. As a result, reliever Mitch Williams is now with the Chicago
Cubs and Pete O'Brien and Ocidihe McDowell are in Cleveland.
The Angels, who failed to sign Hurst or Ryan, wound up with ClaudeII
Washington in the outfield and aging Bert Blyleven on the mound.'
The Yankees, who finished fifth last season in the declining AL East,
have not won the World Series since 1978. The 10-year gap is the team's
second-longest since the Babe Ruth era, and Sax and other newcomers
Andy Hawkins, Jimmy Jones, Lance McCullers and Dave LaPoint hope to
change that.
As much as anyone, the Orioles symbiplize the hope that means spring
training. Baltimore lost 107 games last season, most in the majors, and
was last in hitting and pitching.
Still, Manager Frank Robinson wants to instill a winning attitude right
away. It's never too early.
— We will open the season with modest but achievable goals," Robinson said. "Our attitude is great and our morale high."
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By The Associated Press
Just when Missouri thought its
troubles had peaked, the thirdranked Tigers got leveled by a
Cyclone.
Iowa State upset Missouri 82-75
Tuesday night, hours after Coach
Norm Stewart underwent surgery
for colon cancer and a diseased gall
bladder.
Stewart, who had been hospitalized last week with a bleeding
ulcer, is listed in satisfactory
condition.
"I don't think we can use Norm
being gone as an excuse to losing," center Gary Leonard said.
"It is up to us to get ready to play
each game. They told us about the
surgery at pregame meal and I
thought everyone had gotten over
it."
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still hold a lot of respect for Missouri, but we were better tonight. It
was the night for us to win. This is
one of the great victories in the history of Iowa State."
In other Top 20 games, No. 8

Like a good neighbor
StateFarm is there.

North Carolina beat Old Dominion
87-77 and No. 11 Duke defeated
Harvard 98-59.
Missouri led 50-49 with 14:18
left, but Woods made a 3-pointer
that put Iowa State ahead for good.
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Calloway in...
(Coned from page 48)
for Calloway, 8-3.
In other action Tuesday night, Mayfield defeated North Marshall
49-36 in girls play and advanced to meet Calloway in the tournament
championship game on Friday night at 6.
In boys' action, North Marshall defeated Benton 40-31 to advance
into semifinal action Thursday night against the Calloway' Middle
School Lakers at 7:30.
The North-Calloway boys' game Thursday will be preceded by the
semifinal round competition between the Mayfield Cardinals and the
South Marshall Rebels at 6. The boys' championship game will be held
Friday night following the girls' title round.
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Oklahoma fights for its dignity
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP) —
The University of Oklahoma football team, a perennial power accustomed to battling for national
championships, now is fighting for
dignity during an outbreak of criminal allegations that won't seem to
go away.
Preliminary and detention hearings were scheduled today for starting quarterback Charles Thompson,
who was arrested Monday night by
FBI agents on a Jan. 26 federal
complaint of selling cocaine to an
undercover agent.
The governor of Oklahoma says
he's disgusted, the other players
say they're shocked. And the second largest newspaper in the state
is calling for Oklahoma coach Barry Switzer to resign.

Murray...
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Missouri, 21-5, lost for the second time in three games with Stewart absent. The Tigers fell into second place in the Big Eight at 7-2,
one-half game behind Oklahoma.
"We never found a way to play
the way we wanted to," said assistant coach Rich Daly, who guided
Missouri. Daly is running the
Tigers because top assistant Bob
Sundvold was suspended recently
amid allegations of NCAA rules
violations.
Victor Alexander and Terry
Woods scored 19 points each for
Iowa State, 12-9 and 3-6 in the
conference. The Cyclones beat
Missouri for the fourth straight
time at home.
-It's a terrific thrill to beat the
No. 3 team in the country," Iowa
State coach Johnny Orr said. "I

(Coned from page 4B)
allowed them to get back in front,"
Miller said.
Although Graves posted a
13-point win, it was a five-to-seven
point game most of the fourth quarter, and when Murray was forced to
foul in the final minutes, the Eagles
hit their free throws.
"The effort has definitely been
there these last two games," Miller
said, referring to a loss to Marshall
County Friday night. "We just need
to win some games."
Junior Varsity
Murray lost the junior varsity
contest 42-29. Heath Walls had 10,
and Brian Sowerby eight for the
Tigers.
Next Game
The Tigers travel to Christian
County to battle the Colonels Friday night before returning home to
take on Hickman County on
Tuesday.
MURRAY
10 33 06 58
GRAVES COUNTY
23 34 49 71
Murray (58) - Flornbuckle 17, Clteaney IS,
Joseph 10, Payne 6, Fulton 6, Dill 6, Thurmond 2
Total. FG 21-49, FT 11-15, 16 fouls, 2.5 rebounds,
13 turnovers
Graves County (71) - WedItniton II, WsIsom
17, Dick 13, Thurston 12, Milk 7, Murphey 0,
Bell, Butler PG 22-35, FT 19-24, 16 fouls, 19
rebounds, 10 turnovers.
Records
Murray 8-15, Chives County 111 5 .

Switzer listed the players who
recently have been arrested and
said: -Barry Switzer should resign
because of what they did? No more
than I think their mothers and
fathers should go to prison to serve
their sentences."
While Thompson remained jailed, bail was reduced for three other
players: Nigel Clay. Glenn Bell
and Bernard Hall, who were
charged last Friday with firstdegree rape stemming from a Jan.
21 complaint in the athletic dorm.
In Fort Bend, Texas, starting
cornerback Jerry Parks is home on

bail awaiting a preliminary hearing
for a shooting with intent to injure
charge in which he allegedly
wounded teammate Zarak Peters on
Jan. 13 in the same dorm.
Not to be forgotten is a threeyear probation handed down in
December by the NCAA that bars
the Sooners from live television
next season and bowl games for the
next two years. It also limits
recruiting.
Norman police say the investigation of drug trafficking will continue, but no other athletes reportedly are involved.

SERVICE SPECIAL
Economy Mufflers Installed
•Double Wrapped
•Galvanized Shell
*Quiet Sound
•Original Equipment Type

$23.95*

Premium Muffler $29.95*
*Original equipment type .Double wrapped
'Aluminized shell .Whisper quiet sound

Napa Heavy Duty Shocks
Our Lowest Price Ever

$8.88

Installation available at an additional cost.
American cars and pickups Many foreigri cars
Clamps if needed 51 .25 extra

• Most

BARRETT'S SERVICE
Good9evice,
CENTER
(1 Block North
of the Court Square)
200 N. 4th St.

Gitecb"
tN,
-t aims!
Ad'

753-6001

ROPER
OUTDOOR POWER EQUIPMENT

5HP Rear Tine Tiller
With counter-rotating tines
•Briggs 6. Stratton engint•Power reverse
• 12'.' tines/17" till path
•7-position depth stake
• Adjustable handles
•Safety start/stop
tine control
•2-year limited warranty

95
649

Reg.$69995
Prices Good
Oyu Feb. 28

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:30
Sot. 7:30-5

Phone
753-2571
753-.1110

CdJ
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THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER
Piggly Wiggly

Piggly Wiggly
Gallon

Post Toasties 18 oz.

Blue Bonnet 1 Lb.

Cereal

Quarters

Sandwi
Bread

9c

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

VIDEO
Rent 2 Movies.
Get One

$854,490 IN CASH
95,160 PRIZES

We int a
Western Union Agent
and we sell consume
personal money order

FREE

from now ott. your groceries will boat andled 1y a sloc
Wiggly Food Stores Each quatified inploy,,e now
company through partic.patIng in Rep E.S.O.F (Employ
Ship Plan) As owners. we II giolirOu the - arsonal
t the ..tture of
desire Our attitude is positive --

We'Accept
WIC Vouchers
and Food Stamps

VCR's

4.00

Value Priced Groceries
Bush 16 oz

Duncan Hines 18 oz.

Chili Hot or
Showboat Pork 'N Beans

Cake Mix

•
hiU Hot

Regular Unscented With Bleach
750 Off Label 72 oz.

Larsen 15 oz.

60 oz

Veg-All

Bisquick

Kraft 12 oz.

Century Farms 21 oz.

2/1.00
Velveeta Shell & Cheese 1.29
4/1.00
Mac. & Cheese
79'
Hamburger Dills

Piggly Wiggly 4 oz.

Black Pepper
Wesson 48 oz (Save 50C)

Piggly Wiggly 32 oz

Oil

King Kuts 6.5 oz.

40C Off Label 22 oz.

99 Dog Food
2.59 Napkins
79C c Diapers
99c Baby Wipes..

Joy

Piggly Wiggly 140 ct.

Happy Hound 20 Lb.

Dog Food

Snuggems Med. dr lg. 32 ct.

Soft 'N Gentle 4 Pk.

Tissue

-Natural Touch 80 Cl.

Tidy Cat 10 Lb.

Litter

Value Priced Groceries

Seafood

Pizza Parlor

2/1

2.99

2.39
1.29
1.29
2.09

Cherry Pie Filling

Ronco 7.5 oz.

Paper

Tide

79c

3/I.

Piggly WI.

Peter Pan 18 oz

tzvl oarlor Specials:

Peanut Butter

Made Fresh In Our Deli
12 inch Single Topping
1rfit

lAck:7.
1.6‘

- -

•

Shrimp

rilzzas

lb.

Great For Salads (Save 1.00)

2/5.9

Pop-Secret 105 oz.

Vess 2 Liter

50 to 60 ct. Headless

Imitation Crab Sticks

lb

4.69
4.99

69'
1.49
79°

Soda
Armour 24 oz.

Beef Stew
Krispy 16 oz.

Crackers

Fresh Produce

Microwave Popcorn..
Del Monte 46 oz.

Tomato Juice
Kraft 16 oz.

Sandwich Spread

Dairy
oChitean Red Seedless

Red or Gold Delicious
Diet With Washington Apples

Apples

59c

Ore Ida 2 I
Long Stem

Green Onions

Medium Yellow 3 Lb. Bag

U.S.A. D'Anjou 3 lb. Bag

Pears
California Seedless Navels

Oranges

3/99'
1.49 Onions
U.S.
59' Sweet Potatoes
#1 Grade

lb.

Fresh Purple Top

Turnips
18" Helium

Mvlar Balloons

Hamburger
Helper

Hamburger Helper

c
99

with coupon

Krinkle
Piggly Wiggl

29'
59'
lb. 39'
1.99
lb.

Pillsbury 4 pk. Pre-Priced 99C

Biscuits
Piggly Wiggly 8 oz. Cheddar or Mozzarella

Shredded Cheese
Prairie Farm 24 oz.

Cottage Cheese

79'
1.39
1.19

Cobbett
Green Giant
Broccoli, Ca

Vegetabl
Pet Deep Di

Pie Shel
Downy Flake

Waffles...

5 oz. Betty Crocker

Nunn-Better

Special Potatoes

Dog Food
25 it>

4.99

Che
Our
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THRIFTY SAVER

;AVER
gly Wiggly

Quart

dwi
read

Miracle
Whi

THRIFTY SAVER

2 m'cle,8

THRIFTY SAVER

White Cloud 4 Roll

Maxwell House 13 oz.

Tissue

Coffee

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

YFES ARE ROM TO SERVF

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities And To
Correct All Printing
Errors Made

•

h iSkl vkl

• „/

19A9

k‘1,1-

4106

Fresh Lean
3 Lbs. or More

1.99

Whip

Smaa 0,ess

SAVER CARD

V%I..LYSE-Nli

Ground
Beef

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

Store Hours:
7 a.m.-12 Midnight
Seven days a week
111111111111h

Fresh Meats
Piggly Wiggly

1

Quarter Pork Loin
Roll

Paper Towels
Ar

Eckrich Red Rind
Lay Down Package 1 Lb. Pkg.

Field Sliced 12 oz. Pkg.

Cut Into Chops

Breakfast Bacon

Pork Chops

Sliced Bologna

rat
g Kuts 6.5 oz.

g Food
ly Wiggly 140 ct.

pkins
ggems Med. Or Lg. 32 ct.

pers
ral Touch 8O C1.

by Wipes

21/2 to 31/2 lb. Pork Loin

3/1.19
79*
6.59
1.99

Center Cut Rib

Hickory Smoked Sliced Slab
Family Pak
lb.
Johnsonville All Flavors 12 oz. pkg.

Pork Chops

Sausage Links

End Roast

lb.

1.49

Sliced Bacon

lb.1•99

Boneless Chuck Roast

Sirloin Steak

lb. 1•99

Field Fillet of Port

Pork Tenderloin

lb.

lb.

Extra Lean

3.99

Pork Cutlets

Eckrich Original or Polish
Eckrich Jumbo 1 lb. pkg.

Franks

2.99
1.59

lb.

2.19
1.69
.
1

Smoke Sausage

•au

lb.

Boneless Top

Beef Roast

99c
nn

Grill Ready Ground Extra Value es

Beef Patties

5 lb. box 10•0

Sliced Hot

Pepper Cheese

lb.

2.39

A.4
:4
4r
1
-

Fresh Meats

iroceriies
Piggly Wiggly 64 oz

Swift Premium 12 oz. p g.

Apple Juice

Turkey Franks

11,

9

p-Secret 10.5 oz.
I Monte 46 oz.

mato Juice
aft 16 oz.

andwich Spread

Canned H

Stuffed Maple Leaf Farms
All Varieties - 6 oz.

Chicken Breast
Fresh
Le e Quarters

Pork Steak
Spare Ribs

1.59
lb 49'

Frozen

Pizza

ce

lb.

,
0
-TUCK/AA,

Boneless Ham

9
9'
9
9
9

Krinkle Kut Potatoes
Piggly Wiggly 8 oz.

Cobbetts
Green Giant Peas, Beans,
Broccoli, Cauliflower or Mixed

Vegetables

16 oz

Pet Deep Dish 2 oz.

Pie Shells
Downy Flake 13 oz. (All Flavors)

Waffles

1.39
1.29

Chuckwagon Patties...lb.

1.79
1.59

Bakery

Kentuckian Gold Sliced or Shaved

Extra Large

Open Pit Ham

Angel Food Cakes

Kentuckian Gold
Old Fashion Loaf

Kid's Love

Ham & Cheese
Kentuckian Gold

Peppered Loaf
Always A Favorite

1.29
1.29
89'

lb.

On Cor Breaded

1.99

•

Ore Ida 2 lb.

1.29

Fischer Festival Fully Cooked
Whole & Half

Deli

Minos 12 oz.

,Braunschweiger
Chili Roll

Th.

Sliced American

Cheese

1.39
1.69
2.39

lb.

Small & Lean

ea.

m oft`

Field 1 lb.

Lean, Boneless

2.29

Turkey Breast

Field in the Piece

Piggly Wiggly
,1•••

Butterball 9 oz. Variety Pack

1.89
99c
79°

icrowave Popcorn

Fresh Meats

Potato Salad

3.89
3.89
1.19
2.99
lb 3.29

L.

Just In Time For George Washington's
Birthday 8 in., 30 oz.

lb.

Cherry Pie

lb.

Homestyie Goodness

Pimento Cheese
Just Like Grandma's

Ham Salad

lb.

2.99
1.69
1.19
99'

ea.
M&M
Oatmeal
Raisin
&
Choc. Chip,

Assorted Cookies

doz.

Breakfast Treat 9 ct.

Cinnamon Sticks
Baked Daily - 16 oz. Loaf

French

Bread

• II

Check Out
Our Newest
Video
Selections!

Check Out Our
Meat Dept. For All
Your Fresh Meat
Selections

100
FREE

100
FREE

Quality Stamps

Quality Stamps
wkh coupon &
purchase of
2 pkgs. Eckrich

with coupon &
purchase of
3 lbs. or more

Ground Beef

nil_

8 oz. Lunch
Meat

100
FREE

100
FREE!
Quality Stamps

Quality Stamps
wkh coupon &
purchase of any
13
4 lb. bag

Chili-Man

Oranges

Chili

with coupon &
purchase of
13

••••

IS
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Bush to give budget speech
WASHINGTON (AP) - President Bush hit the road again to
promote his budget, while members

of Congress were pressing him for
detail on how to find the roughly
SIO billion extra to cover his

College enrollment risin
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -Public universities had record
enrollment in the fall semester in
1988 while private institutions
struggled with enrollment declines.
But overall enrollments at colleges and universities set a record
last fall, according to figures
released Tuesday by the Council on
Higher Education.
The total enrollment of 152,565
was about 5 percent greater than
the previous record of 145,321 set
during the fall 1987 term.
The overwhelming majority of
the students were enrolled in the
eight public universities and the 14
community colleges under the University of Kentucky.

Vonda Gibson, second from left, president of the Calloway County Homemakers Association, presents a
.heck to Dr. Virginia Slimmer, chairman of the Department of Home Economics at Murray State Univerestablishing a scholarship at Murray State. Also shown are Carol Julian, left, development coordinator - gifts, and Maxine Scott, chairman of the CCHA scholarship committee. The first Calloway County
Homemakers Association Scholarship will be awarded for the 1989-90 academic year.

Home Ec scholarship started
A scholarship for local home
economics majors at Murray State
University has been established by
Me Calloway County Homemakers
csociation.
The S100 award will be preented annually and offered for the
first time for the 1989-90 academic
trar. according to Carol Julian,
t‘iurlopment coordinator - gifts at
,̀1tirray State University.

Applicants for the scholarship
must be residents of Calloway
County, graduates of Murray or
Calloway County High Schools and
working toward a degree in home
economics at MSU. Other requirements include academic achievement and leadership skills.
The Calloway County Honemakers Association Scholarqip
was established with proceeds from
sales of the organization's cook-

book. Additional Cookbook profits
as well as donations from individuals will be used to help the scholarship fund grow, Mrs. Julian said.
Cookbooks are available through
the Calloway County Extension
Office, (502) 753-1452.
Other contributions to the scholarship may be made by contacting
Mrs. Julian in the Office of Development at (502) 762-3123.

.Citizen Kane'remains black and white
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Orson
Welles' black-and-white film class"Citi7en Kane" will not be put
11 color after all because the late
iirector's estate may have the right
to prohibit it, Turner Entertainment
Co. announced Tuesday.
A storm of criticism blew up in
January when Turner revealed it
was coloring test scenes. Film
director Henry Jaglom said Welles
specifically asked him to protect
the movie from coloring two weeks
'Wore he died.
Turner Entertainment, which is
part of Ted Turner's broadcasting
empire, obtained certain rights to
•'Citizen Kane" with the 1986
acquisition of MGM's 3,650-title
`i!ni library, including RKO films.
"1citlitional rights were purchased in
1987.
Turner President Roger Mayer's
Hnnouncement that preparations to
color the film had stopped indicated it was a legal decision rather
man a bow to those who claim coloring artistically spoils a blacknd-white film.
"Our attorneys looked at the

coptract between RKO Pictures
Inc. and Orson Welles and his production company, Mercury Productions Inc., and, on the basis of their
review, we have decided not to
proceed with colorization of the
movie," Mayer said.
"While a court test might
uphold our legal right to colorize
the film, provisions of the contract
could be read to prohibit colorizadon without permission of the Welles estate. We have completed
restoration of a printing negative
which now enables us to show
first-rate black and white prints of
this masterpiece."
"Citizen Kane" is considered
one of the finest American movies
ever made. Welles starred in and
directed the 1941 saga of a wealthy
and reclusive newspaper publisher.
often considered to have been
loosely based on the life of
publisher William Randolph
Hearst.
The film's plot centers on a
reporter's efforts to determine the
meaning of the dying Kane's final

word, "Rosebud," which was the
name of his sled.
Last month, Jaglom recounted
that shortly before Welles' death in
October 1985, the director was
adamant about not letting his film
be tinted.
"Orson said to me at lunch,
about two weeks before he died, I
remember this vividly, 'Please do
this for me. Don't let Ted Turner
deface my movie with his crayons,"' Jaglom said. Although Turner did not at that point; own the
film, a Turner spokeswoman in Los
Angeles said discussions of the
MGM purchase dated at least to the
summer of 1985.
Movie purists have previously
lamented the coloring of such
classics as "It's a Wonderful
Life,- "Casablanca" and "A
Christmas Carol."
Directors Guild of America
spokesman Chuck Warn said Turner Entertainment's decision would
not cause the union to let up its
campaign against coloring and
other "mutilation" of motion
pictures.

Mid Season Clearance
Sale
Fri. & Sat. Feb. 17th 8c 18th

SALE PRICES ON ALL WOOD STOVES IN STOCK!
'Like The Ashley Fireplace Insert Pictured ONLY $7

(Brass Included)

There were 21,272 students
enrolled at the 21 independent colleges and universities, a slight
decline from the 21,372 total during the fall 1987 semester.
UK remains the largest central
campus in the state, but the University of Louisville is closing the
gap.
Enrollment at UK in the fall was
22,334, an increase of only 1.5 percent from the previous fall. Louisville's enrollment of 21,385 was 4
percent larger.
The fastest-growing public university was Morehead where 7,379
students represented an increase of
13.7 percent.
The record for the largest
increase in the state belonged to
Hopkinsville Community College,
where enrollment jumped 30 percent to 1,743 in the fall.
The largest private school in
Kentucky remained Bellarmine
College in Louisville, where enroll-

ment in the fall was 3.345, a
decrease of 7.7 percent.
Here are the figures for each
school and tne percentage of increase or decrease
UNIVERSITIES
Eastern Kentucky 13.664 +4.3
Kentucky State
2.222 +5.6
Morehead
7,379 +13.7
Murray
7,628 +3.4
Northern Kentucky 9,497 +5.3
UK
22,334 +1.5
U of L
21,385 +4.0
Western Kentucky 14,121 +4.3
COMMUNITY COLLEGES
Ashland
2.614 +14.3
Elizabethtown
2,717 +15.8
Hazard
1,042 +8.7
Henderson
1,239 +11.0
Hopkinsville
1,743 +30.0
Jefferson
8,203
Lexington
3,401 +13.8
Madisonville
1,824 +20.5
Maysville
873 +12.1
Owensboro
1,687 +10.3
Paducah
2,444 +6.4
Prestonsburg
2,088 +4.9
Somerset
1,585 +7.2
Southeast
1,603 +16.8
INDEPENDENTS
Alice Uoyd
507 -5.1
Asbury
987 +8.7
Bellarmine
3,345 -7.7
Berea
1,527 -5.8
Brescia
666 -8.1
Campbellsville
726 +10.0
Centre
859 -2.5
Cumberland
1,904 -1.4
Georgetown
1,471 +3.3
Kentucky Christian
567 NC
Kentucky Wesleyan
766 -1.0
Lindsey Wilson
1,060 +2.9
Pikeville
915 +11.0
Spalding
1,141 -3.1
Thomas More
1,097 +0.2
Transylvania
1,041 -0.1
Union
1,048 +3.7
TWO-YEAR INDEPENDENTS
Lees
432 +6.9
Midway
396 +18.2
St. Catharine
266 *0.4
Sue Bennett
551 +5.4

+s.e

GOSPEL SINGING - The nationally known Singing Greenes, from
Boone, NC, will be singing along with Glory bound, from Paris, TN,
on Saturday, February 18, 1989, at 7 p.m. at Fairview Baptist
Church, which is located at 114 Memorial Drive across from WalMart in Paris, Tn. The Greeenes are known for such gospel hits as:
"Miracle In Me," Let The Waters Pour,""It Sure Sounds Like Angels
to Me," and many more. Pictured above are the Singing Greenes.

TVA negotiators

*
* bring final offer
* UNIVERSITY BARBER SHOP *
*
* CHATTANOOGA, Tenn. (AP)
*
*
- The Tennessee Valley AuthoriTo Better Serve You... p.74:,
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Th
The University Barber
shop now has 2 barbers. We cordially invite you to come by for
your complete family I4
Iii.i,g t.
hair care.

* Bill Hammons
*
* 309

* ty's 11,500 craft and labor workers

*
*
.,,. *
'*
*
*

Don Kilcoyne *
No Appointments Necessary

*

Parking
Across From Wells Hall

*

*

Plenty of

N. 16th St.

753-1953 *

*
*
"1"4*4-41t4t4-4.40-4"1",-*444-4-10-4-44

Remember the 10th
/

Fireplace inserts, wood & coal furnaces,
circulators & free standing stoves.
DON'T
MISS THIS
SALE!

FREE
REFRESHMENTS

M
..IC TIN4,
m
PAL)

wev(0 VOL)
CO.( SACK
TO.1014.ovv*

The 10th of each month is a very important date to your
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive your payment by the 10th of
the month in
order to pay their bill
You see, these carriers are independent business men
and women. They
buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and sell them
to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th they have to
dig down
into their own pockets to make up the difference
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
each month They
depend on you to write their pay checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
your carrier
So.. paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
caught without the
right change and you avoid the bother of monthly collection.

Mirrray Ledger 8r Times
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spending wishes for social
programs.
On the eve of today's Bush
speech to the South Carolina Legislature, White House press secretary'
Marlin Fitzwater said Bush would
stress his desire to use cooperation
- rather than confrontation - to
work out a budget deal with- the
Democratic-controlled Congress.
For the second of his out-oftown budget speeches, Bush chose
another state that played a major
role in his election victory last
year, after visiting New Hampshire
on Monday.
Bush won the South Carolina
Republican presidential primary
last March 5. That victory, which
followed his win in New Hampshire, catapulted him toward the
near-sweep of the Super Tuesday
primaries and caucuses on March
8.
In South Carolina, Bush was
being reunited with Gov. Carroll
Campbell, a close friend and political backer.
Fitzwater said Tuesday that he
thought Bush's speech to South
Carolina lawmakers would afford
the president an opportunity "to
describe his priorities to the American people."
But the spokesman said that
Bush was not attempting, in his
out-of-town trips, to circumvent
Congress and put pressure on
Washington's lawmakers to support
his budget policies - as President
Ronald Reagan often had done.
"It's an attempt to explain to the
American people that he intends to
work with the Congress," Fitzwater said. "And all the .indications
we have are that the Congress
intends to work with us, and that
we intend to solve this problem."
Bush has come under criticism
among some Democratic quarters
on Capitol Hill, with some lawmakers complaining that his proposed budget allows him to claim
credit for proposing more spending
on social problems while making
sure that Congress shares responsibility for coming up with unpopular cuts in other programs.
Fitzwater acknowledged that the
administration has not offered a
separate proposal for filling a S9.6
billion to Sll billion gap in the
amount of money available to
finance Bush's spending Initiatives
in areas such as help for the homeless, education and child care.
Bush generally has called for
freezing most domestic programs at
1989 levels. That would leave the
S9.6 billion to S11 billion financing
gap in the fiscal year that begins
Oct. 1 if the programs are merely
allowed to keep pace with Inflation
and population growth.
Sen. Robert C. Byrd, D-W'.Va.,
chairman of the Senate Appropriations Committee, and Sen. Jim
Sasser, D-Tenn., head of the Senate
Budget Committee, told Bush in a
letter Tuesday that if he failed to
provide more detail on areas that
will need to be cut, Congress
would "have no alternative" but to
assume that he endorses the reductions that Reagan proposed last
month.

would receive a 2.6 percent wage
increase under what TVA negotiators have described as their final
contract offer.
TVA indicated Monday it would
implement the offer after failing to
reach an agreement with the Tennessee Valley Trades and Labor
Council last week following more
than two months of contract talks.
The utility's offer is retroactive
to Jan. 1 unless some of the 15
craft unions included in the contract talks successfully appeal the
proposal through the U.S. Department of Labor.
Although the 2.6 percent wage
increase proposal is barely half of
the expected inflation rate this'
year. it exceeds the average 2.45
percent increase granted TVA's
12,000 white-collar workers last
fall.
The settlement will cost TVA
about $10.7 million more in wages
this year, said a spokeswoman, plus
$2.6 million in added health insurance benefits, although employees'
cost for such insurance will also
rise.
That expense, combined with
TVA's plans to cut overtime this
year, means many hourly employees could receive less take-home
pay than they did in 1988.
TVA Chairman Marvin Runyon,
who said last year he wanted to
freeze the pay of all employees
because of the agency's poor financial position, has said that any
1989 wage hike will have to be
offset by budget cuts elsewhere.
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MHS Speech Team wins
Louisville St. X tourney
The Murray High School Speech
Team won the Louisville St. Xavier
Speech Tournament held this past
weekend. Murray totaled 196
points, while second-place Boone
County scored 162 and third-place
Lexington Tales Creek accumulated 119.
The following students placed
for Murray High:
David Vaughn and Melanie
Julian, first in duo acting; Laramie
Simpson, second in dramatic inter-

pretation; David Vaughn, second in
prose interpretation; Scott Rose
second in extemporaneous speak ing; David Gish, third in poetry
interpretation; and Thoman Cary,
third in storytelling.
Shannon Hailer, Chriss
Edwards, Leslie Weatherford and
John Dailey made the final rouond
of competition, but did not place.
Murray High will next participate in the Logan County Speech
Tournament this weekend.
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Legal
Notice
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legal
Notica

DID REQUEST
The City of Murray is requesting sealed
bids for renovation of the City Hall Build
ing. 207 South 5th Street, Murray, KY. The
following general repairs and renovation
projects are to be considered:

Number 3, Roof replacement of the Foyer
Entrance and general repairs
or replacement ofentire roofof
City Hall Building as needed.

Hostess Kathryn Outland 753 3079
Hostess Ingeborg King 492 83443

Number 4. Paint and labor (bid separately) for building interior.
Number 5. Carpet and installation for one
(1)suite ofoffices, second floor.
Commercial grade.

For

Nunaber 7. Sandblast(
stone t

Van Buren

Number 8 Car
cil
co

Call

753-9463

TRANSFER your 8MM
home movies to video tape
$3 50 per 50 ft reel, tape
included Also, slides, negatives and photographs
Free pick up arid delivery
Call Donna Darnell, Video
Production Specialties
759-9246

Don't put off writing thank-you
DEAR ABBY: The letter from the
notes, letters of sympathy, etc because
mother of a girl who had been taken you
don't know what to say. Get
advantage of by people for whom Abby's booklet,"How to Write Letters
she baby-sat reminded me of a job for All Occasions." Send a check or
money order for $2.89 1E3.39 in CanI had in college.
A young couple got my name from adal to: Dear Abby, Letter Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, III. 61054
a friend of mine and asked me to sit (postage
is included).
with their two children until midnight. They picked me up at my
THE FAR SIDE
dorm, and when we got to their
house I was informed that I was
spending the night there so they
wouldn't have to drive me home in
the middle of the night!
Being the polite person I was
taught to be, and needing the
money, I slept in a nightgown the
lady loaned me and spent the night
there. The next morning the husband drove me back to my dorm
where I found a dozen messages
from my boyfriend back home. He
was livid because I had been out all
night. (He never did believe my
story.)
ALSO TAKEN ADVANTAGE OF

Hair Care
Special

of
eaning
uilding exterior.

Perms

/installation for Counambers, second floor.
ercial grade.

Interested bidders may inspect the City
Hall Building, Monday through Friday,
8:00 am. - 5:00 pm by checking with the
City Clerk's Office. Sealed bids will be
accepted until Wednesday. March 1, 1989
4:00 p.m., and should be submitted to the
City Clerk's Office, marked sealed bid.
PROJECT NUMBER INDICATED ABOVE.
The City of Murray will reserve the right to
accept or reject any and all bids, or portions
of the projects numbered above.

Baby Sitter Took Change
In Job Hours Lying Down

video

taping of
weddings,
birthdays,
anniversaries.
etc.

Number 6 Mini-blinds, 27 windows. installed.

By Abigail

Personate

Remember
those
special
occasions...

Number 2 Central/heat (natural gas)
cooling unit for Council C ham hers, second floor.

kasnAgok

025
Notice

Number I. Replace windows on the East.
West and South sides of the
with
building
aluminum
framed insulated windows.

Dealt)
16:y

SANTA'S
HELPERS
436-5355
Professional C'
Cleane,
Offering Fire Box

Damper instaatior
Custom Hoods aria
Screens
Senor C,tzens Dscount
24 Hour Answering Seroce
ATTENTI 0 N
Homeowners- Save money
with new energy saving
thermally sealed replace
merit windows Free TV/
radio. $75 trade-in per window with purchase Financ
ing
available
1-800-422-9872
DEALERS wanted for May test Baseball Card & Coin
Show to be held May 6th,
9a m -4p m at Graves
Country High School $15
space fee Tables available Contact Farmington
Elementary, P.0 Box 8,
Farmington, KY 42040
GLIDDEN Latex wall paint
5 gal can $2999 Get at
Black's Decorating Center
701 S 4th St. Murray

Reg. '30'

NOW

$25m
Feb 13th to Feb. 28th

Now at

Kut'N Kurt

A Perfect
Choice

Southside
Shopping
Center

753-1682
Jody Gardner
Owner

Charles S. Foster
Mayor

Central
Shopping Center
We have rock & heavy
metal T-shirts $10.95.
Patches starting at
83.00. Get yours while
the new selections are
in stock.

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE
No age limit
to apply.
Our most popular
plan pays up to
10G', of Medicare
Approved charges
(many policies pay
only 20'c). We even
pay on office calls
and other out of
hospital expenses.
For free information
call:

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"free local
claim service"
ALMO Kountry Korner
Tuesday Saturday
9a m -5p m , 1824 & 464
Crafts sweatshirts. paja
mas, guilts, customized
rabbits, baskets assorted
antique pieces

Berkilne
Furniture
Gallery
NOW OPEN
B'
Shopper's Mall
in Wiggins
Furn. Bldg.
2 mi. N. of
Murray on
U.S. 641
Open Thurs., Fri
& Sat. 9-5
Sun. 12-5
Robert & Neil Wiggin
Owners
753-4566

A wonderful tamily even
ence Australian. European. Scandinavian high
school exchange students
arriving in August Become
a host family for American
Intercultural Student Ex
Cali
change
1 -800-SIBLING
PREGNANT? Worried?
There is somebody who
cares' Call Opportunities
for Life, toll free
1-800 822 5824 anytime
for personal confidential
helpl

Lordy,
Lordy
Wanda
Fay
Morgan
is

Forty
FOUND shock collar r.
Wadesboro 437-4901
LOST 1988 CCHS
class ring Reward
753-8205 after 5p
ORANGE white ringed
tabby cat •
-reflective
St , $50 Ruwx
753-7681

BOU6HT
ALEN TiNE
CANN FOR THE LITTLE REP
HAIRED GIRL BUT I WAS TOO
514Y TO GIVE TTO PER .

/

1'12 6NE iT
TO YOU,SOT
3-1000LATE
ISN'T 600P
OR P065

I COULP JUST PIL-,p
OUT TI.IE CARAMELS

6,4

1.4
r•
;`;

1=1111
A4 CIAN\E
13ECAVIDE JT
T141
i-101)E AND
.:1/4\ !MPG h1E3LE To
DEAL vJITA IF I Ci\11GET PAQ

ti!
I.
S.
('I-

"Just look at those stars tonight ... makes
you feel sort of small and insignificant"

that bearded salesmen are not
acceptable, but if bearded men want
to shop there, they will be glad to
take their money. I think companies
that practice this kind of discrimination should be boycotted.
What is your opinion?
IRKED
DEAR IRKED: I think nicely
trimmed, well-groomed beards
are attractive, but I am not
setting policy for employees in a
place of business.
To refuse to hire a man because he has a beard is a form
of discrimination, but it is the
employer's right to hire salespeople who best represent the
company's image.
The ball is in your court now.
If you want the job, shave your
beard. And if you don't want to
shop there, it's your right to
shop elsewhere.
•• •

DEAR ABBY: I must disagree
with those who think applauding in
a house of worship is disrespectful
and unacceptable behavior. Hogwash! When my son was married,
half an hour before the wedding we
had a violent rainstorm that cut off
all the electricity at our church. Of
course, that meant there would be
no organ music, so our priest
instructed the guests to applaud the
bridal couple as they entered and
walked down the aisle.
I don't believe God was offended.
CLAIRE IN
ONTARIO, CANADA
•••

"«

By GARY LARSON

DEAR ALSO: It may not help
you much to be told now what
you should have done, but for
others who may find themselves in a similar predicament:
Do not allow yourself to be
manipulated. Speak up. Say,
"I'm sorry. This isn't what I
agreed to do, and I am unable to
accommodate you." Period.
Learning assertiveness early
in life may not be easy, but it
will be a valuable lifelong asset.

DEAR ABBY: I have a beard,
which I keep nicely trimmed and
well-groomed. When I recently
applied for a job as a salesperson in
a large retail store, I was told that
if I wanted to work there. I would
have to shave off my beard.(I didn't
like the idea, but I agreed to shave
off my beard if they decided to hire
me.)
Abby, this company is saying
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Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who/whaVwhere questions
about your new city?
As
WELCOME
WAGON
Representative. Its my job to help
you get over the hurdles of being
a newcomer
By bringing you some useful
gifts Community info Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. Call

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 15, 1989

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Cut of meat
4 Likeness
9 Supplicate
12 Greek letter
13 Water nymph
14 Period of
time
15 Feel
indignant
of
17 Leave
19 Expeditious
21 Scold
22 Barracuda
24 Hearing
organ
26 Bridge term
29 Pondered
31 Cleaning
device
33 The self
34 Spanish
article
35 Nothing
37 Nod
39 Teutonic
deity

40 Viper
42 At present
44 Large
villages
46 Actual
48 Mr O'Neill
50 Partner
51 Rend
53 Hauled
55 More
profound
58 Roam
61 Vase
62 Exterior
64 Game at
cards
65 Flying
mammal
66 Approaches
67 Goal

Answer to Previous Puzzle

ATANL NIS'L OIL
S PAB TA
0
A
RAIT A CART
A PL MI. 01IR A
0N
P EE

0
SPY
Y
E
WI LL
TAU
GLE
DI
A PP
0'E
A
'o
0
E
0

1:111:131121111:41R__
I PEEL
WORSE,
POCTOR

_
DIDN'T YOU USE
THAT MEDICINE I
TOLD vol.) To TAKE

HE .
T-JEC,'-ECTEP TQ
TELL VDU HE EAT5 -TEr, •
TiME5 A DAY

AT EVERY MEAL7

Is

B EE

0

010 PS'
ESTOW

2.-15

DOWN

6 Irving VD
18 Dance step
7 Wander
20 Sweet potato
about idly
' .22 Besmirch
8 Paradise
23 Rhythmical
9 Snoopy. e g
beating
10 Transgress
25 Lowe of
11 Ship channel
filmdom
16 Consumed
27 Deputy
28 Inventor of
10 11
4
5
2
3
1
9
6
7
8
telegraph
30 Noise
14
12
131111
32 Vessel
36 Parcel of
15
16
land
17 118 111
11
38 "Little ---"
19
21
20
41 Father or
11
mother
24
27 28
25
26
22 23
43 Humorist
45 Walk like a
31
30
29
duck
33
32
47 Brim
I
49 Richard
38
35
34
36
39
37
Gere film
52 Mexican
et
44
42
43
45
40
laborer
U
U
54 Armed
47
48
49
46
50
conflicts
U
55 Confer
53
51
54
knighthood
152
upon
ST
56
S5
56 Period of
time
56III
62
63
64
57 Regret
11
6111
59 Vast age
60 Staff
67
65
63 Tantalum
66lUll
Symbol
(i) 1989 United Feature Syndicate
1
2
3
4
5

That woman
Devoured
Pulverizes
Hostelries
Having dull
finish

MIONDIE
YES,
SO YOU'RE THE
RESTAURANT CRITIC THAT'S
IN THE NEwSPAPER - ME

11

RU

riliEANING HE WANTS A
LOAN. THAr5 THE ONLY
TIME HE EVER
WHAT
COME5 HERE.
SHOULD
I DO ,7

UI
UUU
UI
UUUI
UI
ll

1

WHAT 21(7 "V1Y

6RAN2FATHER
PO WITH HIM?
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Help
*antes

tistp
Wanted

$60 00 PER HUNDRED re
malIng letters from home'
Details, send self
addressed, stamped enve
lope Associates, Box
309T, Goiania NJ 07067

DENTAL Hygienist full or
part-time Send or bong
resume with past job experience and references to
The Fulton Dental Clinic
106 Hwy 51 North Fulton
KY 42041

270
Inetniction

AREA Manager opening
First year salary, commission could total $40 000
Age experience- sex no
barrier Expense paid
home office interview (Refundable) inventory deposit
required of $2,895 Terry
James 1 800 888-5110

DRIVERS wanted Now
taking applications for qual
'tied truck drivers Apple
ants must be 24 years of
age with 2 years driving
experience and have
D 0 T medical exam Call
901 642 5042

FLA time Retie!
Sales Position
availabie 10am -5p m
for energetic, enthusiastic
individual who enjoys utilizmg halve creative and de
corative skills The suc
cessfui applicant will receive an hourly wage plus
employee discount Send
resume to P0 Box 10401

1

11;114414:1-:
Train to, Careers In
•AIRLINES
•CRUISE LINES

Mobile
Homes For Sate

1978 WINSTON 14x70 2
DEN Set For Sale couch
'poking chair, arm chair, bedroom, partially furn
coffee and end tables, !shed, front kitchen
$250 759 9800 or 382 2833 days 345 2042
evenings
759 1509
ELECTRIC heaters, bar 1981 BUCANEER 2 bed
stools, picture window room. 1 bath, 14x56, all
table, 6 leg tables, 7 piece electric partially furnished
$8,000 753 3518
dinette, queen sleeper. re
diner, desk, odd chairs, 9
1984 BUCANEER 14X6
piece dining room group
all appliances some furniwasher & dryer, dis- ture
Call after 5p m
hwasher, sofa table, head435 4362
boards, carpet, lamps, oak
chiHerobe, glass door safe, 1985 HIGH 1466, with
pictures, platform, swivel furniture, appliances, in
and rock chairs 753-1502, park $11,000 753-6726
8a m -5p m
1988 14x70, 2 BEDROOM,
KING size waterbed mat- 2 bath, all electric, CA &
tress with baffles, includes CH, wall to wall carpet,
blinds and curtains, GE
thermostat and liner, $75
stove/ refrigerator, D/W,
759 9698
underpinned and winterized, 9x12 deck. By appointment 753-2922, ask
for Tom, after 6p m
753-7124

320

320
Apartments
For Rent

Apartments
For Rent

DELUXE duplex, 2 bed
rooms central N/A. appliances furnished, concrete parking Also 2 bedroom apartment Coleman
Real Estate 753 9898

1 BEDROOM apartment
near downtown Murray
753-4109

a

MUR-C al apts Northwood
Dr 1, 2 or 3 BR Now
renting Equal Housing Op
portunity 759 4984

T

•TRAVEL AGENCIES
EXTRA nice 1 bedroom
NOTICE OF
NOW taking applications
EARN MONEY reading
apartment washer & dryer for 1 bedroom
APPRENTICESHIP
books'$30 000/ yr income
apartments
•FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
hook-up, central heat and
OPPORTUNITY
Section 8 Southside
potential Details (1)
•104 PLACEMENT ASSIST.
air, appliances and water
The Joint ApprenticeManor office hours
805 687 6000 Ext.
furnished
No pets
1-800-327-7728
ship
9-11am & 12-2p m MF
and
Y-10706
Training
753-3949
TRUCK drivers Top pay
753-8221
Committee for the
EARN money at home' As- and benefits'
E 0 E Poole
Electrical Industry will
semble jewelry, toys, elec- Truck Line (502)826
8719
accept applications for
tronics, others FT & PT ro 800-225 5000
ATTENTION Hiring' Gov
1
Ask for
apprenticeship beginINSTRUCTION
work
available
Call
(re
Itt/f„,
l(
erriment jobs your area
4
Department A 13
ning March 13, 1989
fundable) 1-407-744 3000
cf.
+ LEARN TO DRIVE
Many immediate openings
0
TRUCK drivers needed imthrough March 24,
Ext 5-973. 24 hrs
TRACTOR-TRAILER
without waiting list or test
mediately Best pay and •He ruperoence
1989 from 8:00 a.m.
$17,840-$69,485 Call
E.VA'S Custom Sewing, benefits program
in the in- I •DOT Creriescar.D,
until 4:00 p.m. Monday
1 602 838 8885 Ext R684
opening soon, corner 1211 dustry Start 23 cents
at
per •F t,41 p•rt'PM
through Friday at the I.
& Payne Streets needs ex- mile with regular increases
earning
•Placomere Deco
B. E. W. Local 816
BONUS INCOME. Earn
perienced seamtresses
TODArS
to 270 Minimum of 2,100 •Feyenc 0.0
wietHe
Union
$2004500 weekly. Mailing
Prefer to hire handicapped miles per week guaranHall,
4515
SALE
MONTHLY
1989 travel brochures For
ALLIANCE
Clarks River Road, (and-or) over age 62 Full or teed 23 years old with 1
PRCE
TRACTOR TRAJLER
PAYMENT
part-time. Phone 753-2728 year OTR experience
more information send
TRAINING CENTERS
Paducah, Kentucky.
'82 Toyota Tercel
LEBANON. Ter
for interview appointment. Good record required In$3287 24 mo 13203*
stamped envelope to. INC
These
applications
CO Tell Free
PD Box 2139. Miami. FL
DOUBLE
wide
and lot:
may be kept active for
FULL-TIME experienced experienced? Ask about
'87 Carry LE
1-800-334-1203
$11,487 413 mo 258%*
24x70, 1978 Vogo, 3 bed33261
two years for further
day cook Apply Monday- J B Hunt approved driving
rooms, 2 baths, fully furnschools.
Financial
assisselection. All applicaFriday 9a m -3p m at Ken '87 Nissan Marra
rro 315'
$13,487
569-4 ft. wide study
ished including disCLERKS needed to pro- tions
lake Marina or call tance available Call J B
. s.
must be comdesk
choice
in
fiof
hwasher,
washer
&
dryer
cess market surveys pleted
Hunt 1 800 643-3331
9,
474-2245 Ask for Mrs
'87 Grand Am
7 48 mo 20000*
by April 24,
nishes. This
Week
Lot size is 100x200. Lo(transferang data) no sales
Turner
1989 to be considered
NOOnly!
cated
in
Stella
489-2855
'84 Corola FX
local
It• _
$325
wkly
7 48 IT13 21700*
PURDOM
for this year's class.
GET PAID for reading
409-297-6765
or
All applicants must
books'$100 per title Write
'87 Pontiac Firebird Pro Am.$12,987 48 mo ' 28800*
Train to be a ProlessIonal
FURNITURE.
297 5395
Accepting
fully meet the following
PASE- 187A, 161 S Lin
•SECRETARY
280
West corner of the
Applications
•EXECUTIVE SEC.
colnway, N Aurora IL
87 Plyrrouth Horizon
minimum
qualifica$5987 48 re 125%*
Mobile
square across from
DAYTIME cook and houseFor Nurses Aid..
•WORD PROCESSOR
60542
tions to qualify for an
Homes For Rent
Elkins,
Ward
Murray
keeper needed for elderly
HOME STUDY SIES. TRAINING
All shifts. Flexible
'87 Chevy Celebrity
48 mo 15500*
GOVERNMENT jobs' Now
interview:
female References re•FlNANCIAL AID AVAIL.
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
working hours and
hiring this areal $10,213 to
1.
AGE
Must
be
at
../08 PLACEMENT ASSIST
quired Send resume to
'87 Dodge Omni
or unfurnished. Some new
beginning salary at
$75,473. Call (refundable)
least 18 years of age.
180
P0 Box 1040-H, Murray
furniture, natural gas1-800-3
27-7728
1-315-73
3-6062
$3.50
Ext
per
hour.
Full
2. EDUCATION - High
Sewing
,THE HART SCHOOL
'86 Olds 98 Regency..
electric, air conditioned
2
17
50
5°7*
F-2558
$1$
scholarships
•Dv of ACT Corp
are
school graduate with
Machines
Shady Oaks. 753 5209
Nall helcres Pompano Bch F I.
awarded
annually
to
one year's passing
HELP Wanted T J 's Bar
'86 lsuzu
112°°*
42 ire
SEWING Machines Due to RENT
CMA school and LPN
Or Sale Mobile
B-Q Apply in person
grades in Algebra.
140
school budget cuts the na- home,
$175/ month plus
RN & LPN
school for those
'86 Honda Prelude__
Transcript required
Want
$$448N:77 42 mo 24300*
tion's largest manufacturer deposit,
HOME ASSEMBLY INpartially furnished,
Due to new federal
employees interested
rectly
from
offers new zig-zags, many no pets.
To Buy
high
COME Assemble products
492-8220
in a career in long'86 Toyota Corolla LE
regulations we are ex42 ma 160°3*
stitches, blindhem, buttonschool.
at home Part-time. ExperiANTIQUES by the piece o
term
care.
panding our staff of
TRAILE
holes,
R for rent
everything 20 year
3. APTITIDE TEST ence unnecessary Details
collections Call 753-9433
'86 Z28 Iroc
$11,987 42 mo 28600*
guarantee Originally $499, 759-1577 days or
Call 813-327-0896, Ext
professional nurses.
Aoply at
S72R-77 taken at any
after 5p.m.
753-1551
nights
now
$129.
D188
Heavydut
y
State Employment OfRNs needed for all
West View
'86 Chrysler LaBaron
56987 42 mo 17200*
BUYING. aluminum cans freearms $30 more Credit
fice. You must score a
shifts. LPNs needed
LICENSED life & Health
Nursing Homo
55c lb • batteries $1 and up, cards, COD, free delivery
HIGH on the test.
agent needed Quality pro
'86 Chevy Celebrity
for 3-11 & 11-7 shifts.
1401 South 16th St.
42 mo 142%*
scrap metal, copper and Exchange
only
290
ducts, high commissions
4.
PHYSICAL CONDIMurray, Ky.
Competitive
junk cars KGA Rycycling (315)593 8755
salary
Heating
86'12 Toyota Supra
with advance before issue,
TION - All selected
ECE'rA r
4 900 48 rire320%*
492 8183 days, 498 8785
and benefits. Apply at.
And Cooling
lead system and benefits
applicants will be renights
190
Call 1-800-456-4277
.as Olds Cutlass Supreme 51$:48
West View
98: 42 inc 183%*
quired to take a physiFarm
CHILDREN'S Strawberry
AIRTIGH
T
woodburn
ing
cal examination. A
NEED someone' to stay
Equipment
Nursing Home
34 Plymouth Conquest
Shortcake cassette tape reSituation
stove with 8" triple wall
36 mc 165%*
with lady Must drive and be
drug-screen test may
corder 753 6359
Wanted
35 MASSEY Ferguson 5 pipe, welded steel, excel1401 South
a non-smoker 753-5922
also be required as
'84 Cadilac El Dorado
lent condition, $450
side winder mower, 6' tuf
$8487 36 mo 24000*
CHRISTIAN woman wil CIVIL War artifacts guns,
part of this physical
16th St.
line disc, 2-14 MF plow
753-6529
OTR Drivers Hornady
swords,
etc
Ask for Larry.
babysit- in my home
exam.
'84 Carnry
Truck Line requires 1 year
Call 753-5463 or 753-0144
$
Murray, Ky.
753-3633
759-1919
KEROSENE Heater ClearEach applicant who
experience, 23 years of
ance!
Kerosun
801
FORD
diesel
Radiant
10,
tractor
FRAME mounted trailer
'84 Celica GT....
meets all basic reage Start 230- 26c/ mile WILL sit for sick or elderly
197:
62:
$598
6 mo 1
69877 36m°
hitch for pick-up truck, class selecto speed, $2,600 9,600 BTUs, $89. Kerosun
based on experience Ex- Ask for Carol 759-4077
quirements will be inRadiant
753-5463 or 753-0144
36, 10,000 BTUs,
3 759-4905
'84 Dodge Converble
cellent
benefits
$6487 36 nX7 180%*
terviewed by the Com$99 Kerosun Moonlighter,
WILL sit with the elderly or
Convenhonals/ Cabovers
NEW
Holland
2
row
pick-up
mittee. The interviewOLD quilts wanted Top
9.300 BTUs, $99. Reddy
sick
Experienc
ed
and
re'83 Buick Skylark T Type ...„
1 - 8 00 - 6 33 - 1 3 1 3 ,
24 'no 16000*
type tobacco setter, $450
DID Christmas get you be- ers
will
Heater, 35,000 BTUs,
consider:
ferences 753-4590 Call Dollar Paid Any condition.
812-288-5
700
753
0507
after 4p m
hind? Sell Avon products' reliability, interest, attiSend Photo Shelly Zegart
$129. Quantities limited!
for more information
'83 Grand Prix
P
36 no 11500*
,,
Be your own boss. Work tude,
PROFESSIONAL drivers
12 Z River Hill Rd, LouisCoast to Coast Hardware,
judgment,
0
2
4
your own hours, full or partville,
wanted:
Join the Tanksley
753-8604
KY
40207
100
cooperativeness, as
'83 Olds Cutlass
.' $5398
9817 36 mc 167%*
time Earn up to 50%! Call
(502)897-3819
team of professional OTR
Business
well as other personal
Miscellane
ous
today 753-0171
T/T drivers. Must be 22 or
300
Opportunity
'81 Buck Regal
traits.
WE buy scrap aluminum,
24 mc
older, DOT qualified, good
Business
FIREWOOD for sale
DRIVERS Come Home To
All applicants will be
MVR and have verifiable 1000 SUNBEDS, toning copper, brass and alumi- 437-4667
Rentals
'76 Corvette
Quality Stoops Express received without
tables: Sunal- Wolff tanning num cans Call Baleen Rereexperience. New benefits
needs quality teams or gard to
cycling
@
753-0338
4000
SQUARE
foot
buildrace, color, rebeds
SlenderQu
FIREWOO
est pas
D for Sale Tree
Insurance free after 90
single drivers to become a
rig in shopping center for
removal Free estimate
ligion, national origin
days. Ability to keep the sive exercisers Call for free
partner for the future 11 you
150
ease Send inquiries to
color catalogue Save to
436-2562, 436 2758
same truck rider policy
sex.
or
are at least 23 years old
P0 Box 1040-D
Articles
Fuel and safety incentives 50%. 1-800-228-6292
Each applicant must
with 1 year recent OTR
GATLINBURG Summit and
'87 Toyota 44 SW8
For Sale
1987 48 no 20000*
bonus
Call today
tractor, trailer experience, meet all basic requireGulf
Shores Plantation - BUSINESS space, office or
FAMILY HAIR CARE SA(60 6 )5 2 5 - 4 1 4 4 or
AQUARIUMS for sale 45
we can offer you •Mileage ments to be eligible for
Mountain and beach con- store space at Southside
1 -800-527-TEAM Drug LON Exceptional oppor- 20 and 10 gallons plus ac
'87 Dodge Dakota ............. 0987 48 mc 20000*
Pay based upon quality of an interview. Apprendos with beautiful views, Shopping Center.
tunity to own an excellent
screen EOE
experience, •Seniority in- tices will be selected in
business' Outstanding cessories Intelevision indoor pools, equipped 753-9386 or 753-4509
creases up to 26 6/ mile: order of their ranking
21500*
'87 Toyota 4x4
clientele and product sales. video game system, 20 car- kitchens Free brochure
$087 40 no.
•Home on a regular basis.
superior equipment includ- tridges 759 1954 after 1-800-242-4853
resulting from rating
Murray's No. 1
Give Us A Call' Stoops
ing 2 Wolff suntannmg 5p m
87 Dodge Dakota
by interviewers.
$8987 48 mo. 20000*
In the USA
GO carts. go carts go carts
Express, Nationwide
beds Good location with BEAUTY Shop equipment 5 HP single
and we're out
and doublE
800-457-6418
good lease, very reason- and suntan bed, 4 years seats
'87 Ford Ranger XLT P.0 $7987 48 mo. 17800*
Keith's Lawn & Trac
to show
able utilities and rent
old 753 0658 after 5p m
tor
Center,
Industrial
Road
the world!
Owner retiring Excellent
Call 759-9831
'as Toyota 4 Runner P i'SOLD 2 rm. 28600*
Center Dr.
National
company
terms with owner financing PROM dress: size 10,
needs experienced,
long term at reasonable purple with sequins, worn LARGE, large, large selecOff 641 N.
'86 Toyota SR5 P.U.5487 42 rrio. 23400*
pleasant
telephone
rates Salon will pay for once, purchased at The tion of storage buildings in
voices to tell our story
Showcase, accesones in- stock for immediate delivitself in less than 1 year
Private Bays
If you have experiSerious inquiries only. cluded 753-8205 after ery Acree Portable Build'86 Toyota X-Cab 4x4
1987 42 Rio. 21500*
A size for
ence in calling local
5p
m
ings, Mayfield, Ky
753-8248 after 8p m
Now Open For Business.
businesses,
Town
502-247-7831
every need.
IF you would like to own REBUILT 400 cub in Gen4* Mens, womens, childrens & plus
Square Graphics is in86 Chevy S-10 P.0
'5987 42 mo. 14200*
eral
Motors
engine.
POLE
your
own
warbuisness,
buildings
now is
24'x32'x9
terested in talking to
•
sizes. Name Brand Items.
ranted,
$700
eave,
Also
the
entrance
time' Changes are beNew
door and
you
Chestnut Hills
ing made with Diet Center Process 435 4-speed 12'x8' end slider $4,195
86 Toyota LWB P.0
48 mo. 17300*
For Appointment
that will mean a business transmission for '/, or 1 ton Completely erected Other
Shopping Center.
4.
310
boom Personal commit- Ford truck, $250
sizes available Blitz BuilCall 753-6231
Steve & Jane Lamb owners:
ders, Inc 1 800 428-4009
ments are forcing sale For 753-8500
Wont
• Invite you to come in & say hello.
To Rent
SECRETARIAL position additional information re FOR Sale 3 storage sheds SEASONED
firewood
spond to PD Box 115,
Open: Mon-Thur. 10-6
available immediately
like houses, complete 436-2744
YOUNG couple with 3
Hazel
Ky
42049
Must
possess skills in typFri. & Sat. 10-8 Sun. 1-5
electric in every way 2 TVs,
children would like to rent a
SEASONE
D oak firewood 3 or 4 bedroom home
ing with shorthand preOPEN a ladies', children's color Mobile homes 3 lots
ferred and ability to handle apparel or one price (9.99) for sale with complete 753-5476, Charles Barnett 6 1 5 - 86 8 0 8 1 9
X
or
telephone calls Should shoe store First quality hook-ups for mobile WE
have special prices and 527-9182
42 mo 228%*
'86 Chevy CIO P U
have some computer back
homes
Rare Doberman good service on
name brands only Investcaps. CONDO style apartment
ground Pay commensument starting at $14.750 pinchers, fond and rust calendars, political camwith garage university
rate with skills possessed
includes opening inventory, color, AKC registered 2 paign materials, magnetic
'85 Chevy S-10 Blazer.......... '9987 36 mc 276%*
view, quiet area, 2 years
Send resume to P 0 Box fixtures, supplies and train- mobile homes You have to signs
and hundreds of Ad
old,
central heat and air,
1040-M. Murray Ky
ing The Fashion Concept see to believe' Call for an vertising Specialty items
microwave stove. refriger
'85 Chevy Conversion vw
appointment 492 8806
36 mo. 27100*
(6151
675-6200
Also,
garage
repair
forms
SUMMER Employment
ator, 1 year lease $400 a
and
salesbook
s Jim & He- month 753-8096
Part-time, teachers- com- OWNER Operators Join SEAT lift chair If your are a
ti Chevy S-10 Ext. CSOLOi 15500*
puters. and in English and Schneider National Car- medicare recipient with a len Cain, Route 2 Box 27,
220
social studies certified with
riers Lease on your trac- qualifying condition such as Murray, Ky 42071,
$7687 36 mo. 212°3*
'84 Nissan 4:4
Apartments
experience Resident advi
arthritis, call toll free num- (502)759-1602
tor,
or
take
advantage
of
"YOU" pay for most nursing home cost.
Rent
For
sors to provide in our New Tractor Purchase ber for more information
WE service all brands of
SOLO 24 m.
o 25800*
• Medicare pays less than 2%
'83 Ford P.0
residence supervision for
Program We offer excel Call 1 800 445 4174
kerosene heaters and carry
students, must be 21 years lent revenue top miles, dis*Medicare supplement policies pay even
FURNISHED 1 bedroom
a full line of parts Keith's
of age. have 2 years col
apartment close to MSU,
counts on insurance fuel
$7487 24 mo. 28800*
'83 SWB Chevy P.0
1E0
less
Lawn & Tractor. Industrial
lege, experience in supervideposit no pets Call after
tires and maintenance
Horne
•An estimated one in four Americans over
Road. 759 9831
sion of students and have
1-800 348 1894
4p m 753-6564
00
Furnishings
'63 Fad Ranger
65 will spend time in a nursing home.
$4987 24 mc 135 *
250
GPA of at least 2 50 Com- SUPPLEM
2
BEDROO
ENT
M
duplex
your
inBEDROO
availM suite end
•In our area, costs average over $18,000
puter lab and health/ recre- come
Business
able in February, deposit
with the 01 business tables, coffee and corner
$7487 24 mo 35800*
per year
V Chevy Van
ation coordinators and tuServices
opportunity in the world tables, lamp, rug, radio ca
required no pets Call
tors also needed Send re•Medicaid, the government program for
753-3415
Taught in more than 200 binet and more 474 2342
'88 '87 '86 Models 12.9%*
sume and transcript to
the "poor" only provides help after you
colleges
Network
Upward Bound, Murray
ALMOST
New!
bedroom,
2
'85 '84 '83 Models 13.9%*
Marketing The Wave of the NEW shipment of furniture
literally impoverish yourself.
ELECTRONIC luxury and energy efficient
State University, Murray.
1990s Call 901-479 3588 arriving daily' Save on all
'82
and Older Models 14.9%*
KY 42071 by March 10,
duplex in Westwood
TAX FILING
If you are concerned, give us a call for a
Write Malin Enterprise, home furnishings' Extra
Cathedral ceilings with ce
1989 EOE
Refund
IRS
savings
Avg
18
bedding
on
Day
all
•
!PR
with
20% down paymont or oqu•I trod* equity
PC Box 401, South Fulfree copy of "The Consumer Guide To
dar beams in all rooms The
Filed Direct With IRS
plus tax & liconto fees with approved
THE SEAFOOD EX- ton TN 38257 Full or part- Specials throughout the
Long Term Care Insurance."
Computer
credit.
best
Accurate
Filing
in
appliance
s
water
PRESS IS LOOKING FOR time Achieve you potential' store' Carraway Furniture
Prices starting at $10
and ice maker in-door re105 North 3rd St .
A FEW GOOD PEOPLE
frigerator, built in microAVAILABLE AT:
753 1502
Day and night waitress or
110
JOYCE NOEL TAX SVC wave glass top stove Cerwaiter needed Some exPUT in your order for a
amic file bathroom interior
Norsworthy Road
perience preferred Must
Instruction
handsome custom made
uniquely decorated with
489-244
0
be hard working, depend
butcher block table From
some of the most expenOR
able
and enjoy working with NEED your GED? Study at basic to excuisite, any size,
Hopkinsville Fed. Savings Building
MIKE HODGE TAX SVC sive material available
people Apply at Seafood home with KET's GED on height or shape to fit your
Southsid
e Shopping Ctr Lease and deposit No
Express Olympic Plaza, TV
753-4199
Enroll today. need or fancy Genuine oak
pets Call 753-7185 for
759-1425
Murray. Ky
538-4433
1-800
tops Call today 435 4142
appointment

TOYOTAS COST IBS IN MURRAY
Cars
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$6987
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$6487
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AKC
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firm
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753
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753-E
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53987

$2787
$7987

11500*

Trucks & Vans

Creekview
Storage

NEW
• FAMILY FASHIONS

4

753-6734

• GRAND OPENING
MARCH 3-11

NURSING HOME COSTS:
WHO PAYS?

McConnell
Insurance Agency

Is

$7987

New & Used
4x4s ON SALE
NOW
$9387

a
ii

Th
8
Old
gun
mu

WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 15, MY

CLASSIFIEDS
Reel

Northwood
BR Now
ousing Op
984
pplicahons
parenents
outhside
hours
pm fiat F

TAKING applications for
Section 8 Rent Subsidized
apt 1, 2 or 3 BR Apply
Hilidale Apts Hardin, Ky
Equal
Housing
Opportunity
TWO 2 bedroom apart
ments for rent No pets
753-0521 before 330p m

Houses
For Rent
2 BEDROOM house den
living and bath, just car
peted and panted on Hwy
94 East, 11 miles from
town 354-6729
3 BEDROOM house newly
decorated gas heat, $275
per month Deposit and references
no pets
753-2376

THLY
YMENT

32°°*
58"*
15"*
00"*
17°°*
88°°*
25°°*
55°°*
55°0*
70°°*
12°°*
300.

FRAME house and lot in
Lynn Grove, $200 Also 2
bedroom duplex in Murray,
$265 Coleman R E
753-9898
TAKING applications for 2
bedroom, bath and 1, in
town Discounted rent
$400 Available March 1
Call Tina days 753-4000.
nights 759-9244
1Fici

FOR Lease. Business
space, office or retail, good
location, price negotiable
489-2633.
SHOPS for rent on Hwy 94
East 759-1515

0°°*
6°°*
2°°*
0°°*
30°*
500*
0"*
2°°*

Pets
& Supplies
AKC registered Boxer pup
5 months old, shots, $175
firm. Monday through Friday, 8:30a.m.-5p.m.
753-2554; after 5p.m. and
weekends, 759-1354.
AKC Dalmatian puppies, 3
males, all shots $125.
492-8861
FOR Sale or Trade AKC
Rottweiler puppies.
753-6879.
ST BERNARD puppies.
345-2252

7°°*
0°°*
0°°*
500*
700*
00*

00*

KOPPERUD Realty offers
a complete range of Real
Estate services with a wide
selection of quality homes
all prices 753-1222, toll
free 1 -800-251-HOME Ext
711L for courteous competent Real Estate service
We make buying & selling
Real Estate easy for you

3 BEDROOM house in the
Kirksey area recently remodeled inside, new root
and vinyl siding outside
Outbuilding and desired
acreage available Call
489 2161 or 489-2380 atter
7p m

NEW 4 bedroom, 2'4 bath,
central H/A, 3,385 sq ft
under roof, Martin Heights
Subdivision Coleman R E
753-9898

440
Lots
For Sale
RESIDENTIAL lots for sale
on Sunset Blvd , Loch Lomond and Broach St
753-4782 No call after
8p m

460
Homes
For Sale
3 BEDROOM home in
country. 2 extra sleeping
rooms upstairs, large living
room and dining room.
Central gas heat and air. 12
miles east of Murray.
$50,000. Call 753-1203.

Pubilc
Sole

Big, Big
Yard Sale
at the

Hardin Senior
Citizen Center
Thurs. Feb. 16
8a.m. until ?
Inside the Center
Old dishes, antiques,
guns, piano, clothes and
much, much more!

470

3 BEDROOM, 2 bath in
town, $30,000 753-0659
4 BEDROOM brick split
level with fireplace with
wood burning stove included. City water and
cable TV, near Dexter. After 4.30p m 437-4697.
BY Owner. 3 bedroom, 2
bath, English Tudor trilevel, living/ dining combination, large family room
with wood stove, study and
many extras Assumable
c'hi loan, low equity. Located on Brookhaven Drive
(off Gatesborough Circle)
753-9290
NEW Homes By Contractor 5 to choose from, starting at upper $50s Also
waterfront home 753-3672
after 5p m
NEW house in Martin
Heights Sub.. 3 large bedrooms, 2 full baths, fireplace, gas heat, 2 car garage. Call 753-3903 after
4p.m.
3 BEDROOM, 1 bath home
in town Shown by appointment only Call before
8p m 753-8950 Low $40s

1972 VW Super Beetle
good condition Make me
an offer! 762-4798

Motorcycles
1979 GS 1000 Suzuki: new
paint and seat, 15,000 actual miles, mint, $1,000
753-7300

1979 CADILLAC DeVille
425, good condition, midnight blue, sharp
474-2342

1985 200X 3-WHEELER
excellent condition, lots of
extras, $700 753-3648 after 5p m

1980 BUICK LeSabre 4
door, 350 engine, automatic, air 436-2837.

1987 YAMAHA 350
4-wheeler excellent condition, best offer 436-5862

1982 chevrolet Cavalier
wagon automatic, high mileage $1500 Call after
11am 753 8342

1988 YAMAHA Blaster excellent condition, best offer
436-2191
BORDERS Cycle and ATV
Center Used ATVs, parts,
service, accessories and
tires 200 North Main, Benton, Ky 502 527 1680
BRAND new 89-250-R
492-8870 after 6p.m.

1982 REGAL Summerset
fully loaded, t-tops 1
owner, 759-1543 or
753-0509
1983 CADILLAC ElDorado
burgundy with burgundy simulated convertible roof,
loaded, 45,000 actual
miles, 1 owner, extra sharp
759-1543 or 753-0509
1984 BUICK Century Limited' silver with dark vinyl
top, V-6, automatic,loaded
68,000 miles, $4,600. Call
after 5p.m 753-4763.

480
3 BEDROOM brick, carport, F.H.A., V.A., financing
available with little or no
down payment. Coleman
Real Estate 753-9898

1969 DODGE Super Bee
new wheels and Ores, new
motor, negotiable
1 354 6416

1978 TRANS Am, t-tops,
good condition, rebuilt motor, loaded $3200
492-8384

1987 YAMAHA 225
4 -wheeler.
Call
10a.m.-6p.m. 753-9395.

3 BEDROOM house in
Hazel, carpet, very nice
Will sell for pay off,
492-8755

350

Used
Cars

Estate

Homes
For Sal.

3 BEDROOM, 2 bath cedar
home in city, $29,000
753-0659

For Rent

Or Lease

Murray Ledger & Times
490

430

apartment
n Murray

Auto
Services
MPORT Auto Salvage
Specializing in foreign cars
Open Monday through Saturday, 8a,m to 5p m
474-2325
485
Auto
Parts
350 CHEVY transmission,
$75 2 mud and snow truck
tires, 15x12 50x33, $50 2
Eagle ST tires, 2 25x15,
$60 753-7300
GOOD Used Motors 318
Dodge, 360 Dodge High
Performance, 400 "Chrysler, 390 Ford, 200 Ford 6
cylinder, 350 Chevy, 292
Chevy 5, automatic transmissions, 350 Chevy, Ford
C-6, Thunderbird and Lincoln automatic. Will install.
Will trade_ The Chevy
Shop, 641 North next to
Pet-Ro Gas 753-4184
USED running Chevy engines 400 small block,
350's, 307, 409 truck, 292
truck 6. Truck and car
transmissions, clutches,
rear ends. Positrac's, loose
heads, crankshafts, pistons, fly wheels all components. Car and truck body
pieces. Truck motors, trans
for Dodge, Ford, Internation Tires, wheels Re-ring
engines and valve jobs. Will
install! Will trade! Mostly
Chevy Shop, 641 North,
next to Pet-Tro Gas.
753-4184

1984 CAPRICE Classic•
power windows, seats and
locks; tilt., cruise; AM-FM
cassette; new tires; 32,000
actual miles 753-5094

1984 FORD Crown Victoria - A-1 condition, new
tires, all equipment,
$2,250, 436-2427.
1984 TRANS Am t tops,
loaded, 1 owner, M-F before 2p m 345-2799
1985 BUICK LaSabre Limited: collectors edition,
82,000 miles, .extra nice
car. Reduced from $6,000
to $5,600 759-9698.
1985 FORD L T D V-6 fuel
injection, cruise, power
brakes, steering, air, tilt,
dean, good tires, 58,000
miles 759-4728

Now it's

NOTICE
Need a car?
Bad credit?
Weak credit?
Bankrupt?
Call Sammy
753-4961
1985 PONTIAC Fiero SE
power windows, sun root
5-speed, AM FM cassette,
luggage rack, approx.
52,000 miles After 6p m
call 753-8191 or 753-3293.

00*
00*

CLASSIFIEDS

00*

areforeveryone!

00*

Carpet & Vinyl Store
Clarence Goforth is no longer associated
with Uncle Jeff's Carpet Outlet Store.

New Location
A

on 4th Street, Highway 121
•we stand behind our carpet installation
Bringing You the Same

Campers
1986 COACHMAN Cru
sader bought new 1988
31' with bunk house, self
contained, awning, dinette
$1Q5(0 436-5433

Services
Offered

Van*
1988 FORD Aerostar XL
oaded $13,500, 20,000
miles, 1 owner 382-2568

1971 CHEVY pick-up with
cap, $1,200 Phone
759-1969
1984 CHEVY Silverado
swb, 4x4, 11" lift, 38" tires.
chrome wheels. 305 Cl,
PW, PB, air, cruise. tilt,
AM/FM cassette Nice interior Extra sharp Automatic, transmission going
bad- but still drivable
$7500, obo 489-2368 after
5p m
1984 F600 FORD aerial
bucket truck new rubber on
the rear, fair on the front
works 40' pole, excellent
condition 345-2561
1984 FORD Ranger XLT
package 5-speed, 67,000
miles, topper, extra clean
759-9770 after 5p m
1987 JEEP 4x4
489-2273

Phone

1987 JIMMY S-15 fully
loaded 26,000 miles 1
owner, extra sharp
759-1543 or 753-0509

A-1 TREE Service and
stump removal. Your professional tree service All
types, removal, topping,
feeding. Free estimates
50' bucket truck and chipper. Call 753-0906
AC Service Company electrical service and plumbing
repair 436-2919
APPLIANCE REPAIR We
Service: dishwashers, disposals, ranges, ovens, refrigerators, washers &
dryers. Service on most
makes and models G E
factory trained. The Appliance Works, Dr Rob Mason Rd , Hwy 783,
753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool 29 years experience Parts and service.
Used Appliances Bobby
Hopper, 753-4872 or
436-5848
DUNAWAY'S Painting- interior, exterior residential
commercial 753-6951 if
no answer, 753-2332 Ask
Ion Mike
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 75:3-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

1967 CHEVROLET pick
up new engine real sha:
753-4832 ask for Nico

Jim Day
Painting
& Paper Hanging
753-3716

GENERAL CARPENTRY,
building remodeling, also
roofing Kevin and Mark
Penner 759-4422
GENERAL repair- Carpentry, plumbing, roofing, yard
and tree work, wood- $25 a
rick Call 436-2642,

GOOD quality, fall cu
fescue and clover baled
hay $1 75 per bale
753 8673
SOUTHERN States Start
'em right feed sale Buy 5
Get 1 free See store for
details

WANTED 41 qualified
homeowners for new swim
ming pool or spa instana
tions Financing available
Deluxe installation corn
plete as low as $59/ month
Huge savings
Ca',
1 800 422-9872

•

CUSTOM KITCHEN CA8,rit':
C.JSTell WOODWORKING
API Types Of

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
'Drop by & see our showroom

•

YOU'RE INVITED!
ANDERSON WESTERN
WORLD SELECT HORSE
SALE
Feb. 25 - Texarkana, Tx
March 11 - Murray, Ky
Expo Center

Auctioneer Don Green
April 1 - Jonesboro, Ark.
For information contact:
Wade Anderson 501-932-7600 or
501-932-9256

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
FOR SALE
This commerical building and two
greenhouses are ready for occupancy'.
Lot has 142 feet of frontage near
Murray State University.
Call

Kopperud Realty

SHEETROCK finishing,
new or repair 436-2811

for details.

753-1222

SHOLAR Plumbing &
Electric For your everyday
plumbing and electrical
needs call us at 474,2366
or 437-4113

Classified Ad
Sale!
February Only

SUREWAY Tree ServiceTopping, pruning, tree removal Aerial bucket truck
Fully insured for your protection„ Stump removal
with no lawn damage Free
estimates No obligations
753-5484
TELEPHONE wiring- jacks
installed- phones movedresidence and businessexperienced Call Bobby
Wade 753-2220

Free
Column
FREE puppies Shephard
Lab mixed Call 489-2810

FOR most any type driveway white rock also, any
type gravel, dirt and sand
call Roger Hudson
753-4545 or 753-6763

GENTRY Painting Co residential painting, interior &
exterior 435 4268

530

New & Used
GM Executwes &
Program Vehicles
001.642.3000
Hwy. 79 W. — Paris

510

CONTRACTOR- Portable
storage buildings pole
barns general home im
provement Quality work tor
less Free estimates 802
for $585 489 2663

15' LOWE M V. aluminum
boat with 2 pedestal bass GUTTERING by Sears
seats, live well, front stor- Sears continuous gutters
1986 TEMPO GL red, air,
age, asto-turf, running installed for your specifica
stereo tape player, automalights and more. All factory lions. Call Sears 753-2310
tic, 26,000 miles, excellent
finished 25HP Johnson for tree estimate.
condition 759-9593
electric start with new gas
HAMILTON Cultured
1987 NISSAN Sentra XE 4 tank New 765 MX Minikota
marble and tile 643 Old
door, AM-FM cassette, trolling motor, 281b thrust,
depth finder and 2 batte- Benton Rd 753 9400
automatic new tires excel
lent gas mileage 71,000 ries All on H D 12" tire HOUSECLEANING refertrailer and ready to go fish- ences available 759 9510
miles 437-4723
ingl Excellent condition. after 3p m
1988 CHEVROLET Cave- Call 753-0156 after 6p.m.
her red, 1 owner, 10,000 or 753-5275 8a.m -6p.m., INSULATION blown in by
-Sears TVA approved
miles Call 753.54-47 after 2sk for Ron
Save on those high heating
5 30p m
1976 14' SEA Nymph
and cooling bills Call Sears
1988 MERCURY Topaz, 65HP Mercury, seats for 3, 753-2310 for free estimate
loaded, $9,500 1985 Lin- foot control trolling motor,
LICENSED electrician, recoln Mark VII, $12,500
crappy rigs, live well
1978 Toyota Land Cruiser, Sharp, $2,000 753-7300, sidential and commercial
Air conditioning Sales and
$3,800 753-3632
1978 PROCRAFT. 85HP service Gas installation
1988 RED Ford Cougar, Evinrude with tilt and trim, and repair
for natural and
V-8, all power, excellent depth finder and trolling
LP. Fred's Repair
condition, 9,xxx miles, motor Good for bass and 753-7203.
under warranty. Phone crappie fishing, $2,650
LICENSED Electrician
753-0495 after 5p m.
759-4178.
Doug Jones Electric
1970 '98 OLDS converti- 1983 16' SKI boat with 759-4751.
ble, gold, - white top: trailer, 70HP Evinrude.
MOBILE HOME Specialist62.000 actual miles, pwr
$3,600 489-2699
repair, leveling, underpinstr , win . seats., leather interior, good running condi- 1988 ALUMI Craft Trophy ning, set-ups, tear-downs,
tion; collector's item. 170. 1986 85HP motor, in- roofs, floors, plumbing, wir
phone 753-8050, or cludes skiis, ski ropes, life ing, washing, hurricane
vests, spare propel!, trolling straps 759-4850.
753-0335 after 5p m.
motor, batteries, depth finTWO 1979 Monzas 4 cylin- der and cover. 753-4117 PLUMBING repairman with
der and 6 cylinder
after 6p at or 762-4177 be- same day service Call
759-4850
436-2879 after 5p m or fore 6p.m.
leave message on
1988 BAYLINE Capri 1500 QUALITY construction, re7"
madhine
Runabout: blue and white, pairs and alteration Free'
estimates, Call G & A,
Need An xtra Car Force 501W engine, Escort
436-2617
trailer,
factory
digital
tape
For A Few Days?
player, and speedometer, SEWING Machine Repair.
Pent From Gene At
walk-through windshield, All makes and models,
DWAIN TAYLOR
rear entry platform Never home and industry. Call
CHEVROLET, INC.
been in the water, $5,650
Kenneth Barnhill,
436-5681.
753-2674, Hwy 121 North,
502-753-2617
Stella, Ky.

Dan Taylor
Chevrolet, Oldsmobile,
Cedillx, lx. of
Paris, rti

1975 LWB Chevrolet topper, side rails, metal tool
box for sale of trade for
smaller pick up of same
value Also, % • plastic water hose, 100 pound pressure, sell any amount up to
$1000 feet 436-5844

1986 PONTIAC 6000 STE
fully loaded, 27,000 miles
best offer 492 8783 after
5p m

00*

CO*
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Run an ad 3 days
get 1 day FREE
;6

WET BASEMENT'? We
make wet basements dry
Work completely guaranteed Call or write Morgan
Construction Co Pt 2, Box
409A, Paducah Ky 42001
or call 1-442-7026
WILL do babysitting in my
home toddler to preschool 753-2911
WILL do plumbing installation & repairs All guaranteed Free estimates
Phone 492-8899 or
753-1308

Take Advantage Of This
Sale And Save.
Call 753.1916 to place your ad.

GRAND OPENING
OPEN HOUSE
SAT. 9-5, SUN, 1-5

Can you make
the grade?

Big Savings
Sale 3 Days Only
Astro Turf - $259 sq. yd.
6 colors

Car Carpet - $2" sq.

yd.

Large Inventory
Stainmaster
:599 $995
Plush and Cut Loop
- '799

Specials

Big Vinyl Sale
Example -

Ber-Ber- $6" sq. yd.

Armstrong-Cambray
$6" sq. yd.

753-0074

The Hunt is on!
Looking lot a new carkor in trucking,Choose the driving

school that can give you specialized traimng on trle same
type of eguprnent used by America s fastest-growing.
most innovative carnet J B Hunt Tuition is idSi saso
financial aid is available o0 ii be ready tor your road test
,n rust 3 weeks And JR. Hunt regularly hires
graduates Must be at
least 23 with a good
drrying record
Crew,
nnior

,
(AM., lbw,4.04

Call loll-tree

1-800-643-3331
SubOctindWilkirNM

FOE

THE CROSSINGS
HIGHWAY 94 WEST, SOUTH ON JOHNNY
ROBERTSON RD.
FOR INFORMATION CALL:

ERA HERITAGE REALTY
759-9ERA
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Bush aids working to save S&Ls

't

•
tfOrki.;.,
Wrecker driver Jerry Key pulled Glen Underhill's 1984 Chevrolet from a ditch on Ky. 94 approximately
four mites east of Murray after Underhill was involved in an accident Tuesday afternoon. A report from
the Kentucky State Police said Underhill, Rt. 3, Murray, apparently lost control of the car at 1:35 p.m.
while attempting to pass another vehicle — Underhill was traveling west, the report said. A Murray Calloway County Hospital spokesperson said Underhill was admitted to the hospital with facial injuries and is
Staff photo by David Tuck
listed in stable condition.

Balloonist hopes to cross Pacific
— As people say, things that go
up must come down, so I'm not
very worried."
After nearly five hours of slow
climbing in the cold evening sky ,
Fumio Niwa reported Wednesday
morning "everything is going
fine," a spokesman said.
In his first radio contact with
home, made at 6:21 a.m. (4:21 EST
Tuesday), Niwa said the balloon
was about 80 miles southeast of
Yokohama, where he lifted off at
1:47 a.m. (12:47 EST Tuesday),
according to project spokesman
Tadakatsu lzumi.
lzumi said Niwa's balloon, flying at an altitude of 8,200 feet,
would head toward the south "for
some time" before reaching highaltitude winds later in the day.
His balloon has no maneuvering
ability, so its direction depends
entirely on the wind. It carries no
navigation equipment, and Niwa

YOKOHAMA, Japan (AP) —
Fumio Niwa soared into the night
early Wednesday, hoping his huge
orange and blue balloon will End
the easterly jet stream and carry
him to San Diego on the first solo
balloon flight across the Pacific.
San Diego is the sister city of
Yokohama, his hometown, but
Niwa may not reach it even if he
crosss the ocean successfully. Late
weather reports said the winds in
the jet stream, which begins at
about 35,000 feet, had veered to
the north and probably would take
the balloon toward Alaska instead.
Just before setting off for Nortn
America, which he hoped to reach
in about four days. Niwa said:
"My long dream of crossing the
Pacific is coming true today. I still
wonder if it's really possible. The
jet stream is bending strangely, but
America is big so I think I'll make
it, somewhere.

Downtown Murray 753-5825
Store Hours: Open 7 a.m.; Close 8 p.m.

must rely on amateur radio reports
of his location, based on satellite
trackings.
Ground equipment used to
receive the satellite data malfunctioned and a standby unit was
installed, delaying his takeoff for
several hours.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Bush administration vowed Tuesday to fight any effort by savings
and loan lobbyists to preserve their
close relationship with federal regulators and said it's ready to work
with Congress to gain speedy passage of the president's plan to deal
with the industry's crisis.
Richard C. Breeden, Bush's top
adviser on S&Ls, said the president's proposal to restructure the
thrift regulatory system is inseparable from any infusion of taxpayer
money.
And, in an interview at the
White House, he vowed to "spare
no effort" in helping Congress
meet Bush's challenge to pass the
S&L program in 45 days.
"If we have to burn the midnight oil and work late and work
hard, then we'll do it," he said.
Sen. Donald W. Riegle Jr.,
Mich., chairman of the Senate
Banking Committee, and Sen. Jake
Gam of Utah, the committee's
senior Republican, have already
agreed to introduce the administration program.
An inch-thick draft of the bill
was sitting on Breeden's desk
Tuesday and he said it likely would
be submitted to Congress next
week. He described the tone of discussion on the issue between the
administration and legislators as
excellent.
"I hope things will go smoothly,
but I don't want to be unrealistic,"
he said. "We are proposing some
profound long-run changes in the
regulatory system."
Last week, Bush proposed
spending S126 billion over the next
detade to close or sell failed thrift
associations, $40 billion of it a
direct charge against the taxpayers
and federal budget.

MONEY SAVING COUPONS
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1982 Chevy
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We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
Listen to WSJP for our daily specials.
We Accept Food Stamps and WIC Vouchers

Lucky Leaf Cherry
Kraft

Towels

32 oz.

Dove
Dishwashing

Pie
Filling

Brawney

Mayonnaise

Liquid
31 oz.

Jumbo Rolls
1 1 oz.

1.39
98

Mayotutise
X

I-

Pillsbury 4 oz. pkg Buy 3 Cans Get I FREE
Pkg. of 489v
Kraft American
Cheese Slices
1 lb. pkg.
Red Gold 46 oz.

Biscuits

Prairie Farm

Buttermilk
. .1/2

e

00699

OZ.
Excluding Angel Food

9'

C00•011,0•1

61110.1.

Tht C,r9.•

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

641 South
Murray
753-2617

Gm

__€20

CHILI, HASH or BEEF STEW

18.25

Wail Elba 315 Purchcoe Eachalcag
D*uy, Tobacco & Dr mks 00 Specul

GM QUALITY
SERVICE PARTS

on ONE can of

Cake
Mix

Margarine

1

,

Duncan Hines
Assorted Flavors

Blue Bonnet
Yellow Quarters

READ THE
CLASSIFIEDS

Dwain Taylor Chevro et, inc.

PARKER'S SUPER MKT.

Prices Good Noon Feb. 15-Noon Feb. 22

financial regulation, chaired by
Bush as vice president.
Breeden said the president's plan
also would contain these elements:
—Changes to insulate S&L examiners from the institutions they
regulate.
--Steps to make it easier for
bank holding companies to buy
S&Ls — initially sick S&Ls and
eventually healthy ones.
—A study of deposit insurance,
including the feasibility of lowering the $100,000 per-account insurance ceiling.
Examiners work for the regional
Federal Home Loan Banks, which
lend money to individual S&Ls and
are owned by the industry. Breeden
said the administration wo.ild
expand the boards of directors of
the 12 regional banks to include
more members representing the
general public. Bush would also
have examiners report directly to
top regulatory officials in Washington rather than to the regional bank
presidents, he said.
The administration would require
S&Ls to raise more private capital
and is expecting much of it to
come from outside the S&L industry, including from bank holding
companies.
"I think that there will be some
acquisitions. ... I wouldn't want to
predict the number," Breeden said.

He also would wrap the independent Federal Home Loan Bank
Board, which regulates the nation's
3,000 S&Ls, into the Treasury
Department and merge the staff of
the S&L deposit insurance fund
into the larger Federal Deposit
Insurance Corp., which guarantees
commercial bank accounts.
Thrift industry officials have
denounced the restructuring plan as
a power-grab by the Treasury
Department and have vowed to
fight it.. Rep. Frank Annunzio, DIll., chairman of the House Banking subcommittee with jurisdiction
over S&Ls, has promised to help
them.
Breeden said, however, that the
bank board, as an independent
agency, has a "long history of a
close relationship with the industry
it regulates."
"The president wants to be able
to say to the American public that
we are ensuring that this will not
happen again and he can't make
that promise if the agency that has
responsibility for oversight isn't
accountable to him," Breeden said.
"At $40 billion, we're talking
about the equivalent of something
on the order of 100 billion school
lunches. ... I find it inconceivable
to suggest that we would drop a
S40 billion check in the mail and
just say, 'Well, we hope you use it
wisely and we hope things come
out better next time,"' he said.
Breeden, a 39-year-old lawyer,
came to the administration from the
Washincton office of the wellconnected Texas law firm of Baker
& Botts. Previously, he served as
staff director of a task force on

Lynden Farm
Shoestring

Gal.

Tomato Juice

2.39
89v

Flay-0-Rich

Cottage Cheese

12 oz.

89v

Morton House

Beef Stew

Quaker
...
Cakes

98'
pkg. 1.094

24 oz.

Potatoes

16 oz. 8 Btl. Crtn.

20 oz Bag
1/4 Pork Loin Sliced In

Grogan's Country

Pork Chops

Sausage

ta0d loaclat
D
UTIERmILIC

with bottles or deposit

Produce

Delicatessen

1—"No
di,
ot,0,,

Red Seedless

fiditileo,„ •
41freftetk:Is.
qAtir

4

Grapes
Colorado Russet Baking

lb.

lb.

99'

Potatoes
.10 lb. bag 1.99
Michigan Red Delicious
Apples 3_ lb. bag 1.39
Bud Green
Onions 4 bunches 1.00
Florida Juicy
Oranges 4 lb bag 1.49

Bil-Mar Turkey

Pastrami
Tenn. Pride Mild

lb.

239

Souse Super Sharplb. 1.99
Hoffman's
Cheese Mozzarellalb. 3.89
Cloverbloom
lb. 2.59
Cheese
Fresh
Egg Salad lb. 1.49
4

1.29

lb.

1.39

Fresh Chicken

Emgc

Dogs..12 oz. pkg. 79' Liver
HotSliced
Field Smoked
Emge
Bologna lb. pkg. 1.09 Pork Chops lb

Lean Tender

Pork

Lean Center Cut

Chops lb
Tenderloin lb. 2.99 Pork
Farm
Whole
Clifty
Lean Meaty Country Style
Pork Ribs lb. 1.39, Country Hams..lb.

59'
2.39
lb.

1.99
1.69

